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We Can Get A Little

EXCITED
Welcome to ODUI
Faces come and faces go
but some things never change.
The Spirit of ODU carries
through from year to year. In
fact, it GROWS every year; we
get excited and pass it to those
around us. Everyone catches it
sooner or later . . . we've all
been bitten by the Big Blue
Beast — and it shows! It shows
when we paint our faces with
blue and silver paw prints, as
well as when we help strangers

find their way around our city.
It's also what pushes us
over the edge of "normal. "
With it, we stretch possibilities
to include those things we never
thought of before. We can suc
ceed because our excitement
carries us past our previous lim
itations.
Boundaries
that
once
closed us in become goals for
us to reach and exceed. Spirit is
what sustains us when we're un
sure of the outcome; we keep on

A student poses as Freddy Kruger from "nightmare on
Elm Street" during the Met-Life Classic. (C. Thomas)
The spirit s "back" and stronger than ever and this stu
dent makes sure everybody knows. (C. Thomas)

OPENING

doing our best anyway.
Here we're learning new
skills. Mistakes are inevitable,
but without trying we might nev
er leam what unlimited poten
tial we possess. If we can reach
for the extremes of our abilities,
we will take with us more satis
faction than if we had "played it
safe. "
This Spirit is what makes us
special. It's what gets us excit
ed!
Julene M. Fisher

Showing the way he gets spirited, this
unknown student runs the field during
halftime, (f- Copeland)

There's No Shortage of

TALENT
Another thing we're excited
about is all the talent around
here. Excellence is the 80 s atti
tude, and we've got it! It's what
pushes us to try new things. It
gives us encouragement to
work hard at what we do. Wheth
er we re playing hard or study
ing hard, ODU offers many out
lets for talent.
From the athletic depart
ment to zoology, and every
where in between, faculty and

fellow students help each other
get the best out of themselves.
Professors push us towards
ever greater achievements, ex
tra-curricular groups give us a
chance to practice our skills
and develop new hobbies. Our
athletes are national and re
gional winners — and Olympic
contestants as well! Science ex
periments developed here go
into space.
In some way each of us

Dribbling the ball, Jan Wergeland puts
a move on a Buckeye defender at a
home game. (C. Thomas)
Students from the Advanced Karate
Club demonstrate combat techniques
at Main Street. (Q. Hansen)

4 OPENING

adds to this mood of excel
lence. We re proud when we
know one of us is "Number One.
" We encourage each other to
reach greater heights, to go just
a little farther, or try something
new. For some of us this may be
our great chance to be recog
nized as one of the best, and we
have done it here.
Julene M. Fisher

Grabbing a few feet of air, Christian Ho
soi pushes the limits of skateboard
ing. (B. MacCormack)

OPENING 5

It's hard to draw lines when you're a student and that's
not just because you don't understand Pythagoras. Where
does your life as a solid citizen o f the academic community end
and your fast and loose existence as a party animal begin?
When are you learning^ and when are you having fun? Some
times you're a student and other times you're an employee,
It's not easy to figure ou t is it? Don't worry, you've just gone
Over The Edge. You aren't exclusively a student: You have job,
a family, a mid-term, and an urge to go wild. Should you study
or go out on the town — see a dumb horror movie or attend
an educational event (preferably one with refreshments)? Bal
ancing these opposed but somehow related interests is what
makes college life dynamic.
Philip Read

STUDENT LIFE 7

Sunny, ■hpt^ahd:tomijd/. ., a
w.eatiret: forecast? fio, Ihis is just
summer around campus.
Although according to stu
dent Molly G ray/"The session
seemed rather relaxed because
therp Was less o f á load, — the
pacé is heightened somewhat. ''
I guess it makes more sense —
% uc^rig for one^eiass is much
easier than studying for five or six
pr eyeh leven at a time. \
Since the dorms are closed/
for the summer, exceptfor athlet
ic camps and PrevieW, the cam
pos -relatively calm. The hur
ried atmosphere has left along
With tifo students. The extracur
ricular activities have peen halted
until the reaular fall semester,

and time ean foedevotedto class
wdrk.
Summerjobs seem to be the
most common activity' among
students. Making money during ;
those three mônths is a must if
the costs of tuition, books/ and
parking stickers are to be paid.
Whether the summer is. spent
working, relaxing or studying is
left up to each student to decide.
According to most,sumrnerva ca
tion is^ a time to slow down the e
paceandtakejt eusy until the fall m
semester begins once again.

Sa itboarriirígisá sport which has beco m epopu 1ar
q t ODU-. Bill House skillfully maneuvers his sate
' boa ref behind Midrfsé/

M
■

m
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The ODU Regatta is sponsored by the Norfolk
Yacht Club. The Harvard Sailing team carries their
boat to the starting line. (C. Thomas)
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Thè Bigtransition 'to apHeg^tifè..Dètt^?S i g n i a # h e t ^ ^ ^
sored this cookotiti (C* Thomas)
’
1 |p| ì
The mini-speed boat competition i^ à m o h g tii^
summer activities àt ihè Habor. Drivei s p ^ ^ i t s
for the start Of the race! (B: MacCormicH)/f

¿SiìfSjlii

The Summer Transitional Program allows stu
dents to prepare for their future. Chris Handyjoins
in on the pool party. (C. Thomas)

Flipping burgers on his patio, Kevin Kirwan waits
for his to cook a little more before eating. (C. Park
er)

SUMMER

Thousands of people gather at Virginia Beach for
sun, fun and socializing during the hot summer
days. (C. Parker)
Cruisin the strip — a common sight along Atlantic
Avenue in Virginia Beach is the carloads of people.
(C. Thomas)
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Lifeguard competitors show they have the
strength to save lives during the tug-o-war contest,
(C. Parker)
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A contestant at the East Coast Surfing Contest
shows off some skills on his new skim board. (C.
Parker)
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A graduate caps h er day b y playfully tossing h er
m ortarboard skyward. (C . T h om as)
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b a n n e r" day for

jrflfy

! * n y ;!'%. Fam ily and friends w avejoyfu lly at their graduates. ¿1

Fou r years o f hard work em erge in an expression
o f relief and exhilaration on R en e R oberts'fa ce. (C .
T h om a s)
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To December Commencement
:
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Determ ination earned Pauian Thom as an award
for attaining the highest G.P.A. o f4.0, and it show s.
(C . T h om a s)
M em bers o f th e a udience await th e d a y's festivities
to begin. (C . T h om a s)

DECEMBER GRADUATION

\

Students socialize during the Preview sponsored
dance at Rogers Hall. (B. MacCormack)
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Taking part in the simulated college life game,
Bonita Soltes receives a phone call. (C. Thomas)
Michelle Turner and Valerie Crenshaw check out
the counselors. (C. Thomas)

Preview participants await the next phase in their
stay at Rogers. (C. Thomas)

<ioj#Îsëroi;§ jearh ^ Ijtlitf Of everything-.. Patty„"fee

PREVIEW L

Strum m ing h is stuff, ba ss pla yer o f Wild King
d om cranks on th e guitar during th e concert. (C .
T h om a s)
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jdents
local following.
"We want to support local bands
and promote rock in Hampton Roads;"
said FM 92 disc-jockey KimiStevens.
"Up and coming bands like the Poetics
are perfect, ahd ODU is a great place to
start.,>
. Many of the fans were already famil
iar with "Baby Jane' and ' Downstairs-"
which frequently hit the local airwaves.

; ban^s Wild kingdom and
Waxing- P6etic& played ter'an enthusiasm
ticbu^^^^
of Webb
Cedter'/Fp^y-Sepfeember 23. ;
by the Stu
dent Acttvifi^ ¡C^UriCiL and Cellar D oor
pfbbbGtfdhsy dte^ about 450; specta-p~Ct%es|rG^^
fob
"t«b\^aiirer
ssxi^ia1ize while
m
a
;.'mbre^bware of our
school; ' 'explained May vKlamerus,
^AQ-S£. director pf programming.
:;v. -^ildCjj^^c|pm;; a Virginia JBeach
b a r f d ; ^ ^efb pop-injected rock, as
lifebpemjgp #^1i^rec^rdiln^ ard$ts WaX-ing ■P o s h e s ? ■
> 4 Thb fepejfe^just r&(epsed «their see;
bnd ¿btimr
Moort; on the
Emergo label and have an established

WUm
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^

JayKim
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Students en jo y listening to th e P o st M o d em R ock
o f th e W axing P oetics a nd Wild K ingdom in front
o f W ebb Center. (S . C a rson )
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CAMPUS CONCERTS
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Laughing at their creation, these girls participated
in making a demo tape of their favorite song. (R.
Arcido)
Ji^ny students 'lyander around in front of Webb
Center, doingfrom table to table; (C. Parkef)

Student Body President Doug Tudor waits to be
dunked by vengeful students. ,(C.' Parker)

STUDENT LIFE

Tpkinft A Wqlk On The Wild Side
'*• ^ When yckratterided Main Street on
m. September T3, it must have looked like
m a combination of, Gone With the Wind
a and a bee movie. ( The event was- a
m- b r^ ze;;a Tqt of brèezojn/fact, which
» foiled to blow awayswarftis of stinging;
I insects.- Fortunately* those who went
-were more likely to be stung by enthusk
J asm than byyellowjackets. 'C
J
Over 1QQ -student organizatiohsset
S up tablés on the campus mall to proI mote themselves. By activity hour, the
j area was so crowded that it was impossi| ble to move against the rising tidc of on: J
|T lookers; If you Went with the flow, ydii
J coulddynk a' student senator (a mysteri^
1 ously popularrattraction), record a Ihlt
4 song with the Student v^tivipes Gpuncili
ahd Trph Star, watch d martin1artsdem- |
T bnstration, or rpHy fothe occasion with

j Big Blue and the cheerleaders.
Free prizes were a poppiar bopus; H | |
-Few left without some small toKen —Cal ;
pencil, decorative plastic bag, or box of % *; 'i
health and beauty aids provided by ex: Q ; Tiibitors. The Hardees's Hot /dr BalJoon
Team gave out 200 helium balloons
alone]
^
¡4%
According to Scott B. Harrison, actjng assistant director, Student Activities
| office,''MainStreet isThe only.true,-tradi-- || .
| tional, annual, anticipated fypd of event -' *
! on campus which *iS one of the m ajor.
- §
< VeasOns im^itd^ehihdte^
ty and attendance. Y' Demand for the.
event has been so great that, for theiirst;-: \ §
tipie, ¿second Maip Street Avas hosted
in Wepb. c e n t e r -^
; v '
, %
j£ Philip Redd v i : i &

MAIN STREET

Why dress for the occasion when y o u can dress
down with style like R on Smith ? (C . Parker) '
"M a c Tonight" m oon s excited crow ds in the
stands o f Forem an Field. (F. C opela n d )

STUDENT LIFE

HALLOWEB%4 °M ES AS
Tnck; or ; Treat HI Halloween night
should become a national collegiate
holiday. There is nò doubt in any stu
dent s mind that it is one of ODU's Fav
orites. The campus is alive with pranks.
Strange and creepy costumés^and one
vqf,two hundred parties. V V; „
v,
Itstarts the celebration pfAll.Saint s
:■een r ^ ^ ^ ò è s 'a majpdty oT staterits

M is Jrofiday js
i.0 Ttre^V".:c\v.,?*••'$'
r$
irateniities'anit so
rorities each holrt'jparti
¿$jOncompì etè TTh^ % ¡sffjeiF." •b i^ 'J ^ ^ O r ^

with

A CAMPUS TREAT

■

■

m. ■

® m

4 -r

candles burning as the face flickers, the
odor of the empty kegs and spilled beer
definitely sets the mood of a Halloween
party. The deafening noise helps a little
also.
Another Halloween highlight is, the
soccer game at Foreman Field, during
whticli a cdstume contest is held. The
ffaliOween cjame is ohe; Of the most at
tended games pf the-season because
,/mOSt sUdents> ftncF'plenJy of parties be-for^ and aftj^r: ‘.-/r ^ v;r A'; .* A y-.. '
s; riomatterwhat timeitis, fiincanalvWays be fortnd on Hstyoween. It may be
going to penny's in costume or to a party
with atj of yortr fheriUs; Thje party-may be
'awsmall gathering in ‘ Powhatan, pr a
block party *on 48th St. with strangers
frqm;the Palate, the ^oo pr the Tomb.

.^

! <\iiid pdi& faBig'B Ìue tajies advantage oféh jltiljib a r :,
■ I
C op efàfidi} ■

' tllmìm •c'-

Big B lu e m od els the " co m e as a bandit" look. (F.
C op ela n d )
The west takes a rest. D avid Sca lf and his "lil
d o g g ie s '' recou pera te after a lon g evening. (J.
L in g)

HALLOWEEN

Mike Mahoney

Party-goers fan out on Tau Kappa Epsilon s rolling
lawn. (J. Ling)
Alpha Kappa Psi jam s crowds in at their Rush par
ty. (J. Ling)
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In case you haven't noticed;
î thèrç are somepartyirig fc$f& at a v ^ y
dr
?M
ODtl. Just Walk out your;front pldiès atfhàr}fpcks.
ff
door, fpllowthe music and look || , HbJ-tnatter |wff^re^ "yoti^A* />
fO rthecrow d. If you. know the
Greek ,alphabet, .fraternity and
sorarityparties ate the way; to such a gbodMme, .in:fàft; m'aiè >*gl5
go. If yqé prefer having a keg, some jhaye actually*he^-„
there à r^ plenty Of bfrthdaya;
holidays/ graduations
and bor relations. 1'hasûre hiëy;ii;aC€|pi|8i
games to send you rushing to cepfpura&p^gies^:Çrfî^^aglti^^^/
: farm
[f you'd, like to take -Wp were exceeding aftttië limits./;7 /^
àWa!k oh thewildside/fherè ate
always parties at tjôuses Such
Ï0-È Ü
¿yàX&} Vn/\r>. ill ’ |§$s§
I as the Zôo, Bettèr yet, maybe
you'd like td brave the dorm's on HflK3§£</'*
./Vj ¡jgSgflHHM
T&Bm
a weekend night, 'hot vimpres*sed? Head down to the strip on
Hampton. Boulevard. You can
down oyster shooters at the EISofa

suds send ¿Ka^pa’ Alpha* revelers into a-

s’éini'Çtùpdr..p^ Lîn^)v -

" v\

ft '
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Shines Threw® me City
Shedding, Real Light
On Christmas
hove was born oriChristmas
v day —r /v
And in a manger, fie did stay,
jesas eame for all to. see ’ —v .
Real, life and love for.you and
me.. *
Sfe r v , ~
T h istim eo f year ^ feel the
.. warmth/ i l>i’
Remembering the gift ;
Of Christmas morn. .
.'
A tithe of giving and' sharing joy.
For each special girl arid boy.:
Everywhere v«e tarn
Lights beam with life,
« Signifying peace and goodwill;
no time for ,strife.,,

The Christm as sea son g ives m any Horfolk resi
dents an opportunity to display their creativity with
light. (C . Parker)
The Sovran building is o n e o f th e m any buildings
in downtown Florfoik outlined in light fo r the
Christm as season. (C . Parker)
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The trees all aglow
With bright red and green,
Children of all ages
Smile at this scene.
The spirit of giving fills the air,
People stop rashing,
Taking time to care.
Today all are looking
Eor ways to dope
In Bethlehem that night,
Jesas broaght as Hope.
Don't take Christ
O at of Christmas this year -t-» '
He s the reasbri for the season
So be of good cheer.
Christy Joyries
Thè spirit o f th è holiday seà sò h itìum ihates th e
streets o f -N orfolK (C ,Park er}<

The MacArthur M em orial glim m ers through
a tree lighted in white. (S . F ree)

The nativity casts a h oly glow on a cold D e
cem b er n ig h t (C . Farker)

CHRISTMAS

Being tow ed is perhaps the worst way to g e t
around cam pus. (J. L in g)
M otorcycle transportation is popu lar a m ong m any
on -cam pus students. (R . Sn ow )
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i4s Martin Kullm an knows, having a bik e can b e a
very useful m eans o f on -ca m pu s transportation.
(C . Parker)

m

It m a y n ot always b e fun fo r m om , b u t everyon e
w ishes they cou ld g e t around cam pus this com 
fortably. (R . S n ow )

«B a te

^Bjlj

m
GETTING AROUND
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Expanding Horizons Through Travel
jB H flM jp ^
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Campgfounds'phd cars are, inexpensive alterrjfâfiV^%tp
■,: ■^¿‘' ■••\^h;*4iS"?;' :;>• '
J *~\ Sp'4^)e|hier yait are going to,.Vi/aslv
tfogtj^
seÿ or ^jU> thpsé greepsigns anti white
¿j!^-^lf.;Ï8Ç^); ‘you <coming bapK for

fy & Â h n m
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leges are a great place to start for noviçç
||É |tS|iH H ‘ road-tri ppe rs. Th ere is al ways, a place fco
j^ ^ ^ ^ f'J ^ .^ ^ i^ ^ | l% î6 M :;;H H
jfaf awaÿ for1a'.
ttMMd^MH | '^yeekehd journey. But be carelôf'wbo
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The Virginia State Fair, h eld in Richm ond, drew
thousands o f p e o p le to its m any exciting attrac
tions. (L . H o o d )
H ew York's colla ge o f activity tem pted m any stu
dents away from th e boundaries o f Virginia. (B . R o
p er)

STUDENT LIFE

S om e students preferred the seren ity o f this cou n 
try scen e in Connecticut. (B . R o p er)
A w elcom e sign to road-w eary travelers. (R . Snow )

w m M

Kings D om in ion lured m any students to esca pe for
tun and relaxation without m any h ou rs on the
road. (R . S n ow )

ilS in

ROAD TRIPS

T W

I S T nc^g

flight Away O

Pressure seems to build up during
/ the semester-with project deadlinesand
exams, but dances seem to relieve the,
pension of learning; They are a great way
to shake the pounds off while having a
lot of fun. ODU has sponsored numer•; ous sUcessful dances this year. The Big
Blue/BJbek Bash gave the various religidusergauizations a chance to interact.
The MorftOcoming Dance was an excellertt opportunity to unify the campus
while fighting hunger at the same time;
, Alcoholic beverages were not served but
students still enjoyed the evening with

^mocidails;''

Taking a break betw een dances, th ese students
take tim e ou t to en jo y th e m u sic and each o th e rs '
com pany. (R . S n ow )
Th e a tm osp h ere heats up as stud en ts b o p at the
B S U for their Va len tin e's D ay Bash. (R . S n ow )

STUDENT LIFE

U 1

The International Dance was an inr
triguing wày to »reach out to all Interriationals and clearly show how much a
part of this university they are. Greek life
also approved several dances through
out the year. t
:,..
y/
Dances bring people of all types tò-gether because music relates in unusual
ways to people.
- v •/•/ ;
! Whether you afe doing the
Locomotion/' the 'Twist, "or shouting
"Louie, Louie/' dancing ''Shakes out''
the best in all of us.
; ;
; v
f iChristy Joynes

E ven th e b ig g est party? anim ais .som etim es n pèà
a break from th e a ction ) (,R. S n ow ) :

N o d an ce is a d an ce w ithout th e b e lo v e d DJ. B.J.
H u gh es cranks up th e m usic. (R . S n ow )

MSÈÊÈM

D ecora tion s and dancing m a d e th e B S U 's dance
a night to rem em ber. (R . S n ow )

DANCES

The Flow To W aterside
It looks like an old-fashioned fish
market with its blue tin roof and exposed
iron beams, but it certainly doesn't
smell like one. The sweet aroma of pitcooked barbeque and exotic fragrance
of oriental cuisine mingle with the rich
scent of chocolate to pleasantly assault
the olfactory senses. Ah, Norfolk's Wat
erside where the smells of the shore
aren't the only attraction.
It's impossible to escape the aro
mas of foreign and native dishes wheth
er you remain in the food court on the
first floor or venture to the specialty bou
tiques on the second. Should you
choose to shop, don't breathe too deep
ly: You can gain weight just by inhaling.
The stares are a prime draw. Where
else can you find post cards of famous
movie stars or boxer shorts emblazoned
with the latest and hippest sayings? You
can buy shoes in a store that displays
authentic, 19th-opntury shoe-making

"W E WERE
BROKE.
SO WE SAT
OUTSIDE
A FID L I S 
TENED TO
THE J A Z Z
BAND
PLAYINGIN
SIDE P HI L
LIPS. IT WAS
THE GREAT
E ST."
- BECKE
WILSON

equipment. You can purchase the latest
best-seller in a shop that resembles a
vintage1library.
The sounds are almost as enticing
as the Sights. There's always that contin
ual, communal rustling, that hushed
mumble of the crowds and shoppers,
but there are also more structured, to
nal sounds. Musicians play pianos, gui
tars, and banjos to entertain the
throngs> and then there's TG1F or Thank
Goodness it's Friday. Bands ranging
from jazz to rock set up in Town Point
Park, adjacent to the Waterside; and
their strains echo through downtown
Norfolk and across the Elizabeth River,
Then, there's the clanging of the
bell that means fresh-made fudge.
TGIF? No, TGIW: Thank Goodness It's
Waterside.
Philip Read

—
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BE cR /f iN 4 1I ^ i :s f l i 'F sl c©
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Racial Tension. Poes it /exist *at pate in the discussion a great*cfeai,*l>ut
ODu? How may We further exaihirfe the. die focus was on siudents/Thd audience
issue? Possibly,by creating a comfort was cidhippsed of approximately 150
;jjjj
able learriing/sharing situation where persons/ten percent erf QDU's student %
A
students may express their feelings on population ^
the subject. Hrhrrtm
: so midway ^cpnsistebrbp'dnly. 2b‘white^*y^jch.'was;/^g
through first semester a meeting led by discouraging according to Jason <Sarfer-;/« |
a panel of four students, airniafe, twb who added, /feslhe whiteswe w<b'ereal- '/^H
white, two black, with a black moderator fy trying to feadi. /
/; ;themeetirig;was a pQsitivg experk Mm
‘ was held in the Midrise ‘'Pft./' Soünÿs
discriminatory just by the make-up of , ence and ’sbrne;thdu:ghhprovokin‘g par-•
the pànel. Having neither women nor •ailels were drawn; How does it feel to be •■M l
international stud enta rêp resente d a black student at, ODU? fjow would- it fl|
feel to be a white student at HOrfOtkState « 9
/ should raise a few eyebrows. ■
;
Student Body President, Doug Tu University? Of the Communications mador; Commentary Editor of The Mâce' jors I spoke, with,, all 'found the diasses 8H
realiy'/^B
and Crown, Robert Lewis; Past President They takeatHorfm^
,
* of the Black Greek Council, now called neat learning experience.
; /Although -some changes, would; be
national Partheliehic> Kevin McHeili; and
Midrise Resident Advisor Joe Pauldine made before another panel convened ¡Jp
were our panel members led by modéra' with increased publicity and a more di- . cgj
tor Jason Duiey/who is a former Ha-, verse selection of panel members, this 9k
: tional Panhellenic president. Faculty was. a productiveivhy td?aflpto situddnts j
- members were present and did partici- to voice their views and continue reach:, vH
ing students. .
/
f “ | / |H
Stephanie Showderi listens intently as h er q u es
...
'
;
,
Heidi
Shiner mm
tion is answered. (C . T h om a s) '
.
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ix b s

d is c u s s

b la c k s and

campus! iU m mAw M m

Standing R oom O n ly! Crow ds o f students com 
p letely R iled the M idrise "P it " (C . Thom as)
Student B od y President D ou g Tudor m easures ev
ery word as K evin M crieal look s on. (C . Thom as)

A m esm erized crow d watches the Black and White
discussion with thoughtful reserve. (C . Thom as&.

BLACK/WHITE TALK

Eye on the ball, Douglas H assebrock prepares to
return a serve. (W . Snow )

■ H

HP

fife?**I tieiineiii sSipm an takes a d v a n ta g e ^ g $ i0 iy 0 £

Marisa V illa n vera pta cticesa 'tth eba ffe ^ . S n o i ty
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im •#,•• /.>■. uj ,g w -y.■>,i|l<i»ii4^i

.n.^v« ^.^ ¿ ¿ ¿ » ^

D ance classes are also a part o f the d iverse curric
ulum o f health and fitness. (W . Snow )

Hi

Sweat and determ ination g e t M atthew Leon
wanted results, as h e works ou t in the H PE weight
room . (W . Snow )

m agm

Gerald Turner strains to g e t a load o ff his sh ou l
ders. (W . Snow )

I l ll i i i i i l

mm

T Steppin’ Into Some Cool Moves
JL
ÆÊ
:-y ^
fFfpm^yâcJidicfiÿç*^ aerobics toj ïéàlôps.
that ^ëvèrybJTé
fweight training, its altyery ' In 'vto be>in
JyqjU parsed; by the MPÊ bafiding latefyf4 shapely
rftéëjÈ thèri
nptiëéh
Why.do they doit? According to Tim
peopl eswa rfriing in and'phL lots pfehër- Smith from Weight Trainjng ll8 , "I did:
;jjetîc pèopleL ;
'NaUhlui last semester,,^ a h d j just want
Itfs physiGal fitness, the niew çra
-tp : jkeep rijçreâsifl<Î : mÿ physical;
And ODU/is not immune: to thé copt^gious commitment
^t s;.a:thâljérigeî It'S fhh! TO be fit i§;
^staying rryshape and showing off that to «fit ijrtl
shape, it seemsThat almo^^verybody
. Jâson Quieÿ
is e^réMhg'_théirright‘;too nayè a rhore .
healthy: ¿ndàtttâetivébôdÿV
1The ^HFE bpildin£.
bUsÿbpdiès enlarging thelnrhusêtë^ ev-:
ery day^ Rec Spdrts offers;a^de yàriéty
of physical training and athletic .atUYi- ’
ties. There's basketball and baseball;
W m rugby and racketbalL tennis and track. J

m

HEALTH AND FITNESS

To Escape The Pressures
It's time to
JAY! It'§; time to v^iîjureti uç dveateis oF^Ki^ftSTor those,
BREAK eivyayi> It s a bfe$ak for evër^çoh whoifuty^foA^^HtetvYet 6 p y sti^i^Fits ;
legestudents. But is it B P R jn ^ t ^
. w
mostly; by’t h e ^

AbODUlHarc^^
rt^t qurte whichcaterto college vacàtionërslater
spring. The fovemhelming-opfo^
Themjhe1^ Were those
thatthe begirinibg of
.who çhosejt§;sj^3jhrf e fojpa^itheçfo eàrlyl especiaiiy^;Since the'^weok iâél^e1Just relafo^fo^*^^
was a-winter ^
with *two fr on spnie;i^a^ÿlhs^ for
-save^nteage?$
pount
— |èpara\^shfow3torms ; funds; [''/ ';/ / *;
whfofirieivfe. tfampéfo^
Mo Hmafo^•wfàt
:ri^'.^|fr;^i;
tualiy .tmmqbftizëfo;^
. comes, SprthgBre^y is a Welcome relief,
theextra break when PrdSident SpOng Assorte stOdent ohserved/ it s whaC.^
Cancelled cfossésipn^ Friday fCbOjary fookforWard tOfrOm th c b e ^
24th, and the énfow provided the perfed;! foemesteK;fon<i; what yp& Wish- yOir 'were, ’>
Spurtps^^
their esifâqec dpipg agafo ;Whcn exams, rqilrarôtihd.
\ ;^iiohdâfoiea^es^dfothersoùtheni;
.
* ' V* f
' /Jason Dùjey
latitudes are the most popular destina- 3
tfons during t h classic-party-'til-yOu1*
drop weefoof feshvlfies; Th é* snowfotsor r
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Belinda R o p e r*
\ '* •

Mike M ahoney rides a cam el with n iece Curran A n 
derson at the Mew Orleans Z o o during his break.
(M . M a h oney)

SPRING BREAK

VEh

InThe Wilderness Q U

^ . An adventure is waiting for you. Do what to the summit of a major park.
■■^:J©urney irttothlefeSfth through dl^rehtcaves ||
^ ^ Io if^ pitf on his boots; packed his p^ck and left
cay^^ph; ^u_r gQestrf)ia|^v^.e (things that „

m w M 3h KB|

JwHat^t's t^ar1iy' M]i|^itoJ&6 iri .tliieJcja

1,';

vJthoAÀ/h,

[<■*t+\K'

£$►*•>

¿¿->?'■"■%'^V**V

/t’
j*ì
^tisfacttoh

H iB B W K w ^ » •

&*’

^u!:.'.**-

yasm
"«StSOf
r£;^jé^i^K3iP4^^£!x^^lÌ^$£»D^ybr^Ma^B£é^Ì&Eb^^Ìft^slir^^-v'

walking through different ecosystems on your way

The Backpacking Club gets so m e spelunking train
ing on o n e o f their trips. (B . Sm ith)
Barbie Schum gin and B o b Cilento en joy a chance
to clim b trees. (C . Parker)
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£&££
Bill Smith

FU
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rirë lfM Swings

Suri, ^usic/cipwBs,, events, and piz
za*— is this Spring Breâk? îfo, we just
got back from that// . it must be Spring
Fling! As the end of March approached,
students weVe, filled with anticipation of
the events for the week. During the
week-long Spring Fling, such bizarre
competitions as seed- spitting and re
verse dressing took place.
Later in the week students had a pie- •
thorà of things to choose from in Webb
Center. Studerks could get their pictures
put on a button. By giving a birth date,
yoii could get a character analysis
printed out — pr a past or future fore
cast. Also along these lines was an astro
logical reading pf your love life. By a
computer instead of palm reading or
crystal ball, you .could find out What kind ;
of lover you are, what peisonai flaws yon
have; and with What kind of pêrspn ydtt

STUDENT LIFE

are most comipatible/ j ' L ' - 1
,Then, within minutés;you çoüjd b e .
transported' back to the late' 19th cen
tury to get ydur picture takenasa cow
boy, a bandito, a dance ball girl pr
gangster.
. , * *
’ î As thé cl ifnâx of the week, the band,
Sùblïrttinài Messages played on thé lawn
between Midrise and Powhatan Apart
ments. Along with the cpncert came free,
pizza/ a voileybaH; tournament and a
dunking booth, where Midrise RA'swere
kept waterlogged all day;. The pizza,
howeyer, didn't last as long as the vol
leyball!
Alt of this was FREE, thanks to Stu
dent .Activities Council.
:: .. Gary- tiansèp

FREE pizza was o n e o f the m ost popu lar offerings
at this y e a r's Spring Fling. (C . Farker)

IM P 1

FREE volleyball tournam ent h elps th ese students
work o ff so m e o f th e pizza. (C . Parker)

■npMHHiBHHHHH
W

y

M

W

I

FREE Sublim inal M essa ges con cert betw een Pow 
hatan and M idrise was a great success. (C . Parker)

/7?£C dunking booth is fun for all students except
this RA, C olette Shaw. (Y . Gauthier)
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SPRING
FLING

Team
^pdngtinie js the; right time to be ¿hew people orí th e se ^ a iíis*.¿o, interact
'OCttd.ditfS ^nd-bave fuoJ RogerSlingefr;
ä '^ je a fe ;' v ^ ^ | | p ^ )r V | t L -

■

shape, - especiaüy//í;^1th* Iderríanding
iS^orts/^and ¿fa4tpl!e'*assisfent
-Warnistiak, alongVttfr a staffof superVi- .sports such, a s baslfettsalI.
^|^;anranged ajlar^e varietyof'Sporty ***Z '* Melba Toas£>/la* basketbáji teafh
For Jp| Spring ^erneSter. ^askett^i# !fnader,up .o/fíjrdi<|írrJtfver ;f|igh School
parted' ajter oar ‘/eturrr frpm *winter, gfádpatésV tyorí tifr^ hghC tp.go-to. uyÁr
g“* bnealv. TfrfswaS soorifoftovv^B by volleys and répTtesentppiljn thè Sfátctntramu^
'ball, sltr^t' m5ckeyVbo'wJiftg and soccer. ral Championships. they pfáceífthird in.
fSetweerir/each?, of these lea^ngs, Mr/ ,-the$Statd^Äat wá$¿o’smaHTeaí{TpanSlingerntan s£hedure*f>a4dubTestettms gr^tulátíonsfco Mefhá Toast andfp all of •
'mmm tournaifoeotajid *a golf tournament, * ^e^ín|ramtiraf partfcipanísr^) J : ‘
f feprmg.\Mtkmuj^s are sbcial and, ’íúí&Mr'ZÍ:<fW^<
cOrhbetitiye sports.*It s" great to rffedt-
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Basketball R eferees M ichael M ahoneyand M ichael
Sanderson contem plate whether o r n ot their pa y
is worth the a bu se they take. (C . Barker)

H

■P*“

I

A defensem an attem pts to clear the ball from the
zone. (C . Barker)
A guard tries to inbou nd the ball during a crucial
m om en t in the C o-R ec finals. (C . Barker)
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SPORTS

O pp osin g team m ates fight fo r a lo o s e ba il beh in d
th e net. (C . Parker)
Two w om en m o v e fo r position under th e ba sket as
the sh ot g o e s up. (C . Parker)

A forward tries to d ribble past a Teke defender.
(C. Parker)

SPRING INTRAMURALS [

A K A sister Sonya C o le s stands p o is e d to perform ,
a n oth er com p lica ted m ovem en t. (C . T h o m a s)

] STUDENT LITE

Style
Saturday, October 22 was a 38-hour
I day for at least 6Q ODU students. These
IriPriC (national Panhellenic Council,
■ formerly BCG) Greeks had at least 24
I hours worth of nerves crammed into the
■hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. The biggest
I show of the year began with cheers and
I Greek calls from every one of the severi
I national fraternities and sororities* EvI ery shirt was starched; every hair was in
■place!
Five non-Qreek university Staff
■judges and over, 600 cheering specta■ tors watched intently as chapter after
■chapter performed their very, best rout
ines at the Field House.
The ladies opened the show with a
I fantastic performance by Alpha Rappa,
■ Alpha Sorority, Inc. The elegant ladies
I of pink and green were followed by
■ tough competition by the 'attendants"
I of Delta's jumbo jetliner (Delta Sigma
I Theta) andean exhibition from ihe Zeta
I Phi Beta women. Alumni were also hon

ored at the Black Alumni W ^ekend Re
ception during intertnission.
Audience participation was lively
during the fraternity competition. Alpha
Phi Alphas sang in black tuxedos. Can
dy-striped caries were twirled and tossed
by the Kappa Alpha PSi members. The
final? and eventual fraternity champion^
ship performance was presented in a
dazzling manner by Omega Psi Phi
brothers, Sorority winners Were the Del
ta Sigma Theta spfores.
Fierce competition and strenuous
practice finds each rnember giving his or
herallfortheshow.pncetheaward win■hers were announced, the crpwds dis
persed to. Webb Center to enjoy the
Black Alumni Weekend/ftPHC Dance.
Funds raised in excess of $2,000 have
been set aside for the newly established
NPHC CharlesSaylcs Graduate Scholar
ship and for the Salvation Army's Delta
Sigma Theta t!hristrhas AhgClTree,
Mfnpy Sopher

•m h ò riééds K ebboks when .Lanai J ó n és,' Gòra;Rotoertsona n d M onica terébeep roye^h d tp u m p s)yq fk
jp s ta rS\w eU f-(C. Thqjtpasf' .
• * * '* '/
, -,‘

Dram atic leaps characterize O m ega Psi P h i's
rhythm ic dance. (C . Thom as)

Vernon W hitehurst concentrates intently on his
perform ance at the Step Show. (C . Thom as)

STEF SHOW
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In The Cpily Grind

;cpsd^ ;Beto^^M^-4pgakIt - Sï^NbftV ^br/the châncè' td Work|-with ! j
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You're a topical student If yoa pay. and
[ you payout it's,^o^ydp-pay thatihakes
you unusual. r‘ "-Vjv,
A J* ‘ fv;; Q
v v ^lost students take the typ^Gai route ^5pc^sll>HI
^
irig; ! I
waitressing andwaitenh<|,' bussing previously unknown iteh | i:vyorld;o|iim4^ I
'tables, washing dishesT @f; d^Ij'wering w Ê Ê k monetary ’S a^h fdr-gethn g^ion g-1
pizzas. Anfdng iteai^^prnejbfHafriptOu4 with. Others. ^
-> Roads' finest sf&rd d&ks add' mawtte: ’
t pay so rriuch fo tf I
^.â^dtfÿàipM rètÉi^- if fch'èxost séérns j I

Other part-time CtCGiipations, ate
h p h ïïip ^ ^ : I
slightly off-beat, pj few of ust pptd<# a
4 . :%.*- ■;. \'i~’-‘
%,4 ?5r/' ♦« ^-,:V !
**«'*.
»VV
tsmall stipend and the *wealth\)f dxperi-? jTHêyfonç
fra rm u i^ i; king sttOHà J iis^ â ri^ p d t^ J -y I
encea paying position iha student drgaf ê '‘& àrioaàT':' *
ni^atioh ofFers. Some take a work-study
' Job in the library or bookstore, "and
’ many* graduate' students take; J^s$is’v
tantships that involve teaeh|rfg,
[ ' *'W-

A:-"5'-.‘' .v-

Sandra Adam s g ives us a glare from the W ebb infor
m ation desk. (C . Thom a s)
Tim e to sell th e d onu ts! Kristina Franks rakes in the
dough at D u n k in 'D on u ts. (C . T h om as)
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"Martin Lu
ther King is
not a black
hero> he is
an Ameri
can hero. "

A p p r ^ X lm à t e ly ^ Ò ¿ è ò p l e j a i t ^ à i : ; i
national JspiitReh^hcaictéfiéiof Webb
'Ida^ah^Ci;whieh.he^iCwa^ the mghj",
day,'January Í6 to hear a speech by lightofhiseareer ^'Ifcfnade hte#r<$Jid
’ Congressman LouisStokés duyiñg cére-’;0f Congress/ |pmadi m^ISfourt’0fAmef
; monies marking thè birthday of slain ciy*,
il rights leáder^On Martin Cuth.er ^ing. '$ ‘vH
The s|siei^ei g^hAu/d^ ^a^^s^ihg
Stokes, representativetroni Cleveland,;
was the first blhck member4 ^eòngres& :!races;'fs' ¡§jj§io^erlv^§rtf.^ain ha^.not .
:fibm Ohio* in 1970>h£was appointed ter vyet come tfue^amf*h#Jtrciggted$ not J
serve on a selèct committee investigat ',oVer.;£esi> thedredmppt pe dejertedgl
ing the circumstances surrounding thè Challenge ychrcv. tocorttjnue the strugrc
deaths* of .President Jbh’nr P.'Kengedy
and King/StokesTras beennamed by£b-" , * Dufing/ttie day'Sv'ev^nts'LQammiel\,
on^rnagazTrie as one of thè l<?0,mostm^ "Cray Poinde^t^yyakarwardedlhe*0f)bg
fiuentiaí black Americans each yegafvfMartih buther Ktng; pb Ay^eS^rforvl989. f
s^nce 1971; and, inl979he waSawarded- i'oitide^terr^ a *member of the ODtf .
Ebony's Martin LUthef King.Award fdr^ ’Board of Visitors and ha^ beeminflufendedication to ideas that .Gtiaractètizèd „tiaf in,creating.theUmversjty's affirma-.
the life of King. * , I
- ** |
„>* Stores caIled Upon listeners to trvifyr ,* Arhongbthers who spoke were iinr- p
reflect on the importance^of remember: vcrs^kyrPresident..William Spong, Stu
ing King s struggle’s^Kfhg's holiday Is dent Senate Ppesidenti^ohg Tudbr, and
a call of conscience./riot commerced former rector of theBOV Robert Stanton, v
said'Stokes. fíe demanded thatAmerica who besf ch#actenzed Klnig^s place in; J
live up to its creed, "We hold these society — "Martin Luther King is not a
truths to be self-evident; that all men are black hero, he is an American hero."
created equal." Stokes added, "We
Pete Lefresne
need to gain strength from Dr. King's vic
tories."
Stokes was the co-author of the bill

Dr. D onald Tayler, Lucy Wilson, Louis Stokes, and
nina Brow n applaud as President S pong prepares
to d eliver h is address. (C . Th om a s;
Brian Jon es con clud es the Bing D ay celebration
leading the audience in ' 'W e Shall O vercom e . " (C .
T h om a s)
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M archers recreated the solidarity o f th e civil rights
m ovem en t and em phasize th e continuing struggle
for equality. (C . Th om a s)
Participants in th e King D ay Celebration line up for
the m arch in front o f W ebb Center. (C . Th om a s)

The expression o f a m archer in the King Day C ele
bration marks the solem nity o f th e occasion. (C .
T h om a s)

KING CELEBRATION

Students cou ld twirl their own cotton candy at the
Lau rea te's booth . (C . Parker)
Th e B a sh 's lea d ' sin ger eryoys th e sunshine b e-,
tweeh sets. (C . Parker) * 1

Befofe You Cram Relief
Baseballs
¿¿¡pHfi at ¿his;Spphg^S‘^a^Jairr/’lfljOi^;
| x^th ^idri Waye7a r^^9a? 'gfo^1P•
’^ | & h were ioj&pf
■
With^big
. 3 ^ m i h er- ¿alifteV | h , § ' ^

-aftei tossing
OfThem atrthis bo^tfd
M K hofes 4nm£ffyOhHVin any of the$©

' ^
• i %-v

a;^ i B I bopth| Th^ftio^t interesting|
i gafne was*the
a Ji^e eush^
. ¡Q n ^ g P o ^ b ^ ^ ^ it S

»
'Vvirti-
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fpptbalis^
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for ah afl'afferhpon
took advantage
of t)^. W a ^ sdn. , The Bash ’play^ well and loud.
Those bOyS from Baltimore perforrhed
tunesfromTheCure tdtyan^brMsom as
well a^ some Of thefoown material. * Zion Wave played the reggae jams.
AfterTheBa^
up>
they took the stage in front of Wfbb ¡and
arahked out a long string Of tunes.
. Jitwas a g^eat y^y to kick-off readifig
day^ahd^wind tip the" semester,
J f& o n b u le y

'

- ! • .“ •--' '
i *?$
V
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$*'*>3*-r-vII¡sill?
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Tonnelson Gardens provid e Laura Tate with a s e 
ren e environm ent fo r study. (Q . H a nsen )
T hese students en joy an energetic dance, proving
th ere's n o lim it to th e activities that occu r in W ebb.
(B . D om anski)

Students m a jon ng in A dvanced Couch Potato
spen d th e afternoon with the b o o b tuber. (G . Han
sen )
Failing to take n ote o f h er surroundings, this
you ng lady n everth eless takes n otes on m ore aca
d em ic pursuits. (B . M acCorm ack)
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l *tjaffoeHs ljtei^wfeTl\(£t& Cof^^r
' ■■jv:
f lb waS^ dkdlfcajed/ to ' bew^T Wartfogton
Webh/jr;,
!isfrMye office' .(p ^ ^ e b t f frcirn
| through 1969, \ 1j w
'%l H
\ •„,• - Webb t/fenterw^b ftrstdjxupied/lh j|§|jM9H|
October,^.1965; and there have been \
* $ e v e r a t -i^ r k iv a d d n ^ n ^ d 4 '^ iB p b 'Q :leP:'

/197B, thehew south wing with the book
store anythbarjk was added. Chenorth
J'- side/' Moonta^itfg #re</north ^cajf&ed^ 8
| \Wewpoh Wews7 hanlpton Roonyand the, *
Norfolk andBufFoik rooms Was also

^ clfie^ewesf/proj&t fe phbthd^ un
derway. E^bahsion 'Wih irt^tide a minih
s|ip$pihd;> niaihathd <^f^ vv { % 0 i$ %'fil ,,' *||$.Wdbb^wasbhttjt as?a pladelo sefrve
students, faculty* add the|admihistra■tftjft. ‘ The; ' penjeh jiosts/ wcflishopsh

conferences, dances arid various groups
- ,. john Wjlliahis^ director of^Webb, is
Jrigftt y&eir£he s4hsh. .N?Webb.Centdf jjj|
the hub hf the University/' y ; -|| g
‘
I Ghfisty Joykes

added! ^ i ^ ^ iB^hsketier^re^urant; H H H H H
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fla v o r wiUprobabiy rerh$in Opnsisteht ja i

the r£$pe&& th^t it;s n ot
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^ t h e ^ a r e four ^Qi^atpries at öDÜr j f

§ | Arid JhfoV4dQ;ihore thartSJQO ¿es^v
dentsshare djgftt£was^rS-a^rd ~4i$£rä?}|
' itsa wise decision t6 avoid the4auadry \
*roOmpn &ürtday.Fpr onp Veasöhöi' anC *'
pthef Sundes aftfact t#ose rhdntfpnbis 5
w h o have flv^pr six ipadsi 3ayjsrj§e^sre^r
FTiche), ^Tfeerparea limitedahibunt bf^
j Washing hrachines and - ah. e)(^ssive* awount of rüdej ndiyiduals \^hd feet they ,

M idfise,~<fi<^r^rtM A ,£d\Ybatafh *ahcfc I
|||y
an^M EiEnt- ipr
\ ^iilany
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V*1
. ,•' *Carolafin Shirley-

S
at'about the ¡sthaiI püahters jj
# | * tha>t" tWfc%;rdorirmates share. a/ip One
K J r bathroom^at^fpur suite-h*ates -shared
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The ma/n desk at Gresham flail is always busy. RA
Gina Updike m akes a p h o n e call. (C . Thom a s)

m

S om e students warm th em selves at th e Mid
rise Hallow een bonfire. (S . C a rson )
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D orm decorating is a m eans o f self-expression.
Shawn C a sey finds sanctuary in his room after a
lon g day. (S . C a rson )
R oom size creates a clutter p roblem fo r Mark Davis
and Jason Carter. (C . T h om a s)

WM/mm
W TxM

A d d ie Depta perform s a self-inspection before
class. (S . C a rson )

DORM LIFE
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;TFiey were a little jhor& Plea r$b£^£tl '
» ‘and tjfeotiecfied then1 u^uai,. put ttje ♦
t .1,600 graduates Who made up the Class
of Ig^ThpUaged to si^ivocorh fr^oe* C *<$

M l :"h b ig o ftv h eredp 1
*side j$>the. tassfd^upF^sed to go' on?*!'
% Despite the; bhafrge oftime arid ¿ lac e/.

c o m h fe n e e | h e n \

/C om m enced 1

vstthputd'. hitch.d'he pageatitfy^and ex- Run.dbwn .HamptonBQulevardjdadPee-n ,
pi j & h ^ p ^ d ^ n Sapitday;
£ *ODlTta move tpe start
^ 'pacfefrorn the trSdtenal $:3q ¡¡p|| i&
I 8
*
3
0
;
to‘f. aiTive %t

i $
m 1
: ^

f i g j | S f f J S t T ’S
j j $ p p ? ¿H ! ,Adding •t^ th e
‘W ^ i| h e ^ ®
11 /v ^ '4 , ;^vind- agd rain* df fridayi lYiay^5/WKi£h
‘ * &f ,/' d ^ rsu M e d QBU tp move contmeike^PJ
<| v Jj *v; vmeif^5edpEf^j^atu/aWy^^y6 4 9 ^ ^ d *
• 5

t$ fM i

t h a j j f i - ''^ |

, % trgrheiy Weihefueated peopre whdjhild- ■•

f
I M
'

m “rg^^pied",lof iyeatfs^with tfedibus £gua-* ;
uion s ^hvplti^edphilosophy and itefa-* *

| v v " V . ■ t '. l u t e ¿ I m d ^ i t d o h e P o t h e t ^ i p 'r ^ d ^ h y '. |

i r e d u c e d

Graduates respectfully sang along with the playing
o f th e national Anthem . (C . T h om a s)
Graduates find their p laces in S cop e during the
processional. (C . T h om as)
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tb asking £wife$e ^8

statement §\yepl hm ^f ^appointments.
^dvyih'ChltlUiii^recehied Jin honor-*
I ary: degree, and?'spc>ke: to graduates
about theexpansibn of Hampton Roads
* and its tpeeddors'an educated populace '
*to Jmsure further %rowth. ¡¡§f|
' *
*Bil lie Trench, an.education majors1
.received th fi'A iu ^id ^'^ati0 n "s;<^4 >'
Standing | Scholar"| Award., Douglas
Sandra^SWansoVi and 3^1 Silyerma re.ceivedCollege'Seholar Awards. Collette
^Shaw reeeiv^the Kaufman Prizer.while.
>§usun ‘ Tree/DouglaS ;Morri$son and?
Philip Read received Kaufman Honors. *

Lookin g for familiar faces in the audience are
Charla R uggles and Ruth Yankoupe. (C . T h om a s)

D eb b ie Falom a bea m s with excitem ent, realizing
it's finally over. (C . Thom a s)
Platform speakers prepare to m ake their entrance.
(C . Thom as)

SPRING GRADUATION
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The roar of the crowd is what gets you — and if you're a
Monarch, it's a mighty, kingly. Royal Roar! You may choose
to growl on the court or playing field, in the stands, or in proud
self-fulfillment as you improve your physique through Nautilus
or aerobics. Sports and ODU are synonymous, particularly
with student bodies which range from "improving'' to Olympic
quality. There are no limitations to athletics at ODU — you
might say they're Out Of Bounds. Whether you want to swing,
stroke, dunk, or dive, baseball, rowing, basketball, and swim
ming provide an outlet. Indeed, the University moved closer
to establishing its goal of a football team in the 1988-89 aca
demic year than during any other in its 59-year history. What?
Was that you cheering?
Philip R ead
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- Irisu pport a f the sop eer team , m em bers o f
tfoappa Delta R h o g iv ia c h e e r. ((t . T h om a s)

soccer at it's best
It was a season of close calls
for the men's soccer team,
which finished up the 1988
> season with a 11-5-3 record.
;/ They barely missed out on win
ning the Sun Belt Conference
y Tournament for the second
straight season, after losing to
. South Florida in the championshipgame on penalty kicks.
The five losses all were by one
goal, with two of them beifig
decided in the last minute of
play. The men, however, did
well considering three of those
losses came to teams invited
: to the NCAA tournament.
"1 thought we played well
throughout the season/' said
f Head Coach Mike Berticelli.
:. ‘ Given the quality of our oppol nents and the way we lost
those five games, if you take
three minutes off the season
: we could have only had two
¡ losses and been in the NCAA
tournament. I feel this is prob
ably the best Soccer team
we've had in five years.”
Leading the way was senior
Sean Crowley who virtually re
wrote the record book in one
v season. Crowley broke the ca
r r e e r goal mark with 36, the ca

reer assist mark with 32 and shatter
ed the career point mark with 104,
becoming the only player ever to
score more than 100 points in a ca
reer. He won a host o f post-season
honors including first team Aca
demic All-American, All-Sun Belt,
All-State and All-South Atlantic.
Crowley also was named the MVP o f
the Sun Belt Conference Tourna
ment and the Met Life Soccer Clas
sic. Crowley was also assisted by ju 
nior Chris Haywood who holds the
single season assist record with 30

Con cern ed team m em bers huddle around
ian m ju teä ptaypn JC. Parker)

points.
The Monarchs captured the
Met Life Soccer Classic with a
dramatic 2-0 victory over Ohio
State. They also beat a 5-year re
cord by scoring 4 goals against
10th ranked Connecticut.
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M em bers o f f c e O D U so ccer team huddle
during a ’tim eo u t fo r »a dvice from fh e ir
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Christopher Newport

{^nnecticuF

Onebnta State
•Akron * ,
Greensboro College |j
William and Mary
Va. Commonwealth
Nevada Las V egas. i»]
San Diego
Boston C o l l i e
Ohio State
Loyola
Jacksonville
UNC Charlotte
James Madison Univ.
Maryland
Virginia Wesleyan

South Alabama
South Florida

^»""— M l . -X
Running downfield, G eorg e F otoplous
h op es to aid his feilow team m ates in an ef
fective defense. (F . C opela n d )

I ;Mike Radwahskiondhis^poi^nt raee'fpr
1 \coritfol P t th ebn il. ,(G fpopiaipr.
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MENS' SOCCER
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CHAMPIONS
Again, ODU claimed an un
precedented fourth NCAA title
last fall at the University of Penn
sylvania. The Lady Monarchs
have made six appearances in
the championship game, win
ning four times. ODU is the only
Division I program to repeat as
national champions.
Although ODU boasted a
near-perfect record, the road to
the Final Four was certainly not
smooth. Early in the season the
2nd ranked Lady Monarchs up
set then first-ranked North Caro
lina at Chapel Hill in a 4-0 deci
sion to claim and hold on to the
No. 1 ranking for the rest of the
season.
When the Lady Monarchs
lost to the Tar Heels in a grueling
2-1 overtime decision at Fore
man Field on Oct. 21, the stage
was set for a clash of wills during
the regional playoffs. Although
the scores repeated themselves,
history did not and ODU ad
vanced to the semi-final against
Pennsylvania the following

weekend. There, ODU demon
strated optimal finesse by scor
ing four quick and unanswered
goals against the University of
Iowa. Although the Hawkeyes
scored first, ODU's patience and
poise squelched all hopes of an
Iowa victory when Maaike Hilbrand scored to tie up the game
with less than 30 seconds of the
first half remaining. ODU came
out fired up in the second-half
and Mary Beth Mahoney's goal
(assisted by Wendy Gulden) off
of a penalty comer sealed the
fate of the Hawkeyes.
Five Lady Monarchs were se
lected to the All-Tournament
Team, including senior Jill Fish
er who also earned All-American
and All-South honors.
Susan Eichner

Lady Monarchs take charge as they rush
down the field for a quick goal.

I.

■Ma$tedng^'the.rmidfield*; pjc^hi<^n//Carolyrv Uriq*pect£d> goals .^re -hardly if surprise
<8ahr advances ffije bay ,tb.ward-ttte goat. * from freshman Maaike Hilbrand.
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WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY
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MARYLAND
NORTHW ESTERN
LO Y O LA
AMERICAN
WILLIAM & MARY
NORTH C AR O LIN A
IOWA
RICHMOND
MASSACHUSETTS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
SPRINGFIELD
R O M ON ( i l l I I lit
ROST ON UNIVERSITY
VIRGINIA
C ONN ECTICUT
TEMPLE
NORTH C AR O LIN A

STANFORD
VCU
RADFORD
JAMES MADISON
AMERICAN
WILLIAM & MARY
JAMES MADISON
NORTH CAROLINA
PENNSYLVANIA
(NCAA semi-finals)
IOWA
(NCAA championship)

^JßröWiurrQ^eq JÄrtth m fènsè ç q î^ n t r p ^ p 11,

Kàrqn Daîvi? lühges

toward the balî, .- *

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY
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Half-time for ODU is the perfect time for
planning winning strategies. Photos by
C. Thomas
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OGIS SIMPLY
a bear to beat

m

You may have seen her on
network television this summer.
She is Yolanda Hightower, better
known as Yogi, and she is a U.S.
Olympic athlete on the 1988
Field Hockey Team.
Yogi played field hockey for
Kempsville High School, and
when she reached her senior
year she set a goal that would
take ten years to reach; she
wanted to go to the Olympics. So
at 18, Yogi began college at ODU
and trained under Head Field
Hockey Coach Beth Anders.
"She is a good mentor,” said
Hightower.
While conditioning herself
and being coached by Anders,
Yogi began the series of camps
that advance an athlete to the
field hockey team for the U.S. in
1983. In 1984, Yogi was chosen
as a first alternate to the team.

m w im
She almost gave up, but decided
to try again and succeeded in
making the 1988 team.
During the Olympics the
team would rise around 8 a.m.
After breakfast some would grab
a couple more hours sleep,
some took walks, some went to
the Olympic Village. On days off
the athletes rested, spent the
day with new friends, or swapped
pins — a popular pastime for
Olympic athletes. '1 made
friends from all over the world,”
she says.
Yogi explains, "Sometimes
you ask yourself: Why am I doing
this? Once you get to the Olym
pics, you say this is why.”
Belinda Roper
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■ Team Flays fo r Fun
The women's Soccer Team
kicked off another successful
year under the leadership of
Carolann Herper. The women's
soccer season, which occurs in
the Fall, included seven games
this yean ODU women compet
ed against Virginia Wesleyan,
Salisbury, Virginia Tech, and
twice against Virginia Common
wealth and Richmond. The team
was thirty members strong this
year, so they had tight competi
tion for the eleven positions on
the field.
The program is still fairly
new. This is only its fifth year of
existence at ODU. Participants
provide their own uniforms and
pay travel expenses, which can
be quite costly, but the team ca

maraderie and pure enjoy
ment of the sport make the fi
nancial burden worthwhile.
The University does provide
the basics such as officials,
balls and nets.
If the team follows theft
tradition of fine Soccer, we will
certainly be hearing more
about these women in the fu
ture.

W om en 's S occer Tea m p lots strategy b e 
fore a gam e. (C . Parker)

Team m em bers try to gain con trol o f
th e ball, (C . P ertk ^ y'%

Heidi Shiner

This inten tpia yeiffirofos th eba llh a ck into G et that- ba ll! O D U players outiium b€r the
\ tijo gam e: (C .: Father) '
• com petition, a t this field positon. ,
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E NDURING SPEED
■makes our runners into winners
By tying its best NCAA Dis
trict HI regional performance
ever, the 1988 ODU men's cross
country team completed a
strong season. The men finished
14th in the regionais and com
piled a 54-26 record overall.
"I am very pleased with both
team's performances,'' said
Head Coach Murph Byrne. The
women took 24th at District III
and finished 25-47 overall.
The ODU men were led by
All-State and All-Sun Belt runner
John Metzgar, who blazed

through the five-mile Virginia In
tercollegiate course in a seasonbest time of 24:23, earning a
tenth place finish and All-State
honors for the second year.
Metzgar followed up on his per
formance with an eighth place
finish at the Sun Belt Champion
ship, with a time of25:45.47 over
the five mile course.
John Murray began the sea
son with a bang, finishing first for
the Big Blue and capturing
eighth overall in the ODU Invita
tional in 26:35 and placed in the

top 16 every week thereafter.
Although shadowed by Metzg
ar arid just barely missing AllState honors, Murray's strong
and consistent finishes will
help lead the team next year.
Before being sidelined by
illness, Cris Snarsky paced the
ODU women and consistently
placed in the top ten finishers
throughout the season. Her
best mark of 18:26 was set at
the UNC-Chariotte Invitation
al, and 18:32 earned her a
tenth place finish at the Virgin
ia Intercollegiates.
Susan Eichner
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Eÿihg]ih g ffriisft Ùtie/^Kim ■H in es-G p od en ’
k eep s up the pàce, .(C ..Parkep) ,
Coach plurph Bym è,ahtfan Ô D U teq m su p 
p orter assist a fr exhausted: fïôrfolk State
gunner. (C , Parker).
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D ebra ' H erbep er ' ■m akes *. s u re
stretched, ou t b efo re h e r nip.
LB: M acGopriaek) ;
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CROSS COUNTRY
E ven t

P ia c e / T e a m s
M en

W om en

O O U Invitational

5/6.

3/3

D u k e in vita tio n a l

2/13

5 /1 1

T a r H e e l in vita tio n a l

3/8

4/7

U H C -C h a r lo t te

2/10

3/10

V irgin ia

5/11

8/10

S u n B e it C h a m p io n s h ip

4/8
14/30

24/30

N C A A District ill

7/8

Larry M ete rounds th e b en d at a cross
country m eet. (B . M acCorm ack)

CROSS XoyiSTRY

Team m ates and coa ch es ch eer their fellow
sh im m ers tyt to.yidtoryj^G . Parker)» .
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A unique blend o f upper
classmen and incoming fresh
men led the ODU Swimming and
Diving teams into the 1988-1989
season. The men's team returns
nine letter winners from last
year's 5-4 squad that took third
at the National Independent
Championships. Top returnees
for the Monarchs include sopho
more ffeestyler Russ Quarles,

who smashed three school rec
ords— one individual and two
relays, sophomore ffeestyler
Aaron Thomas, who won six
races last season andjunior butterflyer Doug Ellet, who notched
the team's best time in the 400
LM. (4:16.84)
Senior Sue Brennan, MVP
ffeestyler and breaststroker, led
the Lady Monarchs in the 19881989 season. Besides setting a
school standard in the 50 yard
ffeestyle (24.10) and anchoring
the school record-breaking 200
Mi

74
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and 400 ffeestyle relay teams,
she qualified for the U.S. Open
Invitational this past summer in
Indianapolis.
Jennifer Walker was also a
member o f those record-break
ing relays. Breaststroker Jill Sa
muels added four dual meet vic
tories o f her own. Two junior Na
tional qualifiers, Krissy King and
Libby McArdle, highlight this

year's recruiting efforts, which
should bolster the Monarch's
strength and depth.
The team will face a de
manding schedule headed by
three schools that ODU has nev
er beaten: Virginia, North Caroli
na State and Virginia Tech. How
ever, Gentry believes that ODU's
"enthusiasm, intensity and
class'' will overcome the ob
stacles and provide the Big Blue
with a successful Season.
Athletic Public Relations

UGGED ARE THOSE
stretching the limits
As spectators watch from a
distance they see punching,
kicking, slamming and tackling.
They hear yelling, screaming
and cursing. The opponents are
battered, bruised and bloody
Who are these animals? Cave
men from the stone ages? Canni
bals from the jungle? Tiol It's the
ODU rugby team.
Rugby is not a school-spon
sored team, but is a member of
the Virginia Rubgy Union. They
play teams from oth er schools in
the state, such as Longwood,
James Madison and the Univer
sity of Virginia. Home games are
played on Saturdays at Powha
tan Field.
Since rugby is such an un
derrated sport, there are never
enough spectators out there of
fering their support.
Rugby is a combination of
football and soccer. It is a fullcontact sport and is infamous for

its violence and intensity. The
players love the game for the
great times they have out on the
field, both in practice and at
games.
The men's and women's
rugby teams work together.
Each year the men's and wom
en's team play in a state cup
tournament that tanks the team
standings. The men's team al
ways places high, which shows
their determination to excel.
A certain fever for the sport
starts up in most rugby players,
and soon they are players for
life. Rugby certainly isn't for ev
eryone, but for the few that do
play it soon becomes an addic
tive sport.
Jennifer Canaft \
ODU Player Dan Will has his nose check
ed for any damage by Sue Guyer. (C.
Parker)
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HRINER’S OYSTER
is Q DlTs pearl
Students enjoyed a chance
to see division I-A football at
ODU on Saturday, November 12;,
as the Citadel overcame Virginia
Military Institute in a 31-20 victo
ry. This was the 42nd annual
Oyster Bowl, sponsored by the
Shiittens.
The campus came to life un
usually early Saturday morning,
when students gathered with
their friends for some pre-game
partying. Meanwhile, fraternities
and sororities paired offwith one
another for Oyster Bowl break
fasts and brunches.
The day's festive atmo
sphere continued as Winnebagos invaded campus parking lots

for some tailgating. Hibachis
were fired up and both nerf foot
balls and pigskins could be seen
flying through the clear autumn
sky.
The sell-out crowd, largely a
mixture of students and alumni,
cheered non-stop from the 1:30
kick-off until the final gun soun
ded in late afternoon. Such a
show of spirit Indicates how en
thusiastic ODU could be for a fu
ture football team. Afterward, ev
eryone filed out to attend any
one of a number of post-game
parties capping a great day of
fpotball at ODU.

. VMI's band strikes a ch eerfulcho rd (C,

Sideline action was frought with -excite
ment as players lunged forward fp cap
ture the ball. (C. Thomas)

Thomas)

Don Kroeller, Jr.

They start ou t y o u n g p t VMI,. a iix e m p lified b y ca det-ette Sha wn Fitzgerald. (C ,
^Thpihas)
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This p la y e r's d ratfotic\aftch led id a ^
brea th less’rush'd ow n field. (C . Thom asT^

VMI'S ch eerlea d ers, p erforryd d . ;fo r ^ lh e
'b a la n c e " of, halftim e. Y&'ffljnnas).
■The jO itqd el's.ch eerlea d ers,'d id n 't s it ’it- ou t
during thfe 42hd annuQ hgahie/tCi T h om a s) ■
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mest o f the itiind ^rid body

Have you ever walked be
tween the gym and tennis courts
in the early evening, looked up
at the gym wall above and
thought "What in the world is alt
that noise?" It's the ODU Martial
Arts Club workout on Monday
and Wednesday nights. These
group workout sessions include
ODU P. E. classes, community
outreach participants, a self-de
fense class for the handicapped,
and other students who like to
practice martial arts.
Begun in 1975, the program
is directed by Sensei Tesskin Hamada with assistance from Black
belts Kim Baylor and Donna
Daubert, as well as other stu
dents. The program's purpose is
to teach the various schools
about fighting and weaponing
such as Daratedo, Judo, Kendo,
and Hihido, to name a few. Em
phasis is placed on physical en
durance, humility, respect, and
the preservation oftraditional et
iquette and forms, or Kata. Kata
are individual series of attack,
defense and counter-attack
techniques. Students enter the
dojo (training hall) in bare feet
wearing a gi, a uniform in the
style of traditional Oriental
clothing. Rank is denoted by the

Karate requires .intense . toncentratipn.^fs shown by this ,group of stu1(tents. (B! MaBComjack) *
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color of the belt worn at the
waist: white for beginners, then
yellow, green, blue, brown and
black.
The Martial Arts Club often
holds demonstrations at Webb
Center, the Gym, dorms, and at
a nearby school. There are also
weekend camps and clinics.
Says Bles Mathews, a black belt
and former president of the club,
"They are great because they
provide intensive training and
exposure to new techniques,
plus you get to meet a lot of peo
ple from other organizations
who share the same interest. "
There is alsoan opportunity
for cultural exchange. We have
many students from Japan at
ODU who study martial arts.
Over the summer the club spon
sors a trip to Japan. This is main
ly for the more advanced stu
dents who will undergo intensive
training with theJapanese at Muhogawa, as well as get a chance
to see their country.
While martial arts is not for
everyone (the risk of personal in
jury is involved), skills learned in
the dojo are valuable to every
day life. Karate, for example, is
a very effective way of defending
yourself should the need ever

arise, and it Is good exercise. But
it is more than that, it is the focu
sing of mind and muscle into the
precision of each movement with
maximum power and fluid grace.
It is physically challenging, espe
cially to beginners. It is breaking
through barriers and setting new
goals, enduring adversity and
overcoming all obstacles.
Bill Smith

E ^ck belts KinTBaylpr a ad pQnrta Daub- •
ert demonstrate a high' level -of. karate.'
* (B. •MacConiiaek)^-
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all-around champ
i___ -________

"Cris Snarsky is committed
to being a top-flight Division I
runner/' says Head Coach
Murph Byrne, "and every part of
her day, including training, eat
ing, studying and resting habits,
are geared so that she will run
well."
"1 did horribly my first year, "
says Snarsky. She frequently en
tertained thoughts o f trans
ferring.
How this All-State runner
definitely enjoys being a number
one runner, and she readily ac
knowledges the responsibilities
she must assume.
"I'm ready to make this
team happen. Hot too many peo

Cl
. - ■S-Os,

ple take us seriously," explains
Snarsky. "I want to turn this
team around!"
In an honest assessment of
her own performance she ad
mits that she is not near the level
o f ODU 1988 graduate and AllSun Belt Conference runner Den
ise Metzgar yet. With two sea
sons left, Snarsky is making the
decisions and sacrifices that will
empower her to become an elite
runner.

Susan Eichner
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Listening -to* tu n e s /
ou t b efo re running.
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Chris

stretches
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C h ris'ca n p e p rou d o f hdr .achid vm en is'
goin g b u to fB o u n d s . (C .p a rk e r)
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a so-so season
Individual
performances
were the main highlights of this
year's season. The team
struggled to maintain a record
above .500. A.C. Carver and
Chris Catling led the team in
scoring twenty-five out of twentyeight games. Coach Tom Young
was blessed with a wealth of new
talent this year and they devel
oped with each successive
game. The "big" game as far as
ODU was concerned was theTar
Heel game in which the Mon
archs played skillfully as a team.
The then number six north
Carolina Tar Heels played a Val
entine's Day game here at Scope
and got a large scare from our
Monarchs, ODU held the lead for
several minutes in each half and
was never out of the game. The
packed house crowd of 10,306

arch team received a standing
ovation from the appreciative
mob after a hard-fought battle.
The team struggled all sea
son for consistency. Chris Cat
ling was never cold unless he
was serving a disciplinary sus
pension. He led the team in elev
en statistical categories, not the
least of which were points
scored, scoring average, field
goal percentage, blocks and re
bounds. The sophomore was
near the top in as many Sun Belt
Conference categories, and is ar
guably the best big man in the
Sun Belt. Veterans Garrick Da
vis, Darrin McDonald and A.C.
Carver also had a heavy hand in
the outcome of the season.
Next year's Sun Belt Confer
ence will be hotly contested and
the Monarchs promise to be

was deafening as the Monarchs around giving competitors fits
gained a nine point lead and with our wealth of new talent.
screamed until the game ended
Michael Mahoney
with UNC ahead by 10. The Mon

Ricardo Leonard drives tile lane as Garrick
D a vjs a waits. the pass. (.C. Tpom ä$) . ‘

S po rts

W ith n d h ppes o f stopping him , th e defense,
can on ly watch cftris (failing. (C . T h obia s)

Driyipg on 'Carver and Gatling usually ends
u pnd w herb. jC . fh O m a s )y
■Chris Kerwin and G a tljngate th e tough n ew
boyp Underneath, th d p a sk et /C . T h om as)
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Coach Tom. Young and Chris Qatting were
su b jected to m any interview s this year.
(C . T h om a s)

NTHUSED FOR ODU
and geftihs fans f renzied
Sports at ODU are a big part
of college life, and every student
has a chance to support the in
ter-collegiate teams. But our
cheerleaders give us needed di
rection by pumping us up. Their
routines and enthusiasm get the
fans in the game early.
Cheerleading is physically
demanding for both women and
men. It is a sport, as well as an
art form. It takes agility, strength
and balance. They practice
countless hours before hitting
the court and field.
Members attend camps to
help in developing and prepara

times four games per week, yet
their enthusiasm remains con
stant. They sometimes surprise
us with new routines. This year,
at a women's game against
Western Kentucky, they did a
fantastic performance where all
the members of both cheeleading squads combined to do
the
"row-the-boat"
and
'■caterpillar."
Big Blue, the Monarch mas
cot, also plays a huge part in in
creasing fan participation. He
can be seen at mostODU games.
On occasion he will leave with
the cheerleaders to attend im
portant conference games and
tournaments.
The cheerleaders and Big
Blue deserve a lot of recognition
and credit for increasing fan in
terest in our sports programs.

tion for the upcoming season.
They also judge and teach at
high
school
cheerleading
camps.
During soccer season, they
brave the cold to engage the
fans arid help the soccer team in
Mike Mahoney
our many home wins.
:Cheerleaders take partin Main Street by;
When basketball season be perform ing a dance routine for the
gins, they are faced with some crowd, (C. Thom asl
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CHEERLEADERS

John M e l pins the com petition, win
ning the match. (C. Parker)
ODU
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TEAM
California
Coppin State
Wilkes College
Norfolk State
Slippery Rock
Wright State
Syracuse
Oklahoma State
Indiana
Missouri.
Maryland
Virginia
VM1

Liberty
norfoik State
■; American ■ ,«
■'; - William arid Maty;.:. ■
North Carolina
. lam es Madison
f
George Washington

fä u i StßhdhiiP strugglés to reverse' p o s f. tion. (ÇV Parkerj

G reg B oim rn s'h çld s h isop p ôn ëh t d ôw n foç
Û ièco u n ù J C .. P a rk er)\f ' .

Wes M ayó g o e s head to head\ with'h is o p p o :nerit to. win the m atch. JC. Parker) - ’
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INNED
one, two, three, fo ur
One of the toughest schedules in history lies ahead for the
ODU Wrestling Team, but second-year Head Coach Gray Simons has the manpower this
year. Eight starters, including
two NCAA qualifiers, returned
from last year's 9*4 team.
Leading the pack this year
are seniors Wayne Gibson (118
lbs.), Mark Billups (142.1bs.) and
Rich Castano (158 lbs.). Simons
believes all three have a legitimate chance at making the
nCAA's.
Gibson qualified for the
nCAA's last year after posting an
impressive 27-5-2 record includ
ing an unblemished 11-0-2 dual
mark. Billups also qualified for
the NCAA's last year with a 25-7

overall record. Castano, who finished with an 18-5 overall mark,
missed qualifying for the nCAA's
by one vote after placing second
at the East Regionals.
i Despite the returning talent,
the road will not be easy. ChaE
lending tournaments include the
Eastern national, Shippensburg
Duals, national Wrestling Team
Championships, which features
HCAA champion Arizona State,
runner-up Oklahoma State and
the Capital Tournament.
The Monarchs will undoubtedly continue their success!
Athletic Public Relations

Mark-Billups 'içiçs td avoid bein g p irm ed 'by
an op p osin g.W estlèr. (Q Parker).

WRESTLING [

h ea d Coach . Wendy- JCp^rry änd Ässj&tant
Coefefr$ue<Richpt09pn keep watchful eyis-.

C>n the ga.nie s p/0§fess* fC„ Tpwnas)'

The women's Basketball
Team turned in a terrific seasonlong effort to finish 23-9» Their
season included an NCAA opening round victory over Villanova
at the Field House. The Lady
Monarchs faced a tough schedule, but succeeded in consist
tently being ranked in the Top
20, making a surge in the second-haif of the year.
The year ended at Mississippi with a loss to ole Miss in the
second round. Though there
would be no trip to Tacoma for
the final four this year, the Lady
Monarchs should be proud of
their season. They played perennial powerhouses such as Texas, Louisiana Tech and eventual
champions Tennessee. The Ladies scored big wins over Duke,
Notre Dame and South Carolina
on the road. James Madison,
Boston University and Virginia
fell when they played us here.

There were several outstanding performances by Lady
Monarch players throughout the
Season. Newcomer Angela Jack
son was back court whiz, and forward Kim McWalter was a scorer
and leader. Jackie Kinney was a
standout off the bench. Kelly Lyons received All-American Honors and was truly magnificent all
year long. She continually was
near the top in scaring and re*
bounds. The Lady Monarchs
also received productive minutes from Amy Nelson and Lee
Etta Cummings; the future of our
Lady Monarchs.
The entire team played well
through adversity and against
some tough competition. We
certainly look forward to next
year and another successful season as ODU looks to add its
name to the list of the few dominant teams in women's basketball.
Michael Mahoney

scofe big for ODU

OMEN S HOOPS
90
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Dodging the opponents is tricky work.
(€ . Thomas)

WOMEN S BASKETBALL
ODU
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Sigma Phi Epsilon raised between $5,000-$6,000 and received local and national attention for their fraternity, the American Heart Association and for
the Greek system as a whole.
Starting at 12 noon Sunday
May 7, ten Sig Eps began playing
basketball. They attempted to
break the world record for continuous play, which stood at 102
hours, and to reset it 108 hours.
The ten players, Mark Shaft,
Clint Jacson, Ken King, Mike
Lee, Alexander (Sash) Rabinowitch, Bobby Shaefer, Shawn Do
herty, Marc Sukenick, Gus Pah el
and Reynold Ospina, were the
diehard brothers who endured
this bodily torture goodnaturedly. Matt Foss took over as chief
sideline official in charge o f making sure all details and Quiness

LSPORTS

Book o f World Records require
ments were being followed.
An incredible amount of pre
planning was necessary to en
sure the event's success. Spon
sors included Pizza Hut, Krispy
Kreme, Best Sandwich, Mc
Donalds, Burger King, ODU
Bookstore, Ghent Athletics and
Tops, plus media coverage from
channels 3,10 and 13. FM99 pro
vided radio broadcast.
S p ecta to rs , s u p p o rtiv e
friends and brothers stood
amidst the clutter o f ice buckets,
sleeping bags and food along
the sidelines. During breaks,
players sunk to the ground for
blisters to be treated or for nap
ping.
The men persevered, and a
new record now stands!
Heidi Shiner

UPERIOR SAILOR
leads the ODU team
Who is Hike Martin? A competing equestrian? Well, almost,
He might have been if he followed in his sister's footsteps at
summer camp when he was
eleven. But no, since he chose
sailing instead of horseback riding at camp that fateful year, he
has never looked back.
Mike, a graduating mechanical engineering technology major, has been sailing most of his
life. At the age of 16 he received
his first single-man sailboat, a laser. This is the same type of boat
he competes in now and through
which he gained the title of1988
National Single-Handed Champion.
Mike began competing in 1ocal races in the Potomac River
near his Alexandria home. In
high school he participated in
such track events as the pole
vault, long jump, hurdles and
the mile relay, but always revert-

Recruited by Gary Bodie,
former ODU sailing coach, Hike
sailed during his entire college
career. When he came to ODU,
the sailing team was unranked,
But he has since witnessed the
development of "a very pro
ing team, one of the best sailing
programs in tiré nation.' '
A highlight of Martin's career was crewing for mentor
Brent Barbehenn, with whom he
won two Thistle Nationals; Duririg his first threeyears, Mike sailed in the two-man team racing
event on a Flying Junior. His last
two years, he worked exclusively
with the single-man Lasers;
where he has won various
awards,
In 1988, Mike was involved
in the fundraiser for the Olympic
Campaign to raise money for the
Summer Olympic teams*
Now a graduate, Mike still
plans to keep up with his sailing

ed to the water — his forte.

skills whenever he has the time.
Gary Hansen

Mike Martin, accom plished sailor for ODU,
graduated ,ih is y e a r:in- jnecÿanîcat enginèèring t&hlnöjögy. '(C f Parker)', •
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Last Fall was the best sea
son ODlTs Sailing Team had
ever known. Such a winning spir
it has carried them into this
Spring.
On November 20, 1988/
ODU won its first National Fall
Sloop Championship at Santa
Cruz, California. Skipper Terry
Hutchinson, an All-American ju
nior, and his crew r - senior
Mitch Brindley, junior Mike
Devlin and senior Michael Tamulaites — are the pride of ODU's
sailing team.
Head Coach K.C. Fullmer, in
his third year, leads this winning
team on into the premising
Spring season.
Senior Mike Martin won the
ICYRA Single-handed Champi

college team
onship last Fall!
The women's team looks
promising as wel 1. Two years ago
they won the ICYRA Women's
Championship and are aiming
for it again. They finished first at
the Yale Women's Regatta and
the MALSA Women's Champion'
ship.
The future is looking bright
for this Monarch team as the
freshmen keep surprising every
one. The top freshmen perfor
mers were Ian Lay, Todd Hud
gins and Jeff Olson. So this
Spring they'll all head out to nu
merous challenging regattas
along the East Coast for another
winning season!
Jason Duley
Art O D U stu d en t sails o u tfo r anotherday
o f practice. (C . Thom as)

COOPING GOALS
get on the stick
Is this a history demonstra
tion? A reinactment of a medi
eval battle between two distant
lands? Ghengis Khan and his
warriors battling the Chinese?
Mo way, man. That's the men's
Lacrosse Team taking on anoth
er school at foreman Field. This
is somewhat historic, though,
because lacrosse is the only na
tiveAmerican sport that has last
ed to the modem time.
If you were to come across
a lacrosse game without any
knowledge of the rules, you
could possibly see the event as
a hideous, brutal and mindless
game. Actually, lacrosse has
specific rules and regulations
and many of the plays, yes plays,
are very complex.
This year's team had a sev
en-game season, playing such
teams as Maryland University,
Virginia Wesleyan College and
George Mason University. They
ended up the season with a win
ning record of four wins and
three losses.

] SPORTS

Led by Team Captain Mark
Geddis, the Lacrosse Team
hosted and played in the Annual
Fred Billiard Memorial Lacrosse
Tournament. After beating Liber
ty College in the first round and
VCU in a later round, ODU came
in second place losing to MC
State in the final round o f play.

The team, composed of
roughly 27 members, is sup
plied with helmets, shoulder
pads and goalie equipment from
ODU The rest, the lacrosse stick
and arm pads, must be supplied
by the player. ODU permits the
team to practice on the Powha
tan Field and also lets them hold
their home games and tourna
ments on Foreman Field.
So, the next time you run
across a history demonstration
o f Ghengis and his warriors, take
a closer look. It might be our la
crosse team.
Gary Hansen
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LA YIN G THE FIELD
fo r a pitch and* a hit
ODU's Baseball Team re
turns this year with 15 lettermen,
including seven position starters
and three starting pitchers. The
Monarchs have added 12 new
comers, which will bolster the
team's overall depth and
strength in both pitching and hit
ting.
Pitching is the name of the
game! John Boltersdorf, Doug
Williams and George Sells, three
returning starters, will give the
Monarchs some consistency and
experience in the all-important
role of the pitcher.
This season the Monarchs
will play 18 Sun Belt Conference
games, and in addition they will

meet Georgia, Clemson and
Oklahoma. Also, ODU will host
some northern powers New York
Tech, plus state rivals Virginia,
James Madison, Virginia Tech,
Richmond, George Mason, Lib
erty and William and Mary.
Last season, the ODU Base
ball Team did well winning 16 o f
the last 21 games. But in 1987,
they went 34-18 and cracked the
ESPN/Collegiate Baseball Top
20 !
Led by Head Coach Mark
Newman, the ODU Monarchs
hope to finish with a successful
season this Spring!

Jason Duley

With a 'wide 'swpjQs S c o ti Thom son ttfts a, P a v e Z erb e p
: o sitìó n si^ im sé^ [f^ tIiè cateti.
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bis. m iti; (Q . :p$rkèr)J J
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gets tennis team high ranks
Under sixth-year coach Car
olyn Weems, the Sun Belt Con
ference Coach-of-the-Year in
1988, the Lady Monarchs Tennis
Team beat out a tough season.
The doubles team ofjunior
Debbie Karlen and senior Cayce

Monarchs ranked #10 in the In
ternational Tennis Coaches As
sociation regional pre-season
ratings. The credit mostly due to
the 16-year Head Coach Ken
Rand andjunior David Wolf, who
won the Virginia State Intercolle

Connell ranked 20th in the East
ern Region Spring pre-season
rankings with Cayce Connell as
team captain o f the 1989 team.
Some promising young
players turned out to be fresh
man Kelly Evans and sopho
mores Lori Morris and Pernille
Buch-Pederson.
The Lady Monarchs are rid
ing a four-year winning record
streak.
The men's tennis team may
have been young, but it was ex
perienced and excited after last
year's rebuilding season. The

giate Championships last Fall in
Richmond.
David returned as#1 Singles
for the Monarchs and Rex TerwilIiger as the #2 Singles. Youth,
however, prevailed on the team,
as five o f the seven starters were
either sophomores or freshmen.
The men's tennis team was
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in the upper bracket for gradepoint average and graduation of
all of the ODU teams for the last
ten years.
Gary Hansen
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fieri Vaughn-backhands .a volley.
'(C . Parker) , ,

*

Two. Iadies^ teäm. n u m b ers, Lucia bru rpgou ld and K elly Evans pa rticipa te . in a
idou bles m atch. (Ç* Parker) • [

TENNIS

AR FOR THE COURSE
The ODU Golf Team is once respectively, and newcomer
again ranked near the top in the Matt Cannon has also shown
competitive District ill MCAA re that he will be a top-five regular
gion for the 1988-1989 season.
Among powerful squads from
Wake Forest, Clemson and Geor
gia Tech, the Monarchs have
ranked as high as seventh dur
ing the Fall tournament season.
Mead Coach Dr. Murray Rudisill began his 14th year with a
quest. He would need to rebuild
his team after losing last year's
talented one-two punch of Rich
Fruchnik and Jim McGovern.
ODU's young squad of only one
senior and five freshmen proved
themselves as powerhouses.
They pulled off two third-place
finishes, one fifth and one sixth.
Sophomore Stan Jones and

junior Jon Hurst have taken over
the number one and two spots,
'uñior Sean Tipqhan
demonstrates a ppóI jrrfi swing actipnl ■â
Usports InfomtifyiQn)
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during his freshman year. Jun
iors Sean Noonan and K.J. Stutz
and senior Mark Borkovich will
contribute a great deal, as well.
Freshmen Anthony Marcello,
Chris Coulther, Scott Causby
and Chris Thomson hope to see
some additional action during
the year to round-out this talent
ed team.
The Golf Team traveled
quite a bit to attend their tourna
ments, through North and South

Carolina and Virginia. Overall,
the ODU team is looking forward
to a good Spring season.
Kyle Sargent

iw
mmm Ml m m *

Row
•^3 nhon<‘ ‘Jön
Hurät,'
.IHoonan> •.R.iji . Stute, Sta«
Jones*. R q 'w'2 : Chris <3ouIther, Scofi^auäöy, Anthony MarcelIp/Dr. Murray Kudisjlfl
March.’• Borlso\^h( . 'Chris, ‘^ö rn p son .
(SpprtS'Jnformati.ori) -

w orking anh ts gölfgriß , Jim Walzack is o b served b y a residertt*of the gqlijcour£e.
M Park erb
Standortes concerttrates on mäkmg this a
go& ä putt. (Sports, In form a tion ).
Linmg, up thp.gutt sotneurnes reqoires a
tearneffott. fcy. Parket) 11
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of others, you must be brain-fed. You're in an academics
honor society or just struggling to reach that magic num
ber of credits: 120. It makes no difference because you've
"gone mental" one way or the other. You may don a
smock or tights in your pursuit o f knowledge or wear no
costume at all. Your eyes may be frozen in a permanent
squint from staring at a monitor or your fingers might be
calloused from too much note-taking. The battle scars are
different in every major and for every student but there
is one thing shared in common: Expansion o f the mind
limited only by the individual. These are your Mental Ex
tremities . . .
Philip Read

I
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E ilene Jansen and Belinda R o p er m ix tracks in th e
m u sic lab.
Susan F ree k eys up th e Jazz E n sem ble at perform a n 
ces. (C . Barker)
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- Score 'sheets, treble clefs, sharps,
flats and rehearsals; these are just a few
things you'll find thut gQ into the perfor
mances sponsored by the Music Depart
ment Some concerts are performed by
the department's own groups such as the
Jazz Ensemble or the Madrigal Singers.
Other concerts are presented by musi
cians from other universities or from.com
munity groups. Yet, whatever your inter
ests, whether performing or attending, the
Music Department has something for a va
riety of musical tastes.
If performing is your interest, the de
partment houses several vocal and instru
mental groups. For those who enjoy sing
ing, the Concert Choir, The Mew Dom
inions, and the Madrigal Singers all are of
fered as one credit elective classes during

Fall and Spring semesters. Each group
performs at least two concerts per semes
ter. ,
For the Fall concert series, The Con
cert Choir, under the direction of Dr.
Nancy Klein, performed spiritual piece? by
Composers such as John Rutter and Mo
zart, and also presented a Christmas pro
gram. The Spring series included piecés
by Bach, Haydn, and Telemann.. Other
works included selected pieces frpm the
opera Candide and music by üeorge
GershWih.
The Mew Dominions is a show choir of
sixteen ta twenty performers. They presept popular music from the later half of
the 20th century. The New Dominions
gave a Christmas concert and a '50s re
view. H H

The Madrigal Singers is the group to
join if you are into Baroque and Renais
sance music. Under the direction of Dr.
Lee Teply, The Madrigal's Christmas din
ner is very popular to students and com
munity alike. This yeár both nights sold
out.
Whether singing or playing, perform
ing or organizing, on stage or in the audi
ence, the Music Department is sure to
please. Call 683-4061 for more informa
tion.
Belinda Roper

Dennis Z eisler conducts O D U 's sym phony.
(C . Parker)

Scott Knuth plays a m ean sax for the Jazz Ensem ble.
(C . Parker)
O D U Sym phony sets an elegant tune in the University
Theater. (C . T h om as)

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Welcome to the computer age where
machines are more efficient than humans
at many tasks. Our daily lives are aided by
computer technology: whether cashing a
check, purchasing a candy bar at the
bookstore or registering for a ciass> we
rely on "computer intelligence."
Computers are depended upon be
cause they are time-efficient and quite reli
able. The computer courses offered at
ODU are full of wide-eyed students antici
pating a successful career in computing or
needing a working knowledge of computer
Skills. Programmers, engineers and tech

nologists are in demand, and statistics in
dicate that this will remain a competitive
field.
The Computer Sciehce major is ex
tremely popular because of the many
opportunities for: graduates in the field.
The labs are usually crowded, Which
causes problems for students who depend
on using campus equipment. Personal
computers, though obviously a great as
set, are quite costly. s
Long hours of frustration and de
bugging are inevitable in order to be a
computer programmer. It takes a patient

D oing so m e hom ew ork at th e com puter, Mark Baliles
ch eck s-off item s to enter. (C . Parker)
The C om pu ter R oom bein g filled to capacity is a n or
m al occu rren ce at ODU. (C . Parker)
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id focused person to stick with GomputScience. The course loàd is exhausting,
it well-worth the effort.
Christy Joynes

wmMBiliBBm
Being qu ite his analytical seif, K evin Kirwan d evelop s
his strategy while playing a com p uter gam e.
(C . Parker)
Jennifer Watson and Tom R h odes spen d so m e tim e
pursuing their com p uter activities. (C . Parker)

COMPUTERS [
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Upon entering the back,of the Technology Building one cannot miss tp£ Vocational Technical Educational Department (VTE). What is this place? It is
where shop teachers, who work in middie, junior, and high schools leam their
trade. They are no longer called shop
teachers, but have been renamed Technology teachers and their classes are
Technology classes, riot only are the
teachers taught here, but also the peopie who wish to go into industry.
..These students learn about drafing, metalworking, materials processing,
communications,
electronics,
woodworking, graphics, computers, and
more — but much work is involved. According to William Kane, "Teacher train-

Ing requires not only mastery of the eon' reasons for this is to convey the imporcepts, but the in-depth background tance of different concepts, while giving
knowledge required to communicate the student an opportunity to express
them to students/' Students are re; his or her creativity." Because of the
quired to make up a lesson plan and small number of students in the departTeach the class.
ment, information and ideas for the proDo not be fooled by the difficult work jects are passed from student to stuthese students do — they also have a dent.
lot of fun in the classes. For example, in
The industrial education program
the Transportation class students build offers a well-rounded experience for the
kites, gliders, race cars, hot-air bal- students involved. Hands-on learning,
loons, rockets, and rubber band-pow^ challenging and interesting projects,
ered planes, in Electricity class they and a marketable skill may all be obtain
build models for examples of complete ed. This is a program which will continue
circuits and magnetism. Barry Durham to thrive and build at ODU.
.
states that "To the casual observer, the
Michael Bell
projects that are assigned appear to be
of an extremely easy nature. Two of the

Tom Spen cer and Eric K lopfenstein lecture to the
W oods T ech n ology class on applications o f differ
en t stains. (M . B e ll)

HHHHM

BALLET'S TUTU M UCH
The ODU BaUet is an integral part of,
ODU'$ Collegeof Arts and Letters, A non
profit, self-supporting community-service
program, the ODU Ballet is dedicated to
providing quality dance education arid
cultural enrichment to the residents of
Greater Hampton Roads at the lowest pos
sible prices, through both its classes and
performances. The ODU Ballet operates
under the artistic and administrative direc
tion of Istvan Ament.
This vibrant individual; was bom in
Transylvania, Romania and began his ca
reer with the Timisoara State Opera and
Ballet Company. After being a member of
Romania's third largest professional
dance company for seven years, Ament
traveled to the U.S. to teach at the Inter-
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boro Civic Ballet in new York City, thè
north Carolina School of the Arts and the
Lost Colony in Mahtéo,^nprth Catótìhp.
Prior to his coming to ODU in 1973, he was
also director of the Ament School of Gas»
sical Ballet and the Range Ballet Theatre
in nibbling, Minnesota.
Istvan Ament's A Systematic Ap
proach to Classica! Ballet, was published
by University Press of America in June
1985.
"I'm optimistic aboutODU's new Fine
Arts Building (expected completion in
1990), but this program is very young and
we need scholarships to attract the better
students, " comments Ament. Besidesacting as administrative director, he teaches
a half-load of speech and theatre arts

] ACADEMICS

courses and a half-ldaid of non-credit
courses, plus directs rehearsals, perfor
mances and choreography.
According to Ament,"Ballet prepares
your body as an instrument through long,
structured exercise, and ballet is the most
structured form of dance.'' Student sup
port for ballet is needed.
So come out and support the ODU
dancers. "We won't disappoint you!*
promises Ament.
tieidi Shiner

A d an cer's expression m irrors th e concentration
necessary for intricate steps. (B . Snow )

It takes a lim ber, well-trained b o d y to con vey p o is e
on th e stage. (B . S n ow )

The ba llet stu d en t's im age reflects a professional
im age. (B . Snow )

BALLET [
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"To provide a more diversified educa
tion, ODU's School of Dental Hygiene and
Dental Assisting has changed its curricu
lum," says Patricia Damon-Johnson, di
rector of clinical affairs. She adds, "The
change will givé students more time to ab
sorb the material.''
The program prepares students to dp
a variety.of dental fieldjobs from adminis
trative to sales positions, Previously, after
finishing the first year of general education
courses, students had to complete the re
quired dental courses in the sophomore
and junior years. This left the senior year
for pursuing upper-division electives. Damon-Johnson said students, needed to un
derstand the core dental classes before
taking the electives* However, the struc
ture was inflexible and did not allow for ex
ploration of different aspects of the dental
fiéld.
How students wili have three years to
complete the required dental hygiene pro-

Updating records is an im portant part o f the jo b for
K. M itchell, m C opela n d )
Cleaning teeth at the clinic is a way for L. J on es to
gain experience. (T. C opela n d )

D ACADEMICS

'gram along with the elecfives; Despite be
ing one of the top programs in the nation
based on, graduate test scores, ODlTs en
rollment in the area has dropped steadily
in the past five years. With fewer students
entering the School, job opportunities are
numerous. The bulletin board outside the
clinic is covered with offers and rising sala
ries. |tIS,hoped that this will 1ure students
into the program.
Damon-Johnson feels the curiiculum
change will improve the dental hygienist's
and assistant's image. Many hygienists
are opening up their own clinics and are
capable of earning up to $110 pef day,
"We are just not technicians any
more," she states, ''we are profession
al.;'
Richard Layne

Technician Lynn to ile assists Dr. J. Luton in cleaning
teeth in Uentat.Hygiene.lap. (f t C o p ela n d ) § ;

A sm iling receptionist greets students at the front Hard at work in little cu bicles, Lynn T olle and J.A nd udoor. (F. C opela n d )
ja r im prove the dental health o f students.
(F. C opela n d )

DENTAL HYGIENE [
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A White rat is caught in an undignißed position b y Dr.
R obert K. R ose, William Cam pbell. Yiwen Yang and
Thom as Ywill o b serve the proceedings.
Am idst teekes and chem icals, Jennifer J on es h op es
for an interesting observation.

ACADEMICS

There's nothing like hands-on expen- '
ence to really learn what you need to
know. At least that'S what ODU wants ps
tp believe There seems to be a lab for ev
ery class
from music to oceanography.
While themusrcmajors arecreating origi
nal compositions, the biology majors are
dissecting animals.
In the physics labs you see bouncing
balls and pendulums, aswcli as compHcated electrical machines which measure
frequency and who knows what elsC. Ac*
cording to most engijieers/ labS are hey- ^
erending. Mpst of their time is spent writ
ing up reports after data is takenAcertain
cornputer science major claimed that labs
are a byte''g- long hoursforfittfe re
sults.
Whether you are a fine arts major or
a Science major, labs are an inevitable
part of your studies if you want to gradu
ate. ODU wants aii students to be wellrounded individuals with practical experi
ence in their field of study. Labs are a use
ful toQl to accomplish this goal. We might
as well grin and bear it.
Christy Joyncs

Follow ing directions precisely, Thom as R uff and
Tony Lauro wait to record th e ou tcom e o f their iab.

Is it readyyet? M ichelle Le n tin i, John C line and P a tri
cia fflilffw tfte e p p e tia tib iyd b a azae&ktivtF.hidtKjids/i6y
C o6 tom & os
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Diana Blanchard adm ires "neon-art. ' ' (C . Parker)
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Even floors aren 't safe from natural art. (C . Parker)
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Evan Stallings p o s e s n ext to "S e lf Portrait
(C . Parker)
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My foot slides a bit as it crunches on
the pine needles, then I'm tempted to
search nearby branches for thè chirping
birds I hear . . ;
This enchanted forest is part of Evan
Stallings senior show, where tie exhib
ited about 15 of his works which he de
scribes as a broad interpretation of the
visual arts. Evan works withn variety óf
mediums such, as sculpture with stone,
metal, neon, plaster, soapstone, found
objects assemblage, black and white
photography and oil painting.
Stalling's atmosphere for the show
used pine needles covering the floor,
plants and flowers in various comers of
the room, and a Windham Hills recording of outdoor sounds, birds in particu
lar, His selections for the show included
an abstract wood carving of mahogany,
a stone chess board in which contras
ting colors and lead fishing weights are
utilized as playing pieces, a pink and
blue neon sign which reads "Breakfast
to Go" and is surrounded by black metal
arrows pointing one's attention in all di
rections, and a luminous black soap
stone sculpture whose angular slopes
are reminiscent of seasidejagged rocks.

"flit and Run. " (C . Parker)

Each bachelor of fine arts major
must have an exhibit or similar produc
tion-oriented project to fulfill degree re
quirements. Stalling's show also .in
volved that he be responsible for the
publicity, acting as curator and host,
then planning a reception.
The Graduate Gallery is located oh
West 49th Street on ODU's campus and
is an old home the university acquired
for art students' studio space. The art
department is scattered around campus
with other work space on Colley Avenue
and Granby Street, which is said to be
the premiere showing space for stu
dents.
This extremely talented artist has
been interested in art ever since he can
remember, but just five years ago start
ed taking it seriously' Evan hopes to
have another show soon, because this
is how he gains experience 3$ an artist.
Ifyou are interested in unusual art work,
look this guy up. if he develops a name
for himself and his work becomes wellknown, he will undoubtedly be out of the
average student's price range.
r
Heidi Shiner

Students try to stay fit b y keeping up with the p a ce
o f th e instructor and m usic. (W . S n ow )
William McGowan gets ready to spike the volleyball
in class. (W . Snow )

Sw eatìn G rad es
7

Receiving final instructions on technique, the class
waits to play, (W . Snow )

Manystudents complain that their
calculus and literature classes don't
"give them practical experience for fu
ture use. Physical Education classes
give students an opportunity to take
part in something they enjoy like golf
Sand tennis the sports for a lifetime.
11 Seyeraiolasses include use of our
poor facilities with swimming,l ife-sav^
ing and incredibly popular scuba. The
scuba students spend a lOt of time at
taining their certification to dive and
take field trips, *
Other dedicated individuals take
karate; aikido and Self-defense
courses. Professor ijiroyaki Hamada
teaches discipline, techniqueand the
philosophies behind the martial arts.
A small groupofracquetsports
are offered at ODU. Beginning badmin-;
toh^beginning andintermediatetenhis ahd two levels of racquetbaii are

ACADEMICS

taught at the Serrtara Athletic Club. Each
cldss is excellent for learning how to play
or increase skills in the different areas.
You can also gain experience In a
team sportlike volleyball or rush downhill
of a Canadian mountain on new Year's
day for thè one credit course given be
tween semesters.
v
/
Backpacking is offered in both fall and
spring semesters. The interest created by
that class has brought on the develop
ment of a backpacker's club. Sailing is an
other popularcholcefor students desiring
to Ieam more about the sport, which is
'taught at the Sailing Center located on thè
Elizabeth River behind Mid-Rise.
Mo matter whatP.E. class you choose,
;d genuine interest isypUronlyprefequisite for the potpourri of actiyities avail
able.
Mike Mahoney

Grim m acing, M ichael G eres works hard on building
his triceps. (W . Snow )
Perfecting his return stance, Troy Hendrix awaits the
serve. (W . Snow )

■ ■ ■

Students work on badm inton skills while m on op ol
izing the gym nasium floor. (W . Snow )
Paul Partor pu lverizes the birdie with his overhand
sm ash. (W . Sn ow )
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Off-Campus Class
A GEOLOGY FIELD TRIPUQURHAL
ENTRY.
Friday/ April 14. 6 a.m. Wake up.
Shower. Shave. Brush teeth. Gear inear’
Drive to ODU. 7 a.m. Meet at pick-up point
Load gear. Head count. Professor gives
brief overview of day's itinerary. 7:30 a.m.
On the road. Constant drizzle. Drive Sever
al hours. 10:15 a.m. First stopjust outside
Richmond. Abandoned gravel quarry. Tor
rential rain storms. Slosh around in quar
ry. Professor .points out different rocks.
Back to van. 17:15 p.m.-Into the.moun

tains;. Total scenery change.: Ice eyery^
Where. ROads closed, Alternate routes
chosen. Stopped at different Sites oh way
to West Virginia. 1:30 p.m. Lunch break.
More quarries. Some more ^mountains.More words of wisdom from professor.
3:00 p.m. Mountains. Quarries. Rocks.
Mud. Rain. Ditto rest of afternoon. 10:00
p.m. Spent night at West Virginia cave ex
plorers Field station. Ho shower facility.
. Saturday. April 15' 7:00 a.m. Rise and
shine. Grubby explorers pile back in van.
Same thing On way home. Stop different

points'.9:00a.m. More hours invari. More
stops. Day drags on for weary students
and professor. 12:00 a.m. Finally back at
ODU. Unload truck. Explorers dazedly drift
home. 12:15 a.m. Home at lasL Sleep.
Sunday, April 10/11:00 a.nvWake up.
Was it a dream? A nightmare? Ho, it was*
a Field trip.
Chris Parker

Dr. Whittdcar points ou t interesting features, to his
georhdrph'ology class.’ ( C .;Parker)
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A rainy, icy trail in the Blue Ridge Mountains. (C. Barker)

Advertising th e Academ ic H on ors Program is n o
sm all task.
J o e Cogsw ell h op es that know ledge through o sm o
sis is n ot a myth.

] ACADEMICS

Tom Bolefield u ses his special skills at pick-up sticks.
Mike M ahoney receives a word o f advice from A m y
Hutchins.

Honorary Mention
The Academic Honors Program,
founded four years agd, saw their first
class Of students graduated in May 1089.
The Honors Program was originated so
that students could experience a small
college atmosphere in a large university
setting with an abundance of resources.
The program consists of placing stu
dents in a small class of academicaliyoriented students to fulfill general educa
tion requirements. Classes are normally

from seven to 20 students and are often
required to do more extensive work with
an in-depth focus. Ea£h student in the
Honors Program must meet with his or her
professor individually on a regular basis
to increase interaction between teacher
and student*
To enter the program* the person
must keep a 3.0 QPA. This does not mean
the program is purely academic. Social
events are a large part of the program's

goal. Picnics and community service
events are held each semester. The direc
tor of the program, Dr. Lou Henry, is also
an economics professor.
Michael Mahoney

ACADEMIC HOMORS PROGRAM [
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R ob o t arm s handle delicate, intricate work.
(C . Parker)

The Mini-Baja team is p rou d o f its accom plishm ents.
(T . Sm ith)

R o b o t arm s lend a hand in the robotics lab.
(T . Sm ith)

] ACADEMICS

Philip M orris illustrates en gineerin g's m any applications. (C . Parker)
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Facts of Life 1
; Che^
gy! The study of living organisms in all of
its many intricate forms from plankton arid
larvae to whales and elephants, and every
thing in between. This diverse field, at
tracts students interested ina variety of bi
ological studies.
ODU's biology department is housed
in the Mills Godwin Life Science Building.
The four floors of this glass-encased build
ing contains a myriad of laboratories -in
which undergraduates, graduates and
professors study the life forms thateOhabitate this planet with us.
The biology faculty includes teaching
assistants, who are graduate students in
structing undergrads in theirlab worK fac;;
ulty members, most of whom have attain
Biology labs sometimes look like a setting out of a
science fiction movie. (C. Coniceros)
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ed their Ph.D.'s and administrators who
oversee the day to day functions of the de
partment
One of the best on the East Coast,
ODU's biology attracts students from all
over the U.S. and the world who wish to
specialize in this field. Practical training in
research and applications are the center
of this, excellent program.
Chris Parker
:, Heidi .Shiner

Zacheria Asa d and Bhathi Lakshm i are b u sy at work.
(C . Parker)
Manisha Triuedi exam ines a specim en under a
m icroscope. (C . Parker)
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Balm In Gilead
what?'Cfrrv uni1 .youv-want, sojme
highjy tea1isttc arid surreal. The ehvirprir;-i;.’'/money\lo,r Vvbat^.tl€^\w)iat;is this any- ity The LedQer-tSiar reviewer Montague mental setting t>y Konrad Winters maKtfs;
;t3amhaon has ¿aile.d>"probabiy' the -best full- use of the; intimate, ptexibie iheateT
: *. /-;
d.was r^in gvJfd h eafd thi$ was| performing- space , jh .South Hampton- space. 7- 1 7 ' '•’ ••*. . ; ; .’7 v‘'7^V’ ^>7
pixirre pigfa* W$S mis shady char- ,RbadS;-.' •*‘- •-" fXf ^\"a’^ '^'Y-.p *••;"ffl ^ ;- y Warping .theater-goers: that‘the play'
|acterpaft'ofth'e atmdsphfe-Fet ,r.: ttwasn't '; , This vivid-ahd powerful'play, set'iriap contains explicit language and-adult $ut)' .
7
,1
^fer itself ali-ntght coffee shop, illuminates the' ject matter did not deter audiences from •:
• ,(,and„.began *to"ahsorh this coffee Shop set bi^feahd^rfii^n^ Woridof young ^xileS; :pachin$bfifltbeui^fi
and outcasts in midtown f|eWYprlt.
plans aren:t through
b^ wT,M I
tjhest pireetor MichaeT tick; dlKeetdr
|^c^TtPtes/^^et^pe^M^ hpuvqse*uaisr
drug deai&rS $ad other, ^ a rattecs tftaW .of "theater
.School for.1|| Arts'».'formal, a tast o f 321
character^ inkto production fchatTs both.

m ffim

BALM IN GILEAD

Glennan Lectures
. Twelve prominent journalists, includ
ing syndicated columnist Jack Anderson
and banned South Africanjournalist Don
ald Woods, were featured during the 1989
Glennan Lecture Series at ODU April 3-5.
This was the fourth annual journalism
series, titled "The Press On The Leading
Edge." Also as part of the lecture series
were afternoon sessions featuring Tim
Wheeler, environmental reporter for the
Baltimore Evening Sun, and Stuart Zangier, special projects unit producer for
WCPO-TV in Cincinatti. C
Jack Anderson, often cited as Ameri
ca's foremost investigative reporter, edi

tor and commentator, publishes hi$ col
umn ''Merry Go Round" in nearly 1,000
newspapers and is one of the most widelysyndicated writers in the world. He is also
the Washington editor of Parade rha^azine, co-chairman of the Grace Coalition
Against Government Waste and winner df
the Abraham Lincoln Award ofthe Interna-,
tional Platform Association for his speak
ing ability. A Pulitzer Prize winner., Ander
son is the author of Confessions o f a Muckraker]
Donald Woods, banned former editor
of the Daily Dispatch o f South Africa, was
arrested in 1977 by the South African au

Mrs. Virginia Glennan Ferguson attends with family
and friends. (C . Parker)
Stuart Zanger m eets with students in sm all groups
for questions. (C . Parker)

I ACADEMICS

thorities for writing about the. cruelties of
apartheid and the death of Stephen Biko,
a leading apartheid activist. Woods' or
deal and escape with his family were dep
icted in the movie Cry Freedom. Woods is
also the author of Bikor Asking For Trou
ble, arid South African dispatches, a* col
lection of anthapartheid editorials that led
to his banning. He now resides in London,
where he is atn;active writer, speaker and
advisor on South African affairs to the 49
commonwea1th nations. ■
Heidi Shiner

D on ald W oods was a p op u la r spea k er during th e
seríes. (C . P a rk er)/\

Pull h o u se s p ro v e th e value o f a series
from jou rn a lists. (C . Parker)

QLENNAN LECTURE SERIES [
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T hese officers presen t inform ation to prospective
m O T C students at m any cam pus-related activities.
(R . Sn ow )

N avy R O T C
Once per week, the midshipmen and Training, one of the highest-ranking
and officer, candidates from naval Re* officers in the navy. Plus, we marched in
the^/Azalea Festival Parade, held a
Roads come together for two hours of ''Dining-ln'' for graduating seniors/ushdrill, lecture andleadership training^
ered for the Blue Angels and got to test
Besides the na^|:^eience classes our ownwits at^aviation in F-14 and A-6
thatare required before commissioning, jet simulators and also in rides in T-34
such as naval Engineering, navaI Weap- training jets.,
pns‘Systems, Military History and headThe men are also involved in camership and Management, many mid- pus apd community activities,
shipmen and OC's hold positions within
The midshipmen and officer candithe unit structure, overseeing day-tor dates of nROTC are continually striving
day operations. Along with the regular to improve the reputation and prbFesrHavy and Marine Corps officers and en sfonalism of the unit and the mifitatyc
listed assigned as stafffor the unit, these With their campus, community and bat
' junior officers" help to schedule guest talion activities, the soon-to-be officers
speakers, field trips and special events. Should feel Very proud of their accom
During the spring semester, for ex plishments so far and should be looking
ample, we host numerous officers who with anticipation to things to come.
give the “heads-up" on what to expect
Jim Raimondo
once present at the fleet. We were also
visited by the Chief of naval Education

] ACADEMICS

i

l<§OTC coiorguard p resen t the flags prior to the sin g¿4tig o f the national A nthem at m ost all the athletic
f even ts on cam pus. (F. C opela n d )
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At Fort Story, Robin Meath appears as if she really en
jo ys the rappelling experience, as well as all that
goes with the ROTC program. (J. Ling)
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rm y R O T C
1 v Thé purpose ofArmy ROTCis to pre- nade course, crossing an obstacle with
V
as£6m- a one-rope bridge and a ten kilometer
missioned officers in thé Army, Army Re (6y4rmile) run with weapons and full
servé; and National Guard. The four-year combat gear.
course challeri^es cadets physically and
According to Joy Neville, ajunior in
. mentally,^
ffÿÿ ;
- \the program and a member Of a Ranger
This year, AROTCihVltedtHe cam Challenge Team, ' ROTC has given me
pus Community to ^participate in a a focus in college that no other program
rappelling clinic in which Students and could, It has giVeh mo the chance and
faculty learned to climb down the wall Of opportunity vto develop my leadership
Foreman Field on a pair of ropes, each potential. After graduation from ODU,
no thicker than your thumb. AROTC also the skills ! have acquired in AROTC will
sent two coed teams to Ranger Chal ribt only help me do myJob as a 2nd
lenge, an intercollegiate sport held at Lieutenant, but will also give me an edge
JÿTort A.P. Hill.This event included a phys and a leadership experience that my
ical fitness test, M16A1 riflecompetition, peers have not had."
a land navigation course, a hand WjjÊà
John Ling

Climbing walls is nothing new for two cadets trainmgr
at Little Creek Amphibious Base. Cadet Mark Sawyer
makes sure it is done safely. (J. Ling)

ARMY/NAVY ROTC
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Just who do you think you are? A face in the
crowd? A rebel? No matter whether you prefer to blend
in or remain an 'individual" who avoids labels, you
have a cover that's easily blown. You're somebody —
freshman, grad student, tall guy, or the quiet girl who
always sits in the wobbly desk next to the window. And
we know you. Didn't you think we noticed? Sure, you
were a campus leader or a dedicated follower, a bi
zarre dresser or fashion plate. We saw what you did
and what you didn't. Yeah, we saw right through all of
you. So what do you have to say for yourselves and
your Exposed Identities? You'll see . . .
Philip Read

PEOPLE 139
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Jalil Abdallah
Civil Engineering

Vasudev Adnani
Finance

Ingrid S. Agner
Electrical Engineering

lÜ É iia

Cynthia R. Alexander

Philip Altman
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Ahmad Aziz
Civil Engineering

Kalyan Benson
Electrical Engineering

J. Michelle Bittle
Speech Com m unications

John Bleier
Sports M edicine

Charles J. Booklet III
Timothy F. Boggs
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Jacqueline Bordeaux
Accounting

Scott Bracken
Sports M edicine

Sindy A. Brooks
Accounting

Ellen Perrish and Tony Salino en joy th e late winter sunshine
o f M orfolk's tem perate clim ate. (Y . Gauthier)
Attending O D U on a s o ccer scholarship, Gunther G iockner
from W est Germ any talks to an assistant coach during pre
ga m e warm up. (C . T h om as)

PEOPLE

Alicia M. Brown
Marketing Education

Neil Clemens
M echanical Engineering

Felicia Colley
Com m unications

Pamela A. Conti
Civil Engineering

Arthur Copeland
M echanical Engineering

Francesca Cuffee
P sych ology

Herman Deleon
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Jodi Eberhart
Psych ology/C ou n selin g

Hey, do you really know where your friends
are coming from? Where do they call home? Is
it important to you?
As you walk around ODU, you notice people
of many races and nationalities. You many even
hear languages you don't understand. ODU has
a student body with a diverse ethnic back
ground consisting of students from across the
U.S. and around the world.
For instance, do you know that of approxi
mately 16,364 students, 15,633 are from the
U.S? Where in the U.S? Well, most of these stu
dent are from Virginia, but the top four home
states for first-time freshmen in the Fall of 1988
were MewJersey, Maryland, New York and Penn
sylvania, respectively.
Though the majority of students are U.S. cit
izens, 731 are from other countries. Most inter
national students come from China, Taiwan, In
dia, Iran, Cyprus and Japan. In total, there are
67 different countries represented at ODU by
these students.
It's interesting to leam where other people
are from. We have different homes, but we do
share some common ground — if you know
where I'm coming from!
Jason Duley
Bill Brockm an, who entered the lifeguard com petition at Vir
ginia Beach o v e r th e sum m er, is on ly o n e o f m any who en joy
the benefits o f bein g clo se to the shore. (C . Parker)

ORIGINS E
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Brion Elliott
M IS

Lillie Epps
C ounseling

Ray Etheridge
Nona Farrow
Cou nselin g

Gina Pulton
B iology

Virginia C. Gibson
M anagem ent

Casey Golliher
Psych ology

Columbus Grant III

Stewart Grant
Accounting

Lynne Harvey
M echanical Engineering

John C. Hasselmann
Civil Engineering

Sol G. Hatz
Spanish

I

Mo two people are exactly alike. Some are
quite thin, while others are pleasantly plump.
There are short people and others you mostly
"look up to."
Tall people "rise to new heights" everywhere they go. Being head and shoulders above
all, they are easy to spot. Have you ever seen a
good basketball player, other than former ODU
player Frank Smith, that wasn't tall? It probably
isn't always easy being tall — it's lonely at the
top, clothes and shoes are hard to find, doorways must be ducked and you have to endure
cracks such as "How's the weather up there?"
with a smile and retaliate with "Fine, how's the
weather down there?"
Atmosphere of tall persons polled to find
out their top 10 dislikes resulted in these popular complaints:

] PEOPLE

1. Shopping — difficult to find clothes and
shoes.
2. Assumption that all tall people play and are
good at basketball.
3. Low doorways are a pain,
4. Jokes concerning tall persons are a pain,
5. Always described as "that tall girl..."
6. Clumsiness often associated with being tall,
7. Always at the back of pictures,
8. Short people sitting behind them in class or
movie theaters,
9. Embarassment to shorter dates,
10. Little cars without head or leg room,
Ah well, our mothers inform us we just always wish we'd been given characteristics other
than our own! Naa, it's just abnormal to be too
satisfied with our God-given assets. We are human! Hovel thought.
Christy Joynes

Jeffery Ifinchee
Sports M edicine

Mandy D. Holton
M arketing/Business

Felicidad X. Hunt
Spanish

Debra Hodge Jones
Marketing Education

John-Michael Jones
Industrial Education

Patricia K. Jurick
Busin ess Adm in./Finance

Nancy C. Kelley
A ccoun tin g/M IS

Michael D. Kenney
Marketing

Beverly Land
Robert Linden
Civil Eng. Tech.

OJÖ
homnoq

Chris Kerwin tow ers a b o ve m ost low ly students. (C . Parker)
Keith Qatiing is a Monarch with an im pressive stature both
on and o ff the court. (C . T h om a s)

TALL PEOPLE
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Most students, after four or five years of gru
eling undergraduate courses, are all too ready
to grab their diplomas and run without a second
look back. But some, like first year graduate stu
dent Kathy Creal, stay to further their goals
through ODU's graduate programs. Out of
17,000 students, there are approximately 5,000
graduate students at ODU.
Kathy graduated in 1988 with a BA in
Speech Communications after only four years
— quite a feat these days. She is aiming for her
MA through the Institute of Humanities and is
the graduate assistant to the Womens' Studies
program. "I enjoy grad school even though it
means I'll have to be a poor student for a couple
more years!'' she said.
The classes, differing from undergraduate
level courses, are smaller and more personal.
A "C" or above is needed to obtain credit in the
classes, and a one-on-one relationship with pro
fessors is much more common. "The professor
becomes more like a mentor," Kathy comment
ed positively.
continued

O u r featured graduate student, Kathy Creal. ( C . Parker)

Deborah McLeod
C ou n selin g

Patrick McNeil
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Patricia C. McQuage
A ccoun tin g

Michael Mitchell
M arketing

Mary Moeller
Sports M ed icin e

3 PEOPLE

In h er h o m e away from h om e, Cathy ch eck s o v e r s o m e p a 
perw ork while working on th e com puter. (C . Parker)

Class participation, independent research
and large amounts of reading are stressed heav
ily in the graduate program. Kathy, whose timeconsuming master s degree will combine politi
cal science, history and English, finds it isn't un
usual to read a book or two each week, and up
to four when things become hectic!
What has Kathy found to be the main differ
ence between the graduate and undergraduate
programs? "In grad school you must be respon
sible for yourself,” she said frankly. "Some un
dergrads just go for the degree, but here you
have to want something more.”
Cathy Ireland

nelson J. navarro
Civil Engineering

C. Reaves-Freeman
P sych olog y

Frank Ripa
Crim inal Ju stice

Narcelito Sangalang
Ken Savage
G eograph y

Beverley B. Smith
n ursing

Todd R. Smith
Civil Eng. Tech.

Ellen Lynn Sommer
M arketing Education

Victor Sothcott
M echanical Engineering

Aubrey Stovall
Education

PROFILE: GRADUATE STUDENT C
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Robert Talbot
M echanical Engineering

N. Bess Thomas
Speech Pathology

James L. Tomlinson
Marketing

Catherine Joyce Walton
Special Education

Daniel Waterhouse
Marketing

Faith J. West
M anagem ent

Neville C. Whiteman
Electrical Engineering

Daniel Wood
Electrical Engineering

Kimberly Ziegler
Accounting

SENIORS
Marites K. Adenir
Philosophy

Danette N. Adams
Speech Com m unications

Maria L. Adelman

mme

Psychology

This copy of The Laureate will travel
a long way! Graduate Ekaterini Demetriou
went to Cyprus for job interviews, so her
husband Phil became the recipient of the
first student copy. Ekaterini came to the
United States for her MBA. During her stay,
she met Phil, fell in love, got married and
became a U.S. citizen.
Phil says no matter where in the world
they end up, The Laureate 1987-88 will re
mind them of Virginia and their time here
together.
Julene Fisher

Ju len e Fisher offers Phil D em etriou a m em ory o f
O D U that will travel the world. ( C. Parker)
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Tekle Afeworki
Finance

Anthony D. Alston
C om pu ter Science

Rebecca Albers
M IS

Abdullah Alhamdi
C om pu ter Science

Lorraine A. Allebach
Marketing

Catherine A. Allen
Business Adm inistration

David Almeleh
English

Deborah L. Ambrose
English/Journalism

Wayne Allan Amos
Speech Com m unications

Let the trumpets sound, prepare the feast,
alert the village and the town cryer — the first edi
tion of The Laureate has arrived. Well, maybe
there wasn't that much made of the event, but the
campus media were on hand for the presentation
of the yearbook to Dr. Joseph Marchello on Octo
ber 7,1988.
The book's presentation heralded the return
of ODU's yearbook from an 11-year absence. Edi
tor-In-Chief Belinda Roper commented, "Thanks
to Dr. Marchello, the Student Senate, the student
body and The Laureate staff we have a book to be
proud of, and a long tradition of excellence has
begun.''
The book was presented at a Board of Visitors
meeting.
Belinda Roper
The first cop y o f the yea rbook was p resen ted to Dr.
M archello b y E d itor-In-C h ief Belinda Roper.
(K . D u rbin )
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Amy J. Anderson
Com m unication D isorders

Brian D. Anderson
B usiness M anagem ent

Rodney D. Anderson
M echanical Engineering

Vicki M. Avant
Elem entary Education

Ali Awada
Electrica! Engineering

Eduardo J. Azcarate
Busin ess M anagem ent

Pamela S. Bach
Finance

Anya Yvonne Baggett
Finance

Neal Baldwin
B iology

Harold Ballen Jr.
MIS

Lynda Ballowe
Dental H ygiene

Thomas J. Barklage
Finance

Chris Barton
M echanical Engineering

H. Nason Battle
Civil Engineering

Christopher Bavosa
Finance

Susan Baylor
Julie E. Benson
Mid. S ch ool Education

Gary Rodman Bector
B usiness M anagem ent

Mark P. Bertini
C om pu ter Engineering

Donna Biggs
nursing

Susan A. Bird
Com m unicative Disorders

Kelly Bishop
Psych ology

Robert Bishop Jr.
Psych ology

Most American students probably wouldn't
think ODU has a busy campus, but many foreign
students do. vEveryone is always rushing some
where/' exclaimed one exchange student.
The population of foreign students that at
tend ODU continues to increase. As of Fall 1988
registration we had a total of 587 foreign stu
dents representing 53 countries.
The reasons they come to ODU are varied.
Some want to experience America for a semes
ter as exchange students. Others are degree
seeking, looking for a high-tech background
that may not be available in their native country.
Most degree-seeking foreign students are here
for diplomas in the areas of engineering, the sci
ences, computers and business.
Students from overseas are encouraged to
become involved with the International Student
Association, which helps students adjust to life
in America.
Abroad students who do not know English
well attend the English Language Center to in
crease their skills enough to participate in class
es full-time.
Foreign students at ODU give American stu
dents a broader view of culture and should be
commended for having the initiative and cour
age to come here and study.
Eileen Janser

M oham ad Salm on and friend p rom ote ISA during Main
Street activities.

Many foreign students, like Paul Cann, take advantage o f the
m any activities at ODU. (C . Parker)

FOREIGN STUDENTS
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Diana L. Blanchard
History

Marion G. Blankenship
Psych ology

Michelle Bolon
Crim inal Justice

Russell Bowen
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Edward Bowling
Chem istry

Raymond C. Brewington
Electrical Engineering

Frankie Lee Bridgeman
Civil Engineering

Valerie Bridges
M usic Education

Karen Renae Briggs
MIS

Sherry J. Bright
H istory

Swimming ... Clouds ... Sun ... Bird ..
Either way, Pictionary is a game that chal
. Flag ... United States ... Eagle ... BALD lenges students on an artistic level, as well as in
EAGLE!!! All Plays, Objects, Action and Diffi tellectual — one of the few pressures students can
cult are just some of the categories that in actually enjoy.
voke a frenzy of tossing words out, like this
Belinda Roper
one. The categories are from one of the hot
test board games of 1988 — Pictionary.
The game involves two or more teams try
ing to guess a word that is drawn out on paper.
Teams advance around the board as they suc
cessfully guess what the "artist" of the team
draws.
A t the Preview Training R etrea t Laurie Harrison awaits the
The game was conceived after the popu right n am e for h er drawing. (C . Thom a s)
larity of a television show called "Win, Lose or
Draw." Board games have made a comeback
in the last three years, despite the Nintendo
craze and the growing sales of computers.
Games like Scruples, Pictionary, Trivial Pur
suit, and even older games like Monopoly, are
enjoying a tidy share of the toy industry mar
ket.
College students have added their own
twist to Pictionary, often playing it at parties,
where the team that fails to guess the word
must drink. Drawing anything after a few
drinks makes the game more interesting and
difficult; some students actually say their
drawing gets better as the game progresses.
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Diane Brittingham
Sociology

Vickie H. Brownell
C om pu ter Science

Stephen M. Bruns

Araceli C. Bueno
Civil Engineering

Byron Bueno
Accounting

Kirk Bumgarner
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Eric Burgess
Business Adm inistration

John Burton
Crim inal Justice

Ronald A. Byars
Secondary Education

Randolph D. Byrd
B iology

Mark Wayne Cadiz
Electrical Engineering
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Levi Hunter attem pts to evok e so m e respon se from Angela
Jackson and Lesti Davie. (B . M acCorm ack)

PICTIONARY
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Gary R. Callow
Suzanne Campbell
M anagem ent/M IS

Dennis Cannon
R L S /C H P

Amy Capodanno
Dental H ygiene

Thomas Capozzi
Political Science

James C. Carlson
M IS

Deborah Carlton
E lem ./M id. Education

Patricia Carr
Accounting

Katrina Carter
B usiness M anagem ent

Mark C. Carter
Electrical Engineering

My back hurt.
After sitting in those waiting room chairs —
you know, the plastic ones that are supposed to
be contoured for comfort but aren't. "Next, sir.”
I rose from the "human engineered” chair to
face another interview for a real job.
"So what have you done, sir?” the prim inter
viewer asked.
"Well, I, uh . . . ”
I let my "uh” fade to silence.
Should I tell him about the time I dug ditches,
putting sewer pipes in the ground?
Or should I tell him about the time I moved
furniture? I almost was crushed doing that.
Wait! How 'bout the time Ibussed tables at the
Dutch Inn? (I never knew "Surf and Turf” was a
Dutch dish.) Or when I painted houses for all the
old ladies on Jackson Street? I could tell him
about the time I picked strawberries, then, later
that summer, tomatoes. Or the time I filled sand
bags with Clarence on those 95-degree days, and
we ...
"Excuse me, sir . .. ” said the prim man.
"Well, 1, uh, really haven't done anything,” I
mumbled.
The secretary told me they'd be "in touch."
I pushed open the door and, feeling a twinge,
reached around behind me. Ow! Damn, I really
should see a doctor about this back.
Jim Raimondo

M oving into the working world , B o b Cilento Iearns to p u t on
his own tie. (C . Parker)

' FEOFLE

Melinda L. Cartwright
Business Adm inistration

Kenneth T. Cason
flistory/Finance

Marcie J. Cholish
Com m unicative Disorders

Robert E. Clark
M echanical Engineering

David J. Cluff
Com pu ter Engineering

Alfred Colby
B iology/F sych ology

Lisa Coleman
M IS

Jefferey Conner
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Deanna Cook
Psych ology

Ayelet Coral
Political Science

Angela E. Cordovez
P sych ology

Nova Jean Corillo
English

Professionally d ressed and prepared to interview, R ob
Low ery heads on into the O D U Em ploym ent Office.
(C . Parker)

One of our seniors at ODU is Steve Preston,
a criminal justice/political science major. This
is Steve's fourth and final year at ODU. He will
graduate in August 1989. I asked him to de
scribe his college experience in one word, and
he defined it as "interesting.” During his entire
academic career Steve has been an active mem
ber of Sigma Hu fraternity. He as been an Interfraternity Council and Greek Week representa
tive, as well as the lieutenant commander (vicepresident) for the Spring 1989 semester.
When asked what he thought was unique
about himself — what sets him apart from
others, he insisted it is his "persistence in re
solving problems, loyalty to friends and the abil
ity to be (himself) and not put on an act.”
After leaving ODU, Steve will be looking for
a job where he can utilize the knowledge he
learned in school. He will possibly find one inthe
court system and also apply to law school.
Jason Duley

S teve Preston spen ds spare tim e relaxing with his tropical
fish. (C . Parker)

Randie Jean Coyman
Spanish

Brent Crawford
C om pu ter Science

Connie Lynn Crosslin
nursing

Andrew T. Crumbly
M echanical Eng. Tech.
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David Allen Culpepper
M ET Design

Robert Cuthrell
Hum an R esou rce Mgmt.

Trank G. D'Esti
Marketing

Andrew Dado
David Daubert
M anagem ent

William Daugherty III
Accounting

Robert Davenport
M anagem ent

Judith Decker
Secondary Education

Kelly Del-Vecchio
Mid. S ch ool Education

Chiaki Dills
Education

Suzanne N. Dinapoli
Marketing

W.C. Jessmyne Dizon
English

Stephanie R. Dodson
Marketing

Christopher Drinko
Civil Eng. Tech.

Tim Drinko
VTE

Laura Drumright
Psych ology

Leonard Dulay
C om pu ter Science

William Dunning
Civil Engineering

PROFILE: SENIOR C
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Kevin Durbin
Crim inal Ju stice

Barry F. Durham
VTE

Nicholas Durovich
Civil Engineering

Samuel East
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Norman Edmunds
Electrical Engineering

Anne Edwards
Marketing

Audra Louise Edwards
Studio A rt

Deana Edwards
B iology

Wayne Edwards
Crim inal J u stice

Aaron Eisenbelg
Marketing Education

Moramad El-Ghouch
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Jean R. Epstein
S peech

Kimberly R. Ericson
M arketing

Linda Estepa-Maldonado
Electrical Engineering

Catherine Evanosky
E lem entary Education

Sheila N. Evans
S ociolog y

Allan Fabila
James K. Farley Jr.
Electrical Engineering

Carol Farrant
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Sandra Figeac
Finance
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The Who 's Who Among Students in Ameri
can Universities and Colleges program was
founded by H. Pettus Randall (1911-1986), who
was unable tojoin various honor societies at the
University of Alabama for financial reasons dur
ing the Depression. While still an undergraduate
at UAB, he conceived Who's Who as an honors
program whereby outstanding students are rec
ognized and accepted for their accomplish
ments without dues or fees.
Twenty-two students were selected from
ODU to be included in the 1989 Who's Who.
They had to demonstrate a wide range of activi
ties and must have maintained a GPA of at least
2.5 (although lower QPAs were considered if the
student had other outstanding qualities). Each
college sorted their applicants into "yes," "no,"
and 'maybe” groups. The "yes" and "maybe"
selections were then sent to the the seven-mem
ber Who's Who committee who verified QPAs,
whether the students were matriculated juniors,
seniors or graduate students, and had two let
ters of recommendation. They then made the fi
nal selections.
According to Assistant Director of Student
Activities Scott B. Harrison, about 50 students
apply each year. Although ODU can admit up to
60 students, Harrison said only about 20 to 35
are usually nominated.
Student recipients participated in such di
verse campus organizations as The Student
Senate, Theatre Arts Ensemble, Society of Wom
en Engineers, The Laureate, American Market
ing Association, and The Mace and Crown. Their
community activities included work with the
Special Olympics, Tidewater AIDS Task Force,
The Horfolk Republican Party, SPCA, The Chi
nese Community Club and even the Hash Car
Club of America. This unique group can truly be
said to "Exceed All Limits."

Scott Harrison and others congratu
late W ho's Who inductees Mark
Cadiz and William Dengler.
(C . Parker)
Awarding Ju len e Fisher h er certifi-.
cate, P ete Goldsm ith, D ean o f Stu
dent Life, offers congratulations.
(C . Parker)

Philip Read

ODU WHO'S WHO INDUCTEES FOR 1989
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS
Jason R. Carter
William Edward Dengler
Mimi Leigh Eisman
Bruce David Hall
Brenda Diann Jones
Douglas R. Morrisson
Philip Allen Read Jr.
Belinda Ann Roper
BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN
Robert A ngelo Davenport
John Vincent Healey
Deborah P. Wong
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
Jennifer Leigh Fitzgibbon
Matthew Robert Harrah

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Julene Marie Fisher
Deborah Suzanne Rooney
Stacey Lynn Wienc
ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
Mark Wayne Cadiz
Carol Lynn Farrant
Steven Michael Hobeck
William B. Lawler
Kevin Ray Pullen
Miroslav Stamenkovich

WHO'S WHO
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T. Scott Firesheets
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Robin D. Fisher
M IS

Caroline Flamenbaum
Marketing Education

Tracy Fletcher
Electrical Engineering

William F. Foody Jr.
B iology

Wendy M. Ford
IDS

Jerome Foretich Jr.
Physics

Douglas L. Forker
M echanical Engineering

Uvonka F. Foxworth
Counseling

Susan N. Free
Counseling

Medre L. Freeman
Special Education

Christine Frey
nursing

Ellen Fulton
Counseling

Elizabeth Funkhouser
Accounting

Laura Gambacorta
International M anagem ent

Freddy Gamboa
Ronald J. Garcia
Psych ology

Jeff H. Ghent
G eology

Robert J. Gies
M echanical Engineering

Ronald W. Gilbar
Business M anagem ent

Natalie Gilford
Crim inal Justice

Darshanpal S. Gill

PEOPLE

The m aintenance professionals work hard to keep the
sch ool grounds pleasing to the eye. (C . Parker)

The Building Maintenance Department —
thought of by few people but taken for granted
by us all. Most of us probably don't realize how
much work goes into keeping the school in
working order. ODU employs roughly 180 peo
ple to work on the maintenance and upkeep of
the grounds and academic buildings. The
school also has 29 people on the payroll whose
primary purpose is to keep track of the dorms
and Powhatan Apartments.
This department has its main offices in the
Physical Plant, next to Powhatan. The dorms
and apartments have their own offices from
which they work, so they can have their equip
ment and personnel there for immediate assis
tance to the student's needs. The jobs include
everything from general housekeeping to spe
cialty positions in electrical work and climate
control. These people have to, regretably, clean
up all the vandalism exhibited throughout cam
pus.
Over the summer the Housing Department
increases the maintenance staff by 28 people,
14 part-time workers and 14 student workers.

Their primary objective is the renovation of the
university housing throughout the summer.
"This summer we re going to replace or re
finish all the furniture in Phase I of the Powhatan
Apartments," commented Carl Ballard, assis
tant director of housing for Facilities Manage
ment, "this is about a half-of-a-million dollars
of furniture." Other planned renovations in
clude repainting and recarpeting the B-tower of
Midrise and recarpeting Rogers Hall.

Gary Hansen

These two gentlem en are spending an afternoon tending to
the fountain ou tside W ebb Center. (C . Parker)

MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL [
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D ou g Tudor participates in m any even ts to raise m on ey for
th e Student Senate, tie gets caught "a ll w et” in this effort.
(C . Thom a s)

Trick qu estion:-W hich o n e is y o u r Student B od y Presi
dent? Elections this yea r ca used th e sa m e confusion, bu t
the clow ns h elp ed re-elect D oug. (C . Parker)

Ann E. Graff
Marketing

Linda Grant
nursing

Molly Gray
Electrical Engineering

William Greenhalgh
Marketing

Lamont Greenhill
Accounting

Joan S. Griffey
Donnasue Gross
Finance

Gary N. Grubb
Amai Guermoudi
Electrical Engineering

John E. Guice
Accounting

PEOPLE

At first glance, Doug Tudor, president of
the Student Senate, represents everything but
that of the "average” ODU student. He is 26years-old, in the process of a divorce, and
came to ODU because he flunked out of East
ern Kentucky University. As he puts it, "It was
all social for me there.” A closer look, howev
er, shows that he is a true Monarch at its best.
Doug is majoring in Political Science with
an emphasis in International Affairs. Although
he does not wish to remain in the public eye
after college, his interest in this area will still
help him reach his goals. "I want to be a boy
in the back room,” Doug said. After gradua
tion he would like to work on legislative staffs
in Norfolk, then possibly move to Richmond
and eventually to Washington, D.C.

"I am greatly concerned about student ac
tivism. I like to see organizations help each oth
er by seeing people get involved — power
through numbers is the key.”
"Doug Tudor is the only president we've
had at ODU whose name has actually been
brought up in household conversation; people
know who he is and he's added meaning to the
phrase 'Student Body President,' ” said senior
Kedre Freeman.
Doug's genuine concern is for the people of
this school. His dedication has added flavor and
vitality to the Senate.

Terri LaFerrera

Paul L. Gustavson
C om pu ter Engineering

Anwar Hey
M echanical Engineering

Michelle G. Halsey
English

John C. Hamilton
B u siness Adm inistration

Mark Margrave
Matthew R. Harrah
C om pu ter Science

Julie Ann Harrell
Special Education

Redell Harris-Martin
Psych ology

David R. Harris
History

Laurel Harris
Theaiter

Tracy Harris
C ounseling

Carey A. Hawk
M IS

PROFILE: STUDENT PRESIDENT [

Twice per week the HPE pool turns into a Club
Med for a group of students who take the scuba
course at ODU. Of course, it is not 80 degrees and
sunny with no humidity. There are no fish to follow
or reefs to explore, but that 75 minutes is as close
to vacation as most students get on campus.
Geiy Putnam teaches this increasingly popu
lar class. Students can take beginning through ad
vanced scuba courses. They have to purchase
their own equipment, but it is significantly cheap
er than taking a private class offered elsewhere.
Scuba is an exciting skill for students to leam
who are interested in expanding their horizons by
trying something new, or for those who want to
take on the hobby for future enjoyment. Those
who take scuba earn their certification and have
a lot of fun in the process.
Usually a field trip to Florida is scheduled at
some time during the semester, which allows stu
dents to enjoy the sport even more.
The dangers of scuba are evident on every
dive, so many safety measures are taught. For Pro
fessor Putnam safety is number one, but excite
ment is not far behind.
Besides being cost effective, ODU's scuba
course allows the student to gain knowledge and
experience in an exotic sport. It also adds pizazz
to an otherwise dreary semester course load.

Mike Mahoney

Instructor G ery Putnam dem onstrates h ow to property pu t
on equipm ent under water. (C . Parker)
Mary H olbrook practices h er ditch-and-don technique. (C .
Parker)
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Stacie Hayden
Marketing Education

Felisa Haywood
nursing

Mark Heisey
B usiness M anagem ent

Debra Herbener
Physical Education

Jonathan Herman
Philosophy

Sandra Higginbotham
Accounting

Martessia Hill
Counseling

Rodney Hill
M echanical Engineering

Kim Hines-Gooden
Graph ic D esign

Glynis L. Hines
Marketing

Ali Hirse
Finance

Joseph F. Hoag
Civil Engineering

Stephanie A. Hobson
B iology

Frank Holik
Marketing

Herbert A. Hope
Electronic Engineering

Timothy D. Horan
C om pu ter Science

Michael W. Horton
Mathem atics

Kathy Hovde
Speech

Mary Hubbard
Elem ./M id. Education

J. Christopher Hudgins
History

William F. Hughes
M echanical Engineering

Thomas Humphries
Business Adm inistration
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Craig Hungerford
Business M anagem ent

Bill Hyler
Marketing

Nathaniel Jackson
Finance

Michael James
Marketing

Jill A. Jamison
Com m unication
Disorders

Todd Jeffrey
Electrical Engineering

Cecilia B. Jennings
Hugh J. Jennings III
Marketing Education

Angela Joaquin
Accounting

Chris Johnson
Elem entary Education

Deborah A. Johnson
Chem istry

Janice A. Johnson
Business Finance

Lori Johnson
Accounting

Michael Johnston
Electrical Engineering

Warn,
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K elly and B o b Bishop can often b e seen entering th e d oors
o f th e Mills Godwin Building. (C . Parker)
Throughout their college careers, K elly and B o b h a ve b e 
co m e qu ite a team. (C . Parker)

Cozetta Jones
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Deborah Jones
Busin ess M anagem ent

Lana Jones
Dental H ygiene

Leslie N. Jones
Finance

Sharon C. Jones
Hursing

Valerie Jordan
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Kris S. Kämmerer
Finance

Denise R. Karavias
Fhysics

Picture this bizarre situation.
A father and daughter, the former who
has attended college on and off for 28 years,
and the latter a pseudo-traditional student,
both graduate this May.
Kelly and Bob Bishop both ended up as
psychology majors, both are aerobics enthu
siasts, and both say they are over the partying
scene.
Kelly, a 20-year-old senior who has grown
up with her mother in Portsmouth, wants to
pursue a master's degree in physical therapy.

She works as a mental health worker at Ports
mouth Psychiatric Center and may continue
working there as she competes for a spot in the
competitive physical therapy program.
Bob has been back and forth between ODU
and Virginia Tech for the past 22 years attemp
ting various degrees. This spring he is finally go
ing to graduate and also move on to graduate
school at ODU. Eventually he wants to be a drug
and alcohol counselor, but in the meantime he
works as a paramedic and also for the Alcohol
and Beverage Control Board.
Following the ceremony there will be a fami
ly reunion/graduation fest in Kelly and Bob's
honor — including his two ex-wives.
Being psychology majors, which gives them
a deeper understanding of human behavior, has
also helped them personally and seems to have
given them the desire to help others.
It will be interesting to see if their next grad
uation coincides, as well.

Jim Raimondo
Heidi Shiner
The pair are often a ble to take a few m om ents to relax and
chat. ( C . Barker)

SENIOR DUO C

Did you ever wonder who sponsors those
Bible studies in the dorms or the luncheons you
see advertised on the electronic bulletin
boards? Well, wonder no more; it's the campus
ministries who carry out the variety of programs
available.
The Baptist Student Union (BSU), InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, Wesley-Westminster
Mouse, and the Canterbury Center hold Bible
studies in dorms, classrooms and the library,
just to name a few. Hillel, the Jewish ministry
sponsors many programs at the Canterbury
Center. Some of those programs include din
ners, support groups and studies of the Hebrew
Bible. The Muslim student group also meet and
sponsor programs at Canterbury.

Daniel G. Kent
M echanical Engineering

Sonia Keswani
Salim Khaireddine
MEM

Leigh Anne Kidd
Elem entary Education

Patricia Kiely
Psych ology

Ghada Kilada
C om pu ter Science

Adele Kilroy
English Literature

Keith J. Kincaid
Crim inal Justice

Charles Kirschman
M echanical Engineering

Monique P. Kiser
Electrical Eng. Tech.

June Kissell
English

Amy S. Klamerus
Public Relations
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Luncheons are a popular program spon
sored by the Catholic Campus Ministry, WesleyWestminster and the BSU on Tuesdays or Thurs
days during activity hour. Often a special guest
speaks on current issues such as AIDS, the
homeless or career options for graduates.
Students from religious groups often do
nate their time on projects to help others.
Socials are part of the activities offered by
the various groups. Movie nights, dances, inter
national dinners, picnics and beach parties are
just a cross-section of the social activities that
give students opportunities to meet new people
and get together with friends.

Belinda Roper

SENIORS

Stefame Knight
M ass Com m unications

Tracey Knight
S ociology

Karon Kowalski
Accounting

Lawrence J. Krajc
Adm inistrative Mgmt.

Brenda Kulp
Psych ology

Piancy Lee Lacy
Psych ology

Jacqueline Lalonde
B iology/Pre-M ed icin e

Kay S. Lambert
Accounting

A pea ceful p la ce to g o , the Canterbury C en ter is on ly o n e religious m eeting
center on cam pus. (C . Parker)

RELIGION ON CAMPUS

It d oesn 't look too bu sy for S u e Papp at th e m o m e n t bu t m ore than
likely th ere's an awful lot o f activity to keep up with in the students '
room ?. (C . Parker)

The school year always seems so much
shorter for a Resident Assistant. While the other
students are enjoying their summer vacations,
we are back to work about ten days early prepar
ing the residence halls for the wave of occupants
during check-in. There are rooms to inspect,
signs to make, programs to organize and people
to meet.
After "welcome week” activities are finally
in the past, it's time to work on the community
aspect of the job. You meet all of your residents
and try to walk that line between having to be
a friend and policeman at the same time. Gain
ing and maintaining the respect of your resi
dents is a never-ending task. There's always mu
sic to turn down, a beer to pour out, roommate
problems to patch up and paperwork to com

Susan Lane
Education

Denise R. Lassiter
Russian

Linda Laughton
Finance

Khoa Le
Electrical Engineering

Paul C. Leccese
Crim inal Justice
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plete.
Even though the job seems like a hassle at
times, the positive aspects certainly outweigh
the negative. RAs learn very quickly to work ef
fectively with all kinds of people in every situa
tion imaginable. To be complete in yourjob, you
must also be organized. You must balance your
schedule and keep track of where you put your
forms, even if it means putting them under a
wastebasket just so they don't get lost. On top
of all this, you still have a full academic sche
dule!
Being an RA involves learning about your
self, and knowing and meeting all types of peo
ple.

Joe Pauldine
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David W. Lee
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Howard Lee
Finance

Treena Leecost

Georgene S. Leiter
Mursing

Elena Lenzo
Political Science

Stephen G. Lewett
M echanical Engineering

Delvina L. Lewis
Finance

Haney Lidert
Linguistics

Lincoln L. Lilley
John D. Lilly
Finance

Lyndle Lindow
History

Lisle Lindsay
Finance

Beth Veronica Linyear
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Janice L. Livingood
P sych ology

Francis Loke
Electrical Engineering

Students are a ble to g e t who, what, w here and when info
from th e resident assistants. (C . Parker)

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS [

SENIORS

Matthew Lubertazzi
Sports M anagem ent

Michael Luckey
B u siness M anagem ent

Sarah Luttrell
Mid. S ch ool Education

Kevin Madsen
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Wade K. Markham
M echanical Engineering

Frank S. Martillotti
M echanical Engineering

Elizabeth C. Martin
Marketing

Michael M. Martin
M echanical Engineering

Twanitta Martin
Elem entary Education

Kenneth Mayer
Education

Aimee Colette Maynard
Secondary Education

Amy McDonald
B iology

Maureen McDonnell
Busin ess Adm inistration

Joanne McDonough
Speech Com m unications

Jennifer McEwen
Marketing Education

Kelly McGotty
Health Education

Virginia McGowan
tiistory/Stud io Art

William R. McGowan
Civil Engineering

Jill McGrath
Secondary Education

Arlinda McGruder
French

Van Patrick McLawhom
M echanical Engineering
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Did you know that a three-foot stack of newspa
per saves one tree? And that recycling reduces the
cost of manufactured goods, littering and valuable
land used for landfills?
SNEHA (the Student national Environmental
Health Association) knows this and more. Under the
leadership o f their president, James E. Long, and the
guidance of their faculty advisor, A. James English,
SNEHA put into effect a recycling center in October
1988. The center, which in reality is a 40-cubic-yard
dumpster, was located next to the baseball field.
Originally the center was only to be in operation
for the month o f October, Recycling Month. But its in
creasing popularity kept the center open through the
end of the school year. Students, as well as the near
by community, donated their newspapers, glass and
aluminum cans.
Norfolk Clean Community Council, Waste Man
agement Inc. and the Clean Water Action Committee
all worked in conjunction with SNEHA to support the
center.
Proceeds from the center went to help educate
the students and community about the benefits o f re
cycling and also to set up a permanent recycling site
on campus in the future.
"Recycling is an idea whose time has com e,"
said English.

Cathy Ireland
Mike M ahoney contributes new spapers to O D U 's recycling
center. (C . Parker)

The sign says it all. (C . Parker)
Recycling o ld new spapers aids th e environm ent. (C . Parker)

RECYCLING CENTER

Over 300 women from the campus and
community gathered in Webb Center on Satur
day, March 18 for the 10th Annual Every Wom
an's Festival. Sponsored by the Women's Cen
ter at ODU, the Festival attracts women of all
ages and backgrounds.
The keynote address was delivered by Dr.
Lucy Wilson, associate vice-president of Student
Services. Dr. Wilson encouraged women in the
audience to examine their goals and create new
ways to achieve those that don't require becom
ing "Superwoman.''
Throughout the day, festival-goers were
treated to workshops focusing on various topics
relevant to women. ODU faculty, staff and stu
dents got involved by presenting workshops
that drew on their particular expertise.
When not attending a workshop, students
and other participants browsed the Women's

Esther M. McLeod
Accounting

Karen McPiealy
Finance

Glenda McSpadden
Accounting

Dana N. Mead
C om pu ter Science

Lisa A. Medley
Marketing Education

Paiboon Mekavibul
M IS

John A. Melchers
Accounting

Lawrence S. Mele
Accounting

Jimmie L. Mercer
Electrical Engineering

Bruce J. Meyer
Psych ology

Denise Michel
Special Education
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Art Show or visited the Organizational Fair.
Campus groups such as Women's Sports, Wom
en's Studies and Delta Sigma Lambda, the so
rority for adult women, provided information
about their groups' goals and activities. Com
munity organizations such as the National Orga
nization for Women and the League of Women
Voters were also represented.
The day ended with a poetry reading by na
tionally-recognized poets Carol Oles and Ruth
Whitman. Drawing on historical facts, the poets
presented imaginative visions of the lives of
women past.
The Women's Center has over 12 years of
experience providing service to women on and
off campus.

Julie Dodd

This stud en t brow sed through th e m a ny works o f art avail
a b le fo r purchase. (Y . G a uthier)
L ots o f inform ation was p resen t to a ssist participants in
learning a b o u t w om en 's issu es. (Y . G a uthier)

Alfred T. Miles
Elem entary Education

Eric Miller
H istory

Gary W. Miller
Sports M ed icin e

Dan Millilan
T ech n ology Education

Glenn L. Minucci
Electrical Engineering

Scott Mitchell
Terri Mitchell
A ccou n tin g

Barbara Monheim
B u sin ess M anagem ent

Jennifer Montague
Finance

WOMEN'S FESTIVAL
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The movie theater that shows popular
movies, concert films, animated features, limit
ed releases, double features and of course, late
night movies — Welcome to the Haro!
Every college town or city has its own movie
theater for students to escape life for a while.
The local favorite among ODU students is the
Haro Expanded Cinema, located at 1507 Colley
Avenue in Ghent. Its diverse variety of pictures
makes the Iiaro a cultural and social hot spot
for students.
The riaro blends the old with the new. The
Haro's balcony appeals to both couples and the
old-fashioned moviegoers, while its sound sys
tem o f1500 watts, 25 speakers, 6-track magnet
ic sound and 70 millimeter film projectors satis
fies the active ticket buyer.
What makes the Maro so unique is its
movies. It shows mainstream films like "Bull
Durham” and "Big Top Fee-Wee,” and limited
releases like the critically acclaimed "The Un
bearable Lightness of Being. ”

Cindy Moore
Finance

Edward A. Morgan
Finance

Duane S. Morris
Civil Engineering

Wendy Jo Morris
Dental H ygiene

Douglas R. Morrisson
H istory

Kenneth W. Morton
Business/Fin. Mgmt.

Blake Vaughn Mott
Ihsane Mouak
Electrical Engineering

Robert J. Mulkeen
G eography

Meal Murray
John Magy
M echanical Engineering

Tracy M. Melson
Crim inal Justice
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The riaro is also one of the few remaining
cinemas that offer double features, helping
tight-budgeted students get their money's
worth. Students come see dual blockbusters for
the price of one, plus the riaro shows a selection
of foreign flicks.
The Maro Expanded Cinema is best known
among ODU students for its late shows. When
the weekend parties break up in the evening,
students rush downtown to catch classics such
as "Pink Floyd, The Wall,” and "The Rocky Hor
ror Picture Show.” The Haro even revives bi
zarre films like "Fritz the Cat” and "Clockwork
Orange.”
So if you haven't visited the Haro you are
missing out, because they offer a one-of-a-kind
experience. Try it out even if it's only to sample
the fudge nut brownies and mocha coffee.

Don Kroeller
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The n aro is a fa vonte sp ot fo r students throughout the day and into
th e night. (C . Parker)
n aro-m ind ed A m y H u tchenee and Trey Haskell frolic ou tside the
cinem a. (C . Parker)

Amy M. Nettles
Phys. Ed/tiealth

Nhan Nguyen
Electrical Engineering

Robert L. Nicholson
Elem entary Education

Nancy Nielsen
Marketing Education

Brian Nolan
Electrical Engineering

Mark F. Nolan
Finance

Gloria H. Norris
nursing

Joanna Nouragas
English

Ernesto M. Nucup
M1S/DS
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Lori J. Nyman
Crim inal Ju stice

Robert O'Connell Jr.
Finance

Meghan O'Connor
English

Charles F. Ogletree
English Literature

Kathy J. Oliver
Jeffrey Olson
Joyce E. Ortega
n ursing

Debbie Paloma
M IS

Gregory Papadopoulos
B u sin ess Finance

Anne Parish
Education

Colleen Parker
Jason L. Parker
Psych olog y

Nancy A. Paschall
Vanessa Pearce
Finance

Jane Pearsall
M arketing Education

Michelle R. Peede
Finance

David Perchonok
Shelley Perry
Mid. S ch ool Education

Stefan Perry
M echanical Eng. Tech.

William A. Pinckney
Electrical Eng. Tech.
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January 16 was the deadline for the display
of parking decals, according to ODU Motor Vehicle Regulations. That was the day Pamela
Hampton found herself with a new decal in one
hand, and a parking ticket in the other.
"I parked in the BAL lot and went to class,”
said Hampton, a senior majoring in English,
"Then I walked over to the Public Safety Building and bought a decal. When I got back to my
car, there was a ticket on the windshield.”
Hampton had discovered that "deadline” did
not mean the last day to buy a decal, but rather
the first day to get a ticket. She is appealing on
the grounds that the rules were unclear. It turns
out over 40 students made the same mistake,
Tickets are no light matter. The Division of
Motor Vehicles will trace even out-of-state tags,

and parents in new York and new Jersey have
discovered their children's overdue fine notices
in their mailboxes.
Many students who prowl the lots in hope
of snatching a space are not aware that lots like
the one between H&PE and Webb Center almost
always have open spots. "Ten minutes or less
from car to class is reasonable for an urban earn
pus,” said Bob Kahler, director of Public Safety,
"I'm tough on enforcement,” Kahler said,
"because you bought your decal and you deserve to use it — not compete with someone
else who never paid for one.” Parking without
a decal is by far the most common offense, with
an average of 315 citations per week.

Doug Monisson

The sign says ¡tail. I f y o u d o n 't h a ve a decal, better stay o u t!
( G. H ansen)

Parking

D ino Bug found h im self with a ticket after his ow ner parked
in a handicapped s p o t (J> L in g)
Every com m u ter's nightm are. This tim e it's for real/
(G . H ansen)

PARKING
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Over 250 students gathered in Webb Center
on Friday, October 21 to "dance the night away”
during ODU's first Homecoming Dance since
1985. The semi-formal began at 8 p.m. and end
ed with a slow dance around 1 a.m. The dance
was held to benefit the Foodbank of Southeast
ern Virginia. Admission was three dollars or
three cans of food.
A local disc jockey played party favorites
ranging from Billy Joel and Inxs to Guns and
Roses. There were even traces of the famous
Animal House toga party when the song
"Shout” climaxed the evening's fun.
Students could catch their breaths by in
dulging at the complimentary refreshment ta

ble, which was supplied and run by the Alcohol
Education Committee. Various finger foods
were available, as well as non-alcoholic and col
orful "mock” cocktails made with fruit juice.
The Homecoming Dance was a huge suc
cess, raising $164 and over 1600 cans of food.
It is hoped, with the University's proposal to
fund a football team in the near future, that cele
brating at Homecoming will take on a whole new
meaning along with fundraising. The dance
would be accompanied by an annual ODU foot
ball game, bringing back alumni while promot
ing campus unity.

Dan Kroeller Jr.

Sandy K able, Cathy Baer, Chris Sikes and Rita Ja get en joy
th e H om ecom in g festivities.
Ham m ing it up with Kim Laurance are " lo ve rs " Chris Sikes
and Cliff Parker.

Tunes w ere provid ed b y D J D on Kiem an. (R . Snow )
Sue Fapp and Surena Fazil-Matin h elp collect the adm ission
price o f food for the Foodbank.
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Angela M. Fleger
Secon d ary Education

Brian Popp
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Sheila J. Powelka
nursing

Thomas J. Predmore
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Evangelos Primos
Marketing

Benjardi Pureza
M IS

Carey W. Radican
Elizabeth Ramirez
Political S cien ce

Santina Ratz
Finance

Zoulfikar Raychouni
M echanical Engineering

Karla Reese
P sych olog y

Crystal Reid

John Reid
Civil Engineering

Timothy A. Reistetter
P sych olog y

Tammy N. Renfrow
M arketing Education

Carlos Riesco
M echanical Eng. Tech.

Kerry Riley
A ccoun tin g

Marla Y. Rios
B u sin ess Marketing

Andrea Robinson
Marketing

Sandy Robinson
Crim inal Ju stice

Albe Rodenas
Finance

Valerie E. Rogers
Marketing Education

HOMECOMING
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The first time I met him, it was Willie John
son who introduced me. Willie works with
Housekeeping at Webb Center cafeteria. As the
man passed by with his lunch tray he called out,
"They treating you alright?"
"Sure are!" answered Willie. The smile re
mained on his face after the man turned to chat
with others. "You know who he is, don't you?"
Willie asked me. I shrugged.
His name was William Spong, the interim
president of ODU.
A Virginia man through and through, Dr.
Spong has attended or has taught at almost all
the major schools in the state, including a nineyear stint as Dean of the Wythe School of Law
at the College of William and Mary. He served
in the House of delegates and in the Virginia
Senate, later representing Virginia in the U.S.
Senate. He also served as chairman for the
Commission on Virginia's Future and the Com
mission on Public Education.
While in the Senate, Spong helped draft the
oft-cited War Powers Act. He doesn't make much
fuss over it, or anything else he has accom
plished for that matter. He has a flair for humili
ty. He also has a sense of humor. Once while
meeting with the leaders of the Student Senate

he was asked, "What do you conceive of as your
role in Richmond?"
"Me?" he said nonchalantly. "I walk around
with dark glasses and a tin cup!" He warned the
group, however, not to expect financial mi
racles. "When I took this job, I drove through
the tunnel — I didn't walk over the water."
nevertheless, ODU's tin cup filled rather
quickly, allowing projects like the new fine arts
building to get back underway. "Stonehenge is
on the move," he chuckled as cranes and con
crete pilings whirled into action.
Spong will serve until June of1990. The first
day on the job he made sure the presidential se
lection process was in full swing. The choice of
our next President, he feels, will be the most im
portant decision in the school's history to this
point.
It was Spong's sense of commitment to the
Hampton Roads community and his long-time
interest in ODU that brought him out of his sec
ond retirement.
As I left his office, I commented that Virginia
is a strong state for higher education. He agreed.
"And," I added, "you're doing a lot to make it
stronger." With routine modesty he replied,
"We ll see, we'll see." I'm sure we will.

Doug Morrisson

Deborah Rooney
Special Education

Charta Ruggles
Speech Com m unications

Angela Russell
Adm inistrative M anagem ent

Tayseer A. Salameh
C om pu ter Science

Anthony J. Salemi
MBA

Mohamed Salman
Michael T. Sanderson
Crim inal Justice

Marcelito Y. Sangalang
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Michael J. Sarros
G eology

James Schaubach
Marketing Education
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Taking charge of the University also includes sifting
through a bit oif paperwork. (C. Parker)

President Spong evokes a smile that also accompanies
his pleasant and concerned personality. (C. Parker)

Christine Scheper
Business M anagem ent

Michael W. Schmid
Gennan

Joseph R. Schneider
I/O Psych ology

Lisa Schultz
Counseling

Deborah L. Scorese
Marketing Education

Jonathan D. Seibel
History

Mary Grace O. Sembra
Journalism

Jacqueline Seruggs
Marketing

Colette M. Shaw
Com m unications

Kenneth Shearin
C om pu ter S cience

PRESIDENT SPONG [
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Even tem porarily handicapped students such as B ob Cilento
appreciate transportation across cam pus. (C . Parker)
R ob Low ery picks up handicapped students in a g o lf cart.
(C . Parker)

Richard Shelly
M anagem ent

Regina Shelton
Jill S. Silverman
B iology

Peter Simeone
Technical Operations

Mary M. Simpson
Sociology

Diane Marie Smela
Dental Hygiene

Amy K. Smith
Elem entary Education

Andrew W. Smith
English

Janet L. Smith
Electrical Engineering
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Rick Snow
Meryl Solimini
Accounting

Michele L. Soothworth
English

Roselynn Spicka

Debbie Spivak
Psych ology

Constance Squiers
Political Science

Neary Srey
Electrical Engineering

Philip D. Stanford
Finance

"Randolph” signs up for Sports Manage
ment in his third semester. He gets his schedule
and it says H&PE room 225. He reaches the
building early with enthusiasm for his class, the
first class to go towards his major. Once in the
building, he strolls around looking for the room.
He has a little trouble, so he asks the informa
tion desk.
"Where's room 225?” he asks.
"It's upstairs on the south end of the build
ing,” replies the aide.
"Okay. So where's the elevator?”
"Oh, there aren't any elevators in H&PE.”
Asking for an elevator may seem like a sign
of laziness, but to "Randolph,” elevators are a
necessity. "Randolph” is in a wheelchair.
"The facilities on campus are certainly lack
ing when it comes to the needs of the disabled,”
says handicapped student Billy Stinson, "there

is just so much that should be done.”
The Office of Architectural Services is work
ing on a multi-phase project to make the cam
pus more accessible to the handicapped. Phase
One includes enlarging the bathrooms in BAL.
They are also adding an elevator in the H&PE
Building.
Many of the doors on campus are too nar
row and heavy to get through easily. "Parking
is, and still will be, a problem for the handi
capped,” says Mary Welch, coordinator of Dis
abled Student Services. However, a new facility
is in the works to be completed by the summer
of 1990.
Thanks to the consistency of the Disabled
Student Services Center, ODU has begun work
on the needs of the disabled.

Gary Hansen

HANDICAPPED STUDENT SERVICES I

How can anyone who is attending college
and enduring the rigorous schedule of classes,
homework and extracurricular activities, not to
mention a full- or part-time job, have time for a
hobby?
Amy Whalen, a junior creative writing ma
jor, spends a lot of her spare time writing poetry
and reading literature, aside from assigned
texts. How that's an appropriate pastime for a
literary-minded person. An admitted fan of such
writers as Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Dylan Tho
mas, Amy has spent more than one evening put
ting off school work in order to enjoy the collect
ed works of these and other writers.
Dr. William Frank, history professor and di
rector of ODU's graduate studies in history,
finds time to construct small-scale ship models

Lonnie Stanley
MIS

Sherri Steacy
D ance

Todd Stevens
Finance

William Stevens

Anna M. Stewart
A rt Education

Kevin Stickney
Russian

Patricia H. Stolle
Public Relations

Virginia M. Stone
Political Science

Christine Sueta
Elem entary Education

Mary Anne Sullivan
Civil Engineering

Mary A. Sutherland
English

James T. Sutton III
C om pu ter Science

of historical significance. Using nothing more
than scrap materials such as wood, paper and
toothpicks, he has built a small collection of
sailing vessels. His last project produced a mod
el of The Godspeed, the ship that brought the
first English settlers to Horth America in 1607.
So, in our busy lives we do occasionally find
time for those little relaxing activities that help
us relieve stress and provide a bit of enjoyment.

Michael H. Frederick
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Dr. Willard Frank p rou d ly displays th e m iniature vessels on
his office desk. (C . Parker)
W hen wnting p o etry A m y W halen receives en cou ragem en t
from h e r d og and faithful com panion, Dylan. (C . Parker)

Andrea Swan
nursing

Jozsef Szabo
M echanical Engineering

Dwight Talley
Marketing

Michael Tamulaites
ID S

Mark A. Taylor
Electrical Engineering

Eric S. Teasdale
T.J. Thomas
health Education

Phillip D. Thornton
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HOBBIES
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Rod Trent
M echanical Engineering

Shirley M. Tucker
Psych ology

Gary D. Turlington
Accounting

Jean Turpin
Counseling

Douglas S. Tutwiler
Electrical Eng. Tech.

Chantia Tynes
Crim inal Justice

Christine L. Varner
Marketing

Nahzad Velazquez
M edical Technology

Tracy L. Voliva
S ociology

Kathryn Walden
Speech Com m unications

Pamela Walker
fiursing

A taste o f M exican culture was evid en t as R oberto Calderon
m od els his n ative attire. (C . Thom a s)

Mrs. Jansaweicki, an It's A Sm all W orld dem onstrator, offers
the children inform ation on Canada. (C . Parker)

Were we being invaded by munchkins?
Were incoming freshmen younger than ever?
Did a little yellow school bus take a wrong turn
and drop off the tykes at the wrong school?
Hone of the abovel
On February 2 and 3,1000 local elementary
school children infiltrated the campus to take
place in ODU's educational fair, "It's A Small
World” in Webb Center.
The windows of the world were open to
these children, who experienced first-hand the
dress, food, language, art and general culture
of 11 different countries from the Netherlands
to China and Spain to Ethiopia. The children
were given "passports” to be stamped at the in
dividual country displays. They were encour
aged to take notes on the countries, as well. Five
"world tours” were scheduled each day.

The fair was sponsored by the International
Student Association and the Office of Interna
tional Student/Faculty Service in order to raise
money for the University's International Student
Scholarship. Each year a $1,200 scholarship
based on academic and community or school
activity is awarded to an exceptional foreign stu
dent.
With around 600 international students
from over 70 different countries, "It's A Small
World” could not have been better placed. The
annual event continues to be enjoyable and be
of great benefit to the children who attend. The
money raised for scholarship purposes also
proves to be beneficial for the person fortunate
enough to receive it.

Cathy Ireland

Kelly Walsh
Marketing

Christina Ward
Special Education

Fred Warren
S M /P T

Heather Waterman
Marketing Education

IT'S A SMALL WORLD [
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T h e n e w D unkin' D on u ts g iv e s h u n gry stu d en ts s o m e w h e r e to m e e t 2 4 h o u rs a day. (Y.
G a u th ier)
ODU stu d en ts a re ju s t a fe w o f th e "billion s s e r v e d " a t th e g o ld e n a rc h es . (Y . G a u th ier)

Linda Whitt
nursing

John L. Wigginton
Electrical Engineering

Sara Williams
English

William Williams
B u sin ess Finance

James H. Wilson
M anagem ent

College students eat out for reasons differ
ent than getting a three-course meal in an exqui
site candlelit setting, while paying by Visa or
American Express. Most students operate on a
tight budget and are left seeking the best bar
gains available. Luckily, there are many options
close to campus fulfilling those needs. Students
eating out can choose from such places as
McDonalds, Burger King, Little Anthonys, Zeros,
7-11, Dunkin' Donuts and TCBY.
McDonalds and Burger King, always com
peting against one another, frequently offer
ninety-nine cent Big Macs and double cheese
burgers. Patrons of Little Anthonys can play
video games or watch TV while waiting for their
order. Zeros offers a regular-size cheese pizza
forjust $3. The shop also gives away free half

subs when ODU is victorious during basketball
season. 7-11 offers quite an array of munchies,
as does Dunkin' Donuts. TCBY has a wide-variety of frozen yogurt — low-calorie and heavenly.
On Fridays, usually between 5 and 8 p.m.,
local clubs and restaurants offer happy hours
with free buffets.
College-style dining is not the same as
back-home cookin'. It's not one of the healthi
est diets, but it is cost-efficient and satisfies a
student's present needs. With a little bit of
knowledge and experience, eating out can be
come quite enjoyable.
Don Kroeller Jr.
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Psych ology
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Elem entary Education

Anne Wong
Accounting
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Finance
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Marketing Education
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M IS
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EATING OUT
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Sean Abernathie
Wilford D. Alexander
Julia Barbeito
Joseph Beauchamp
Michael Bell

James Bishop
Marcus Bolen
Jerry B. Boyd
Stacy L. Bumper
Lelia Janette Campbell

George R. Clark
Bryan K. Conorey
David T. Cooper
Donna M. Deans
Michelle Dellavecchia

Brian J. Devir
Shannon Falls
Julene M. Fisher
Krista D. Forrest
Shirley G. Freeland

Jeff Boyd Frith
Becky Gentry
Kirsten M. Goff
Christopher Hale
Poe Hearne

Introducing Marti Williams, ch eerlea d er extraordinaire
(C . Parker)
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C. Benjamin Henderson
Barbara A. Hickman
Michele Hinton
Sonja D. Holloway
Edward Hubbart Jr.

Jeffery Hunt
Amy M. Hutchins
Michelle P. Johnson
Kellie Kitchen
Andria Maria Maestrello

Frank J. Mayo
Russell I. McCloud
Yvette J. McDaniel

Marti Williams, ajunior here at ODU, is more
than just your average cheerleader. She has
some refreshing ideas about how to make ODU
a better university.
She feels that if more people would get in
volved in student life, go to the sporting events,
or even just give the school some positive sup
port, then this university would be a school ev
eryone would be proud of. She believes that
people just have to find the time to participate.
Marti is from Newport News. Although it's
not far from home, she has chosen to live on
campus the past three years. She thinks that
commuter students have fewer opportunities
and less time to get involved.
Her cheerleading career started in sixth
grade, but she took off her first year at ODU to
get adjusted to college life. At the end of that
year she had to choose between tryouts or rush.
The rest is history.
Marti is a finance major with plans to do an
internship with a local real estate company dur
ing her senior year. Although this means giving
up cheerleading, she is sure she will benefit
from the experience. With her optimistic atti
tude and realistic outlook, she is sure to be a
S-U-C-C-E-S-S!
Rhonda Shoop

Marti and h e r fellow cheerleaders will d o anything
for sp iriv ^ in clu d in g wearing shorts in the m iddle
o f winter. (C . Thom a s)
Marti ju m p s fo r jo y at a su m m er cheerleading
cam p.

PROFILE: JUNIOR

Naia McFadden
Brenda Means
Tracie Medvene
Lisa C. Miceli
Angela Mirabelli

Vimal Modi
David J. Montgomery
Andrea Moore
Daniel Motamed
Kristal L. Murray

Littrell Myers
Hiep T. Nguyen
Pamela D. Noel
Sheila R. Onley
Curtis A. Parker

John C. Peters
Susan T. Rasnake
Richard Reif
Masaaki Shibaoka
Adrienne Smith

William J. Stakes Jr.
Susan Stanton
Dan Stapleton
Colleen Starace-Quinn
Carol S. Strobel

Marianne M. Sugg
Eric Summa
Chuck Thomas
Lisa Timmons
Virgil Tyler
Patricia Van Scoyoc

Richard Walker
Cathleen Webster
Tanya M. West
John White
Lamar Williams
David A. Wilson
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SOPHOMORES

Deron R. Benton
Elisa N. Bevacqua
Christina Y. Bolar
Sherry Bowers
Patricia A. Bracken

Prince P. Butler
Shorron Carruth
Michael A. Carter
Shawn Casey
John Cattano

Jarin Q. Cornish
Stacey Crawford
Chris Culley
Steven Dean
Kelly Deveney

Sharon Eddy
Sean R. Epstein
Heather L. Fisher
Wilma F. Ford
Carol Griffin

The sophomore year! It's a time for making
discoveries and a time for making decisions.
With one year of college under the belt, you've
got a feel for it; you know the ropes. You know
what's expected of you in the collegiate world,
and what it is preparing you for.
Debbie Gillete is enjoying her sophomore
year now at ODU! This out-of-state student from
new Jersey says her first semester was the
worst. She didn't have a boyfriend. She didn't

have a job. And she gained ten pounds! But
things would only get better. Especially during
her sophomore year. She works now to help pay
for the expense of college and to have some
spending money.
Debbie has lots of friends. She's always on
the phone. Her favorite activities are teaching
aerobics, which she has done since the second
semester of her freshman year, and race walk
ing. She plans to continue those activities dur
ing the next two years.
ODU was Debbie's choice because she felt
it was a good school, and more importantly, it's
close to the beach. An English major with mi
nors in speech and marketing, she hopes to be
gin a career after college with a public relations
firm in Hew York City.
Debbie is full of life. She's a vivacious exam
ple of an ODU sophomore.
Jason Duley
Chatting on the p h on e is another favorite activity o f
D e b b ie 's . (C . Parker)

A favorite study s p o t the library can a lso b e a p la ce to re
flect. (S . R u ssell)

Paul D. Merullo
Edward Miller
Scott Miller
Tanya M. Moseley
Stacey Mundy

Katherine D. Nippell
Eric S. Nobles
Edward O'Keefe
Russell Paltauf
Kimberly Parson

Paul M. Payne
Paul M. Phillips
Debbie Pressley
Susan J. Raehn
David B. Ransom
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Do you have certain study habits? Or is
studying a habit you're trying to break?
When do you prefer to study? Some stu
dents study early in the morning or late at night.
Som6 study at any time of the day and others
only when they have to. Do you study in advance
or is it at the last possible minute?
Where do you prefer to study? Some have
a favorite place. Some study in their rooms at
their desks, others head to the library where it
is supposedly quiet.
Who do you study with? Some students
study socially in groups, while others study
solo. Some quiz each other, compare notes and
discuss their subjects, but some just socialize.
How do you study? Some study until it's all
done, but some do itjust a little at a time. Some
take meticulous notes while they read, while
others just skim the material.
Why do you study? Some do only because
work is assigned — some because they fear
tests. And some study simply because they love
those books and can't get enough of them!
I guess where, when, who, how and why
don't matter as long as you study and leam!
Jason Duley

SOPHOMORES
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Ene R einheart kicks back with o n e o f his texts. (S . R u ssell)
Surrounded b y h er special ' frien ds," Ju lie H enderson gets
serious with h er writing. (S . R u ssell)

Karen Yvette Rimpsey
Belinda Roper
Robert Rypka
Matthew B. Shehee
Heidi Shiner

Ahmar Siddiqui
C.C. Simmons
Cris Snarsky
Albert Soriano
Yolanda D. Stevenson

Marc Strent
Thomas M. Swenor
Mark P. Swine
Peter Tran
W. Ken Vaughn

Arnold W. Walker
Robert T. Welch
Christie White
James S. White
John Wiedmaier

Clare L. Wilson
Sqjini Witharane
Park Chong Yoon
Kate Zukowsky

STUDY HABITS

FRESHMEN
Daniel C. Abrahamson
Liz Alexander
Nary Ellen Alexander
Roy Alister
Timothy J. Andersen
Lori Anderson

Glenn Arrásate
James Bacaoan
Carolyn Bailey
Kristin Baker
James Ballard III
Nark Banks

Jacqueline D. Barrett
Heather Lee Barton
Amy N. Bassett
Kristine R. Beck
Sandra Bennett
David Berglund

Jennifer R. Bierach
Christine Bjarnason
Jeni Blaine
Nicha T. Booker
Felicia C. Booth
Andrew Boyd

Joseph D. Boyd
Steve Brandt
Eric A. Brasseur
Barrington P. Brown
Jean Y. Brown
Krista Brynildsen

Christina N. Bulle
Gregory A. Burch
Sharonda Burns
Brandalyn A. Burton
James E. Byrum
Dorothy Call

Arthur Cantrell
Sharon L. Careccia
Stephanie L. Carson
Tyler Carter
Benita D. Clark
Nich^el Clauss

Tracy Clemons
Jason Cohen
Patricia A. Coley
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We're talking basketball! We're talking BIG
school! We're talking UNC vs. ODU — the game
of the season. The game you couldn't miss!
It was 4 a.m. — we're talking early! Eager
students lined H&PE since 8 p.m. the night be
fore. Tickets were supposed to go on sale by
four, but they didn't. Then the line turned into
a mad rush for the door. Why? Tickets weren't
being distributed; the doors weren't open. Well,
ODU police tried to back the line up and keep
people off the doors. A sad footnote to this event
was the breakdown of authority exhibited by
those "in charge." The single-file line was dis
rupted when doors were opened. The dam burst
as students rushed for the front, as ifthe 500 stu
dents in line would get all 3,000 tickets. Fortu
nately, only one injury occurred, and a sem
blance of calm came over the group. Little by lit
tle students were spread through the halls
around to the ticket booth.
Is this crazy? It was so early in the morning.
But we're talking basketball! We're talking BIG
school! We're talking UNC vs. ODU — the game
of the season. The game you couldn't miss!

The wait, several hours, for tickets to go on
sale was relatively quiet. The students sat hud
dled under blankets. A few radios squeaked out
a couple tunes to help pass the monotony. The
sky began to change to the lighter shades of
dawn. There was commotion -|||yes, tickets
were being distributed!
The news crews came with cameras and
photo opportunities for the students. By 8 a.m.
everyone in line had received a ticket — and
plenty were leftover.
So was this crazy? So many people waiting
in line for tickets for so long while someone
could just wake up the next day, waltz right up
to the window and get a ticket? Crazy?!
Naa ... We re talking basketball! We re tal
king BIG school! We re talking UNC vs. ODU —
the game of the season. The game you couldn't
miss!
Jason Duley

These troopers seem to h a ve had a fun tim e as they awaited their ticket purchases. (B . Sm ith)

This was the a tm osphere o f th e evening, as students even brought
lou n ge chairs for the all-night e v e n t (B . Sm ith)
Finally daybreak arrives. T oo ba d they sp en t all night waiting when there happened to
b e enough tickets available. (B . S m ith )

UNC TICKETS

FRESHMEN

Elizabeth N. Collins
Todd Colvin
Amy M. Conant
Robert Corbin
Jason Cowell
Charles E. Craig

Hilary T. Cuevas
Michael R. Cutchins
Gregory Daczewitz
Brian C. Dahl
Kelly M. Deal
Robert Thomas Defazio

Adalene Nicole Depta
Vikas Devjee
Terry D. Duduik
Amy N. Dunbar
Angela S. Dungan
Christopher J. Dunn

Josette Dunn
Anthony Ekka
Ricardo Elizarraras
Eric Elliott
Kelly Evans
Lora Dionne Evans
Heather Faison

Laura Fertman
Randy Fisher
Tim Forbes
S. Brook Fomess
Brenda Franklin
Christopher Freus
Harry Frizzell

Steven G. Fryer
Erica Fuller
Scott Fuller
Felicia Gaffney
Mae Galang
Ralph R. Gardner
Georgios Georgallas

Michelle A. Ghandour
Ingrid Gil
Katrina Glascoe
Eugene N. Goin
Biniam S. Goitom
Ruben E. Granzon
Kathy L. Gregory
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The weather outside was frightful, but the
time off was delightful ...
Snow days were a great break from the daily
grind for many students. Some more time-effi
cient students used those days to dig out from
under piling homework. But some used those
days to relax and revert back to childhood.
Creativity abounded with snowmen and other
snow sculptures lightening the usual atmo
sphere of academia. Snowball fights were inevi
table. What better way to release frustration and
enjoy the rare snow?
Our campus seemed to sleep under the soft
blanket of snow. Time had stopped, at least for
the day, for faculty, staff and students.
We all knew that the snow would eventually
melt and we'd be trudging to class through the
slush for a week, but a day or two of relaxation
and seeing our campus transformed to a ghost
town of white was well worth it.
Cathy Ireland
Kevin Kirwan and B o b Ciiento g o t a chance to sh ow o ff their
sn ow sculpturing skills when o v e r two feet o f th e raw m ate
rial fell on February 18. (C . Parker)

Students were again up to their hubcaps in cold, wet, sticky
snow on February 24. Classes were cancelled fo r th e dav.
(C . Parker)

SNOW

FRESHMEN

Stephen A. Griffin
Tisa Hairston
Cheryl M. Handshaw
Marcus T. Harrison
Christopher Harvey
Paolo Hawley

William O. Hedgepeth
Julie Henderson
Karen L. Herbert
Allison R. Herman
Katie M. Hey
Debbie Hickman

Randall Hinebaugh
Carolyn Hinkle
Jonathan T. Hirsch
Ronald H. Holland
Susanna Lee Holsopple
Lauren C. Hood

Pat Houlihan
Cheryl Hunter
Andrew D. Jackson
Oliver A. Jacobs
Christopher L. Jencks
Renard Jenkins

Cazondra M. Johnson
Earl J. Johnson
Matthew Jolies
Ramona Jones
Tanisha Jordan
Christopher D. Kerwin
James J. Kirsch

Christopher Kmet
Tom Krotzer
Kimberly M. Kube
Gwen Lacy
Dan Lathroum
Mark Leonardo
James Levister

Michael Lewis
Robert L. Lewis Jr.
Troy P. Lewis
Gareth J. Lloyd
Elizabeth Nicole Lyle
Brian A. MacDonald
Chad A. Maclin
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The freshman year ^ it's full of fun and fear,
it's a time to adjust and discover. Deb Hickman
is a freshman at ODU, enjoying her first year as
a college student.
Deb's home is Oakton, Virginia, near Wash
ington, D.C. During her years at Oakton High
School, Deb played the saxophone and tuba in
the school band. She graduated in 1988 with a
remarkable 3.6 grade-point average.
After applying to several schools, Deb was
accepted by George Mason, East Carolina and
ODU. She says she chose ODU because she
didn't want to go out-of-state and also because
her sister attends school here.
Deb says she likes college better than high
school because of the independence, being on
your own away from home. She believes she will
leam how to think for herself during her college
career. As of yet, Deb has not declared a major,
but intends to pursue a business curriculum and
enter the field of advertising and graphic arts.
During her first year, Deb has been involved
with the Crew Club. On Crew, she takes the op
portunity to stay in shape and enjoy an exciting
outdoor sport — rowing! Deb is a coxswain, the
one who controls the boat and shouts com

mands at the rowers. "I love the power!," she
exclaims. This activity also gives her another
chance to make friends. Being involved with
Crew and the activities at her dorm are the high
lights of her social life this year.
Deb is off to a good start! She really likes it
at ODU. She enjoys being close to the beach and
close to her friends at the dorm and on Crew.
That's the way to make the most of your fresh
man year.
Jason Duley

D eb b ie Hickman often finds tim e to k eep in touch with
friends and family. (C . Parker)
Studying hard fo r finals. D e b hits the b o o k s o n e last tim e
b efo re th e sum m er. (C . Parker)

SPOTLIGHT: FRESHMAN

Ralph W. Stevens III is a Fh.D. who is assis
tant professor in the Department of Biological
Sciences at ODU. He specializes in Andrology
and Reproductive Toxicology. Dr. Stevens re
ceived his master's at Wayne State in Michigan
and his Ph.D. at the University of Texas Medical
School in Houston. His post-doctoral work was
at the University of Michigan, with concentration
in Biological Chemistry. He spent two years
studying anatomy, then one year in internal and
nuclear medicines.
Besides school work and part-time work
during college, Dr. Stevens was involved with
the tutorial programs set up for student ath
letes, being a member of the swimming and wa
ter polo teams and president of his fraternity,
Lambda Chi Alpha. Dr. Stevens is presently the
advisor for ODU's chapter.
At ODU, Dr. Stevens teaches anatomy and
physiology. At the graduate level he teaches hu
man reproduction. With respect to anatomy and
physiology, Dr. Stevens comments, "Students
must be able to integrate knowledge and think. "
He feels students taking these classes have little
background in those areas, which creates diffi
culties to overcome the mass of material which
overload memory skills. So to get through these
classes, one must do more than memorize
he must actually understand relationships.
Dr. Stevens spends a great deal of time with
graduate students who are working on their vari
ous research projects. The students pick out
their projects independently, which Stevens en

Vasilios Makrieiorgos
Arlene Nanning
Todd Marshall
Michelle Martin
Ronnie Maxey
Subkina Mayes

Karen Mazzuca
Bonnie McCraw
Cindy McCrea
Kevin McLaughlin
Christine McNamee
Paul McRae

joys because it indicates interest and expands
learning opportunities at ODU. The student is
able to obtain knowledge, credits and experi
ence through the research, while being able to
plan lab courses and goals for the future.
A refreshingly unusual professor is how one
might describe Dr. Stevens. He gives everyone
the chance to answer questions without fear of
being humiliated for incorrect responses. He re
members being a student, "Learning didn't
come easy for me, so I have empathy for my stu
dents." His positive attitude is a wonderful in
centive, "Students often worry about what they
don't know instead of being happy with what
they do know. " On a more serious note, Stevens
reminds students that the goal isn't the grade,
it's the knowledge. He comments, "If you want
only a good grade you're losing. But if your goal
is to leam, you're a winner."
Obviously, the Biology Department is bene
fited greatly by this outstanding professor.
Heidi Shiner

A sid e from research , Dr. Ralph W
Steven s teaches severa l classes in lec
ture halls. (C . Parker)

FRESHMEN

Dr. Steven s spen ds countless hours preparing specim en s
for exam ination. (C . Parker)

Jennifer Myers
Xuan Nghiem
Chris Piguyen
John Micely
Todd Nichols
Heather Niebling

Scott Nilsson
Ramona Omoda
Jackie Oooh
Marcus Ostrowski
Mike Pappas
Benita Patrick
Pamela Paul

Paul Pearson
Kimberly Pease
Christy Peters
John Pettey
Radford Piver
Rob Ponton
Robin Pope

Yolanda Powell
Dubey Rajenora
Thomas Rawles
Jill Reeve
Michael Reinke
Holly Richardson

PROFILE: PROFESSOR [
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Anthony Riley
Patrick Riley
Keith L. Robinson
Christy Romero
James E. Rosenthal
Dameon L. Ross

Steven M. Rothman
Derra L. Rupp
Suzanne Sabb
Lynn Sahatjian
Leeanne Saks
Joseph Sanzo
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Angela K. Scearce
Shell Schepker
Scott Schlossberg
George Franklin Scott
Mitchell D. Scott
Michael Sexton

Charles A. Smith
Michael J. Smith
Tracy L. Snead
Charles M. Snellings
Steve Snow

Variety is th e n a m e o f th e g a m e in th e '80s. W ear what y o u
want, as lo n g a s it's A L o o k .'' (Y . G a uthier)

___________

It seems as though Jordache and Calvin
Klein have no place on the college campus.
They have been replaced by Adidas, Esprit and
Reebok. The comfort craze is here and is
"what's happening” at ODU.
Itused to be that it was more important how
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you "looked” than how you "felt” — but those
days are long gone. And if you don't believe it,
go to an 8:00 a.m. class and see just how many
ties you can count.
But there are times when the Reeboks come
off and the heels go on. Semi-formals reveal the
fashion statement of "dress to impress."
Each group on campus has its own style,
which reflects its unique personality, beautiful
ly. "Skaters” wear the surfer T-shirts no matter
what the weather may be, as their hair hangs
down over one eye. Punk Rockers feel that black
and silver (zippers, chains, spikes, etc.) set
them apart, while their hairstyles say
"rebellion" quite loudly. Occasionally you'll
see the preppy look of sweaters tied around the
shoulders and paisley ties. Life is more interest
ing when there are days of camouflage and khakies, days when holes and tears in the jeans re
veal the knees, and days when the class presen
tation requires a suit and tie.
Why not dress to express the many facets
of your personality?
Christy Joynes

Tamara Sorrell
Raymond Springsteen
Jeffrey D. Stahl
Susan C. Stine
Nicole Stinson

Amy Todd Story
Carl Timmons
Tiffany L. Tinkham
Alim Tora
Shawn Trevillian
Peter Vithoulkas

Anna K. Walke
George Walter
Gary Warren
Sharalyn M. Weber
Michael Wells
Tamrah West

Marcus Whitlock
Pelicia Wilkins
Doug R. Williams
Wendy D. Williams
Scott Woodward
Veronica D. Wyche

CHECK THIS STUFE OUT
On the first day,
God said that we should have. . . oh,
about thirtysomething scammin' computer-illiterate Yuppies
inhabit the earth.
So He picked up His Contel Cellular Cloud Phone
and called Ma Bell. He said,
"Yo, dudes, check this out We should get some clueless dorks
here to make a kinder, gentler world."
"WORD!" came the reply — and Reaganomics was bom.
Then He grabbed the remote control and instantaneously
deregulated the market-wise Savings and Loans
and the awesome airlines.
For the next five days He rested — then
Friday night came and He said,
"Yo, wh' Sup? I'ma have me a cold brewski
with Oliver North and William Casey."
Mike Tyson came over after crushin' through town
in his simonized candy-apple red Porsche.
God caught a serious buzz and said He was beat
so He'd crash early —
He let Jim & Tammy, Jimmy Swaggart and
Oral Roberts run the show.
They were chillin' with the homeboys
out at Swaggart's crib when they decided to create
TV.
Jim R aim ondo

Sidewalk Surfin' is becom in g a h ot item , as Jim m y H u m ey
portrays. Slang, sizzling art and custom apparel have
evolved from the sport. (Y . Qauthier)
M i Crocker sports an exam ple o f fashion qraffiti.
(Y . Qauthier)

STYLES
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FACULTY/STAFF
D uncan C a m p bell tries to k eep from "h a n gin g” h im self dur
ing his p ortion o f th e exam . (C . Parker)

Gary Bell
Albert J. Bowers
Tony R. Bryant
David P. Campbell
Edward M. Cross

Dr. Lewis S. Ford
Philip S. Gillette
Harold Goldsmith
Harold G. Hawn
Louis H. Henry

Marvin R. Hensley
Dr. David N. James
Elliott Jordan
Dr. F.D. Kreamelmeyer
Sara B. Mallory

'' .. .and Ollie north said Tm not lying.'"
A few chuckles arose for the comedian, an
ODU student, but the packed house stayed
mostly silent.
"Laugh, please, this is for my grade!" he
pleaded.
"Don't worry, you're doing great!" yelled
Fred Talbott, the erstwhile assistant professor
of English and humor teacher, "Anyway, you al
ready have an F!"
On December 7,1988, Talbott and his Hu
mor Writing class, plus about 200 friends, pro
fessors and relatives gathered at the Norfolk
Comedy Club/Judge's Chambers.
Many of the performances reminded the au
dience of an HBO special. Take David Fannon's
dead-pan, Steven Wright-like string: "When the
moon hits your eye like a big pizza pie... that's
a meteorite. Suppose mockingbirds arejust be
ing facetious."
Talbott taught the class to encourage and
practice the art of humor writing, and he claim
ed it a great success — each student got at least
one laugh. "It's great for the students in the

classroom to show their stuff," Talbott re
marked.
For their parts, the comedians came
through the ordeal fairly unscathed. "It was
great to get the response to stuff you thought
was funny and hear people howl," said Allen
Hoover, whose nervousness changed to excite
ment within two jokes. Most, however, vowed
theywould now avoid the stage. Two of the com
ics, David Almeleh and Bart Brown, did plan to
continue their stand-up in local clubs.
If this night was any indication, these two
brave souls will carry the torch for hundreds of
ODU comics inthe future, carrying with them the
words of mentor Talbott, "You'll do great, real
ly.”
Jim Raimondo

Professor Talbott encourages his class to g ive th em selves
a hand at the end o f their final exam . (C . Parker)

David A lm eleh was a hit with his routine, punctuated b y
weird faces. (C . Parker)

J.W. McClellan
Dr. Reuben Miller
Michael Pearson
William G. Pheifer
James A. Pope

Gregory D. Rose
Jose G. Simon
Dr. Ulysses V. Spiva
Dr. Ralph W. Stevens 111
John Q. Zhao
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MATTERS OF THE MIND
It's a shame she doesn't re
member.
Although the audience will
not soon forget Karen Carpen
ter's show-stopping dance
finale, she has no memory of
the event. She was entranced
by comedian/hypnotist Tom
DeLuca at a stunning perform
ance September 1 in Webb
Center.
Starting off the two-and-ahalf hour show with unique
bits of warped humor, DeLuca
ripped into, among others,
Michael Jackson, Mr. T, and
Canada.
DeLuca concluded the first
half with a hilarious slide show
of such curious sights as
Dedman Medical Center, the

display of the powers of sug
gestion.
Twenty volunteers from the
audience were brought up on
stage, sat in a semi-circle of
chairs, and soon began their
journey into dreamland, guid
ed constantly by DeLuca's cap
tivating, yet soothing voice.
"My goal each night," he
said, "is for people to leave
saying," "That was really a
great show."
He
certainly
succeeded
Thursday night.
Amy Klamerus, director of
programming for the Student
Activities Council (SAC), was
greatly pleased with the tur
nout. SAC arranged DeLuca's
performance at ODU.
S&M Market and the town
"As time goes on, I am sure
of ????????
Tom will become a legend and
After a short break, DeLuca a tradition at ODD as he is at
returned to begin an amazing other schools," Klamerum
commented.
Rixie Ruffin
A t Tom D elu ca 's com m and, Karen
Ca rpen ter perform s a frenzied trance
dance. (B . D o m an sk i)

I

P.U.S.H........................... 6

WHAT S NEW

T h e y 'v e b e e n h yp -n o-tized l Students
display a range o f em otion s under
D elu ca 's influence. (B . D om a n sk i)
M esm erizing eyes draw stud en ts into
Tom D elu ca 's spell. (B . D om a n sk i)
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Slingin The B ull
'

It was a bird. It was a plane.
Hot quite a field goal, but very
close; it was Henry "The Bull"
Del Toro, discjockey for WHOR
FM-99, who was gladly strung
from a goal post on Foreman
Field until 99 season pass foot
ball tickets were sold. Hisjour
ney up the goal post began at

7:30 a.m. Thursday, Septem
ber 15, and ended at 10:30
p.m. with all 99 tickets sold.
Scott Henry from ODU Ath
letic Promotions was the one
to initiate this idea. He be
lieves, "the main purpose of
this event was to create more
identity for a football team and

to make people more aware of
ODU sports."
"We were given great visibil
ity, since all three television
stations covered this promo
tion . . . "
With the determination of
Athletic Promotions and help

from WHOR and students, foot
ball could actually happen.
Hopefully the next time we all
go to Foreman Field and peer
up at the goal posts, we ll be
looking at a field goal instead
of Henry "The Bull" sitting
around.
Dee D ee flendren
Henry "The Bull" Del Toro goes from
"on the air" to "in the air" promoting
season pass sales. (C. Parker)

Free T-shirts encouraged extra pu r
chases o f tickets. (B . D om anski)
Jim m y Ray Dunn interview s chil
dren during th e sale.
(B . M acCorm ack)
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M od el UlY m em bers con sult a m ap o
Eu rope to discuss foreign affairs. (C
Thom a s)
Students represent various countries
around the world at th e con ference
(C . Thom as)

Model UN
East Coast universities and

colleges were invited to attend
the fifth ODU Model UN Coun
cil. These students were given
only three days to debate the
issues which presently hinder
world nations. The students
took on the role of delegates
from the United Nations. The
Council took place October 20
through 22.
This year at the Model UN
there were two security coun
cils, one historical security
council, and a NATO simula
tion. The two security coun
cils, labeled "A" and "B", de
bated many world-wide issues
C a d e t s d e b a t e ñ a t o is s u e s . (C .
T h om a s)

and wrote proposals as if they Bureau in Beijing, China. The

were recommendations to the
General Assembly of the UN.
The subjects of these proposi
tions dealt with securing peace
and violations of the UN Char
ter.
In addition to the councils
that debated over the three
days, there were also three
speakers. The first was Cap
tain Franklin G. Hamrick, USN
(retired), who addressed the
participants* Hamrick talked
about the issues involving
NATO. The second speaker
was John P. Zhao, Ph.D. Zhao
is an assistant professor of po
litical science at ODU. At one
time, Zhao worked as a staff
member of the Foreign Trade

last speaker was Sir Felix
Downes-Thomas.
DownesThomas is a senior political af
fairs officer for special political
affairs at the United Nations.
He spoke ofthe difficulties with
the cease-fire in the Iran-Iraq
war.
There were awards given to
some participants for their
contributions to the Model UN.
Some ODU students awarded
were Bob Cahill, Ken Strick
land, Kayode Tomaye and Ken
Jewell.
Robert Lewis

1

S u p p o rte rs H al S m ith and Lin d a
McAdams encourage Cindy Reynolds
to vote. (J. Ling)
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Mock Election

ODU students picked
George Bush's party in the
Mock Election sponsored by
the Political Science associa
tion arid the Green Tea soci
ety. Over 1,000 voters cast bal
lots in the election held Tuesday November 1 through
Thursday November 3.
Despite Bush's large victory,
students voted more on party
ideology than on the individ
ual.
“I'm leaning toward Bush,
but I'm not that enthusiastic
about it," said sophomore
John Carter.
in support of Dukakis, gra
date student Jon Smith said,
“Dukakis is the lesser of two
evils, lie is more in touch with
reality. However, neither can
didates are qualified."

College students are notori paigns, that percentage prob
ous for not voting. According ably will not rise.
Richard Layne
to a college press service re
lease, only 17% ofthe 18 to 24year-olds voted in the 1986
elections. With the boredom Supporting the election, Charlotte
Jacobs decorates straw hats for the
generated by the 1988 Cam convention. (R. Snow)
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O D U facility m em b er Dr. William
W hitehurstg e ts his opinion in a bou t
the elections. (J . L in g)
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Wheelie Weekend
In the middle of the floor, a
sullen child stares blankly at a
wall. Jason, stricken with
acute cerebral palsy, is also
prone to violent fits and tan
trums. He is therefore unable
to be left unattended. He sits in
a small, padded, barren room.
In 1978, the Pi Kappa Phi fra
ternity developed its own pro
gram to remedy this deplor
able situation. Brother Tho
mas Sayre created project
P.U.S.H. —■ Play Units for the
Severely Handicapped. The
units offer lights, videos, mu
sic and other stimuli with softrounded corners, as well as
safe, flexible play things. Using

Brothers o f Pi Kappa Phi wheel up to
the Burger King pick-up window.
A t Waterside, fraternity members
show their stuffto the guests at Water
side.

these, the kids can play in an
invigorating environment with
out endangering their safety in
any way.
The Gamma Beta Chapter of
Pi Kappa Phi, in full support of
this project, held their second
annual "Wheelie Weekend" at
Waterside on November 5 and
6. Some brothers performed
wheelies on their chairs, while
others secured donations
from the willing Waterside pa
trons.
Concurrently, a variety o f lo
cal bands provided entertain
ment on center stage. Ameri
can R ou lette, C rabgrass,

Robin Welch, George Scho

field and friends and an assort
ment o f Pi Kapp brothers all
donated their talent, time and
equipment.
The event netted almost
$3,500 for P.U.S.H. and put the
Gamma Beta Chapter in the
top 20 chapters for P.U.S.H.
donations.
Two years ago the chapter
funds helped provide a unit for
the
Southeastern
Virginia
Medical Center. With your help
and the continuing support of
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity, we can
keep handicapped kids from
being shut-ins.

Jim Raimondo
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TUNING IN

I have heard people com
plain, "It is so hard to study
with all the distractions!” Well,
ODU students who live on
campus now have the oppor
tunity to add at least 30 more.
Yes, students may pay $15/
month to Cox Cable Network
and increase their viewing se
lection phenomenally. Sports,
music videos, movies, Nickelodian and home shopping —
just to name a few! The ex
cuses for not having cable may
be lack of money or a televi
sion, low grades, or possibly
the honest realization that it
would be too tempting to
watch constantly. Mike Maho
ney mentions, “there is always

something worthwhile on ca
ble that I am interested in per
sonally.”
So if you are considering the
channel option, realize there
will be an increase in remote
control squabbles, and it may
possibly cause you to lose a
point or two off the or GPA.

Hmm

Heidi Shiner

Television can add to the life, o r death,
o f an education. (C. Thom as)
Those who d on 't op t fo r cable can s till
view the "Late n igh t " king, David
Letterman. ( C Parker)

.

Lotta Hope n ' Luck
You have crumbs in your
lap, but you haven't been eat
ing. And, if there are enough
crumbs, you may not be eating
for a L O P i Q time. You don't
care because your hunger is
not for food, but for the Virgin
ia Lottery. You used a dollar
bill to buy the ticket and a
quarter to find out what was
behind that enticing gray pan

el. A $15,000 win or a token
$2? You take whatever you
get. You have to. So, like most
of us, you're left with a lap full
of crumbs... and, oh yes, that
quarter.
Philip Read

B o b C ilen to sp en d s his bu ck in h op e
o f winning $10,000. (C . Parker)

Unfortunately, B ob's ticket now inhab
its the trash can. (C. Parker)
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You had time on your hands pr perhaps you didn't.
What s important is that you gave — regardless. You
know Webb Center has a second floor. Few do, don't
laugh, t o you, student activities were more than composi
tions and lab reports. Yes, you had to be different. You
took minutes, became a student senator and wore a
Greek letter to boot. You didn't? Then you programmed
concerts for the SAC, edited The Mace St Crown and
played in the Pep Band. No? Well, maybe you did attend
meetings o f something somewhere. The organizations
are so varied that there is Unlimited Potential to do and
be anything you want. How could anyone hope to guess
your combination and degree of involvement?
Philip Read

ORGANIZATIONS 221
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Ken Faikenstein, candidate for adm inistrative vice-president, speaks at the
candidate s forum . (C . Parker)

a

"I move that..
''Point of order!"
"The motion in ques
tion ..."
"Is this a secondary vote?"
"Second!"
"Out of order."
"I recognize ..."
"Division!"
"Move to convene?"
"Meeting adjourned."
You may hear this peculiar
senate lingo at either a full sen
ate or committee meeting.
Roberts Rules of Order aid stu
dent senators by controlling
spirited discussions. The orga
nization's purpose is to recom
mend, promote and advise on
the development of relevant
programs and services for the
student body to the administration. This Big Six organizatio n has its office upstairs in
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Webb Center amidst the hubThis obvious involvement in
bub of ODU's student activi- campus and many behind-theties.
scenes duties all play a vital
Under the leadership of role at ODU.
Student Body President Doug
Gary Hansen
Tudor, this body examines
issues which affect ODU and
implement changes and im
provements. Four committees
are directly overseen by the
two vice-presidents. Those
committees include Academic
Affairs, Finance, Student Ser
vices and the Women's Inter
national Minority Student Con
cerns. Each committee has its
own chairperson.
There is also participation in
campus events such as Main
Street and Exam Jam, where
senators and President Tudor
drew attention in the dunking
booth, promoting senate fo
rums and guest speakers.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA. Row 1: Mike Schmid, Tom Keefer, Michael Krai, Chuck
Tautkus. Row 2.-John Suddreth, Matt Como, Tini Lowery, Mark Russell.

ALPHA XI DELTA. Aow 2,'Genaìm Novido, Laura Versprille, Amy Borduas, Deborah Shipley, Ellen Perris, Michelle Montalbano, Kandes Freeman. Row2: Hi*
cole Edwards, I^ren Schiomano, Karen Mclnturff, Anne Pasley, Colleen Starace-Quinn, StephanieEmerson, Sandra Saine, Gentry Manners, Wendy Moss.
Row3 : Caroline Power, Becky Kardish, Donna Powers, Janie Burcher, Terri Raymah, Pamela Powell, Sharon LaForgia, Cheiyl Smolen, Marsha Wagner, Jenni
fer Frederick, Sherri Smith.

H eidi Shiner d elivers h er cam paign
sp eech fo r the office o f adm inistrative
vice-president. (C . Parker)
Student senators are a lso swingers, as
illustrated b y H eidi Shiner. (C . Parker)

STUDENT SENATE C

If you think AP is a grocery
store chain minus the amper
sand, you obviously haven't
worked with The Mace St
Crown. Then again, perhaps
you have. Certainly The Mace
St Crown doesn't purposely
abandon the tenets of Asso
ciated Press style, but some
times itis difficult to remember
what you capitalize and what
you don't, especially in a week
ly newspaper that encourages,
no, BEGS, students from all
majors to submit articles.
The Mace St Crown has
madejournalists out of people
who haven't been any closer to
a newspaper than the copy
that sits on their front stoop ev
ery Sunday morning. Former

staff members have gone on to
work for The Virginian Pilot
and The Ledger-Star, The UJF
Plews, The Virginia Beach Sun,
Donning
Publishers
and
WVEC-TV. It is precisely the
newspaper's policy of giving
everyone a chance that has
made The Mace St Crown such
a popular training ground. Two
former ODU students who had
never typeset before they set
foot in the newspaper's office
opened their own typesetting
business 18 months ago.
Students gain valuable ex
perience in editing, reporting,
layout, photography, typeset
ting or advertising sales by
contributing a little or a lot of
their time to The Mace St

R obert Lewis and J e sse liim m o sp ecu 
late o v e r artist's designs for the car
toon. (F. C opela n d )

Glen riavarro and Arm and Lange lay
ou t ads for a back pa ge o f an upcom 
ing issue. (F. C opela n d )
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Crown. The newspaper em
phasizes its flexibility and
works around students' varied
schedules. Some members
put in 40-60 hours a week
while others put in as few as
one or two.
Mowwhen U see a coma, out
of place/ a missspelling; or a
headline askew in The Moose
St Crayon u'll no its not just a
simple misteak but someone
learning a important lessonthat might catapult them to
the journalistic spotlight in
subsequent years.
Philip Read

The staff is b u sy working on an up
com ing deadline as J e sse Tiimmo
look s o v e r s o m e copy. (F. C opela n d )

MACE AND CROWN. Row l: Armand Lange. Elizabeth Smith. Kevin Dl l,.... Row
¿.Robert Lewis, Pete Lefresne, Kathryn Walden, Michael Tamulaites, David
Almeieh.

R eceiving so m e friendly support,
D avid A lm eieh bea ts ou t a noth er story
for his section. (F. C op ela n d ) ,

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION CLUB. Row 1 : John Hughes, William Kane, Connor
Clarke, Eric Ktopienstein, Row2 : Michael Bell, Martin Spry Dave Young, Chuck
Dyer, Eric Nestor.

MACE AND CROWN Í
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Wild K ingdom lives up to its nam e with
a torrid perform ance. (C . Thom a s)

Students line up to p rovid e the vocals
to their favorite son g s at Main Street.
This SA C staffer "r e e ly " en joys h er
jo b . (S . R u ssell)
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The Student Activities Coun
cil (SAC) meets one of the
greatest challenges of any stu
dent organization, to provide,
plan and implement programs
to meet the diverse needs of
the student body. Advised by
the Student Activities Office,
the Council is largely a volun
teer organization in which ded
icated and enthusiastic stu
dents work hard to provide
quality programs. In addition
to shows throughout the year,
SAC provided outdoor enter
tainment at Main Street from
the local band The Willies, as
well as a unique opportunity at
the SAC booth: recording
equipment was set up so stu
dents could sing over pre-re

corded music. SAC also co
sponsored several well-known
authors at the Literary Festi
val, the highlight of which was
a combined poetry reading/
dance accompaniment.
Throughout the year, the
SAC's weekly movie series fea
tured top-rated movies, in
cluding double features and a
special late-night show. More
events included the new coffee
house series. Three separate
shows in dorms and in Webb
brought Bob Gamer, Carl Ro
sen and Gene Cotton to strum
away as students sang along.
Hypnotist/comedian Tom De
luca left the audience stunned
with a fresh approach to come
dy that revolved around hyp

notized students.
The semester finale was the
better-than-before Second An
nual Exam Jam Before You
Cram, featuring musicians The
Bash and Zion Wave. The
event was a great success with
the help of staff members from
the Big Six organizations, who
staffed all the carnival games.
Exam Jam is now an ODU tra
dition, and by far the best way
to end another year. Thanks
for all of your support and par
ticipation.
Kim Marie Califano

FRONT ROW (I to r): Girard M itch ell Craig Brkm, S cooter Diller, Ken Leese,
DarrellJanezic, Chad tiu d n a ll Colin Eisenberg, Danny Ming, Eroc Nestor. BACK
ROW: Mike Davis, Thomas White, TedMorgan, JeffOakley: Chris Stevens,; Mike. \
Pyle, Pete Raphael "N orm ”, Eric Kothe, Gene Hamilton, Mike Zappaterrini, FRONT ROW (l to r); Joseph Feihstein, 0. Dean Payne, Kelly R. Rodgers
Chuck. Dyer, Brian 'Cosgrove
BACK ROW: A. Oran Chandley, Theodore A. Tm veisiead ' v

Wild Kingdom and Waxing Poetics in
con cert on the lawn o f W ebb drew a
large crowd. (S . C a rson )

STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL [

Protestors claim Shell supports apartheid, (C . Parker)

roteai

B oycotters fill sidewalks around Shell,
(C . Parker)

faznt/iecct
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A sunny, Spring Saturday af
ternoon conjures up feelings
of picnics, softball, washing
cars and protests? For some a
nice Saturday is a good time to
go out and make a difference.
Activists have been out in fullforce lately asking people to
boycott Shell Oil Company
products.
They line up on the comer of
Hampton Boulevard and 49th
Street, ready with signs and
flyers giving information on
the injustice of apartheid.
Shell contributes to it. Since
South Africa has strong eco
nomic ties with the world, the
best place to hit them seems
to be the pocketbook. Many
companies have pulled out of
South Africa, but some still re

main. The group that orga
nized the boycott hopes that
by putting pressure on the par
ent company in the U.S. that
they will pull out of South
Africa. Of course, in order to do
so, the boycott will have to be
widespread.
The boycotters hope by be
ing seen that patrons will stay
away at least for the day, and
then will boycott until the goal
is achieved and institutional
ized discrimination will stop.
Michael Mahoney

Shell protestors start early. (C . Parker)
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ALPHA PHI ONEGA. R ow I: Andy Mellits, Don Ackerman, Tom Howard,
Jason Parker, Janice Livingood, Ed Hubbart, Rich Goldberg. R ow 2: Larry
Daniels, Erick Rozelie, Christopher Dunn, Janine Lowery, Michael Ciauss,
Sonia Kessler, Steve Lesky, Lee Correll, Tim Horan, Nikki Holmes, Doc
Thrush, Wendy Gwaltney, Tom Mullen.

DELTA SIGMA LAMBDA. R o w l: Sonja Eaton, Margie Buym, Sue Warman.
R ow 2: Dorothy Call. Pat Bellman.

—

Marchers against Shell stop pa ssersby
on Ham pton Boulevard. (C . Parker)

SHELL BOYCOTT I
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Although all student organi
zations make vital contribu
tions to the university commu
nity, only one organization has
the special task of preserving
one of America's most presti
gious collegic traditions.
The ODU Honor Council has
the unique responsibility of en
suring that the values of aca
demic honesty and integrity,
as expressed in our Honor
Pledge, are upheld. Although
some perceive that an Honor
Council's only role in main
taining integrity should be pu
nitive, the ODU Council views
its primary responsibility to be
preventing violations by mak
ing students aware of the im
portance of honor.
Council members, also
called Associate Justices, at
tempt to educate students
about the significance of an
Honor Code in a variety of

ways. In addition to address
ing prospective students at
Preview sessions, Justices
also help promote our respect
for honor by speaking in clas
ses, posting pledges and spon
soring Honor Awareness
Week. The Council also at
tends honor conferences in
which councils from all over
the state meet to discuss their
strategies for promoting
honor.
Although the Council feels
that communicating the im
portance of integrity in such
ways plays a vital role in in
creasing respect for our Honor
System, each Associate Jus
tice feels that the best way to
educate students about the
virtues of honor is through ex
ample. Justices achieve this
goal by adhering to a Code of
Ethics in addition to pledging
to support the Honor System.

Council m em bers pla y footba ll at a re
cen t cook ou t with th e yea rbook staff.
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Their Code requires that in ad
dition to displaying a proper
sense of decorum in all Coun
cil matters, Justices must also
"conduct themselves in an
honorable manner as not to
bring disgrace to the Council
or to the University,'' as well as
agreeing to place the Council
above all extra-curricular ac
tivities.
Given the Associate Jus
tices' commitment to uphold
the integrity of the school, one
can easily see a student-run
Honor System will continue to
be a foundation upon which
ODU will rest its cherished be
liefs in honesty and integrity.
Anna Schaffer

Pat M ahoney and Karen Hyatt operate
the table at W ebb during Aw areness
Week.

Tina Cowan and Loranne Williams
take a break during a Council retreat.
Chris Gladden, Jason Lundquist and
Teddy Black exchange jo k e s at a
Council ba rbequ e.

HONOR COUNCIL. R ow 1: Karen Hyatt, Jason Lundquist Diana Blanchard.
R ow 2: Tina Cowan, Stefanie Crosley, Pat Mahoney, Amy Stewart, Danette

PSI CHI. R ow 1: Barbara Keisser, Susan Sharp, Regina Walker. R ow 2: Mona
Tieman, Laura Drumright, Shawn Smith, Richard Dileu, Marla Adelman.

Holcombe, Victoria Shu.

HONOR COUNCIL [

The ba nd entertains crow ds at Par
e n t's W eekend in front o f W ebb Center.
(C . T h om as)

Dah-Dah, Dah-Daht, DahDaaaaahhh. "CHARGE!!" Yep,
the Pep Band is here and
they've got the crowd on their
feet rootin' and tootin' for the
soccer team. They are also at
the field hockey and men's
and
women's
basketball
games. You can find them
playing away at Previewand for
Parent's Weekend.
The Pep Band adds charac
ter, depth and life to a some
times sullen crowd at an al
ready exciting game.
"You don't realize how
much more enthusiasm can
be expressed when there's
some music to get the fans go
ing," said former keyboard
player Susan Free.
At many of the games, the
band is dressed up in outra
geous costumes. They might
all come as nerds, Monarchs
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or even the Blues Brothers.
There's no telling what they
would do next to get the atten
tion of the crowd.
The band doesn'tjust play at
home games, they also travel
to many away games for all the
teams throughout the year.
Yes, the Pep Band is here,
there and everywhere. They
are playing their hearts out for
the spirit of the school and for
you. So the next time you hear
the pre-charge tune — dahdah,
dah-daht,
dahdaaaaahhh, you'll be ready for
the next verse.
Gary Hansen

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. Row 1: Marile ( lillord, Tracey Burkhaltcr.
Cheryl Lemmon, Kim ApoHony. Row 2: Clayton Simmons. Amòs Adams, John
Chubb, David Phife, Dr. Charles Beil.

ODU COLLEGE DEMOCRATS. Row 1 : Andrew AfteL Jan Rosser. Steve Wilson.
Sonia Keswani. Row 2; Christa Ash mead, Brian Aftei, Rou Saviile, Stephen
Hajasx, Amy Whalen.

PEP BAND C

Operating a radio station involves
working with lots o f recording equip
m ent. (C . Parker)

WODU is ODU's campus ra
dio station. Broadcasting on
640 Khz on the AM band in all
ODU dormatories, Powhatan
Apartments and Webb Center,
WODU features an alternative
music format unavailable else
where in Hampton Roads. Pro
gressive rock, reggae, interna
tional, experimental, folk, jazz
and classical music shows are
aired, as well as campus infor
mation and some live sports
events.
One of the largest student

organizations on campus,
WODU boasts members from
many different majors and
backgrounds, including facul
ty members. Membership in
WODU costs nothing. All we
ask of members is that they do
a little committee work to help
keep things running smoothly.
So what do you get for join
ing the ranks of WODU?1
— Hands-on training on pro
fessional on-air and produc
tion equipment.
The chance to host your

own radio show.
— Opportunities to gain expe
rience in engineering, busi
ness and advertising, public
speaking, publicity and public
relations, news and sports pro
gramming and much more.
¡S- The chance to learn more
about alternative music forms
and access to a large library of
records, tapes and CDs.
Opportunities for honing
creative writing skills in record
reviews and articles for the
WODU newsletter.
In addition to all this, WODU
co-sponsors two record con
ventions, puts out a sampler
tape of the WODU top-20 new
songs and organizes activities
for the amusement of its mem
bers.
As ODU grows, so will
WODU. So come on, get in
volved. You'll meet interesting
folks and help WODU in its
quest to provide the ODU com
munity with informative and
entertaining programming.
Sean Dennis

Talking into hi-tech equipm ent isn 't
the on ly thing to b e d on e around the
station. (F. C opela n d )
A W ODU staffer m ans th e control
board.
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Student deejays handle everything, in
cluding record covers, m icrophones,
headphones . . . (F . C opela n d )

S IG M A N U . Row 1: J o s e p h Pe n c e , K enn eth C ard y , R o b b ie V ign atio, D av id
S to ck m eie r, J a m e s B ig e lo w , S te v e Pre ston , D a v id W eitz, C h r is to p h e r V arv a ,
T ra c y F letcher. Row2: B o b b y C u m p le r, M ark M ugent, D an L u e v a s , L isle L in dsey,
M ark Miller, J o h n Kistler, J o h n S k o g lu n d , D a v id H a le, T h o m a s M urph y,

C H I E P S IL O N . Row 1: S ta c ey E y m a n g u s, S a lly K ila d a , M a s o n Battle, R usty
R o b e rtso n . Row2: J o h n R eid, K evin P u lle n , D o u g C ro w le y , D o u g S ta m p e r, T o m

K en n eth Vick, Scott S h a n n o n , Barry N ic h o ls , K evin T a ylor, D a v id V e g h , C h ris

M ustin.

White.

The Baptist Student Union
(BSU) is one of the larger stu
dent organizations on cam
pus. They are very active all
over campus. The BSU gets
students involved in campus
life.
There are many events run
by BSU members, for them
selves and anyone who wants
to attend. The Spring semester
saw a talent show and a hu
man scavenger hunt. BSU
members performed at the
Baptist Student Union Build

ing. Beforehand, teams of stu
dents were given a list of per
sons to retrieve and bring back
to the BSU. The students had
to get other students that had
certain traits. These traits be
longed to those who had Bibli
cal names, members of the Big
Six organizations and other
characteristics. People meet
ing these qualifications were
brought back and the teams
got a point. If the person had
never been to the BSU, the
team got a bonus point. Those

captured were asked to stay
for the talent show.
The BSU participates in
many intramural sports form
ing many competitive teams.
The main focus of the BSU is
to focus on their faith and en
joy Christianity together.
Mike Mahoney

K evin Kirwan and B o b Cilento fix
th em selves sandw iches at the BSU
Thursday lunch. (C . Barker)

BSU is o n e o f th e b iggest student reli
giou s grou ps on cam pus. (C . Barker)
M any students co m e to en joy free
lunch and fellow ship on Thursdays.
(C . Barker)
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PSYCHOLOGY CLUB. R o w l:S e a n Smith, Dorothy Call. Marta Adelman. R ow
2 : Laura Drumright, Mona Tieman, Susan Sharp. Barbara Keiser, Regina
Walker.

PHI ALPHA THETA. R ow 1: Amy ClfngenpeeL Fran Jacobson. R ow 2: Dr.
James Sweeney, Eric Miller, Doug Morrisson.

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION C
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C H E E R L E A D E R S . Row 1: C u rtis R ozier, K athy A lb e rts o n , Bill M cQ o w an , D aw n
D o u g h e rty , Marti W illiam s, X en ia D e L e o n , C a r e y R ad ic an , C h risty W alk e r,
R an dy D om in ick. Row 2: R.J. Sm ith, T y G re e n h a lg h , C h ristie S y k e s (c o a c h ),
D a m o n Hein, Jim B o g d a n .

Y E A R B O O K . Row 1: H eidi S h in er, S u s a n F ree, J u le n e F ish er, L a u rie H o o d ,
B e lin d a R oper. Row 2: C a t h y Ire lan d , G a ry H a n se n , M ic h a el M a h o n e y , T a y lo r
E m ig (S u s a n 's little sw e e tie ), C h a r le s T h o m a s , Bill Sm ith, C h ris P arker.

-¿¿cte
The Laureate will make you Students in American Universi
look stupid in 1999. Not that it ties and Colieges, two were in
tries to make you look stupid ducted by the leadership
Ilf itjust documents how silly honor society Omicron Delta
you happen to look. Maybe Kappa, and two were among
you don't think your appear only four students accorded
ance is a bit odd now, but wait Kaufman Honors at com
a decade or so and you un mencement May 6 for exerting
doubtedly will. The Laureate is "an exceptional and construc
fast becoming a permanent fix tive influence on the univer
ture on campus. It distributed sity, its students and the com
1,000 copies of the first Laure munity by demonstrating the
ate in 1988. During the 1988- highest qualities of leadership
1989 academic year, ODU rec and service.'' The achieve
ognized several of the year ments the staff has made in
book's staff members for their the two short years of The Lau
contributions to student life. reate's existence attest to the
Three staff members were ad value the organization places
mitted to the 1988-1989 com upon student life. Not only is
pilation of Who's Who Among its goal to chronicle what stu

dents do at ODU but to provide
many of them with experience
in what they will do after col
lege. To this end, the yearbook
staff offers interested students
the opportunity to learn all as
pects of publishing including
writing, editing, layout, pho
tography, typesetting, public
relations, advertising -and
book sales. So, as you can see,
making you look silly is a very
serious business. Besides,
maybe you don't look so silly
after all —just youthful inyour
enthusiasm.
Philip Read

Baking in the sun, Ju len e Fisher an
sw ers qu estion s at the Fall Main
Street. (G . H ansen)
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Taking a break from layouts, Gary
H ansen d oes a little photography on
th e side. (C . Farker)

R u by A rcid o and Floyd Copela nd keep
track o f the table at th e Fall Main
S treet (C . Parker)

Working in the darkroom , Stephanie Carson checks o v e r h er negatives fo r errors.
(R . Sn ow )

i shot

Managing Editor Susan Free, keeps
the staff in lin e and organized.
(C . Parker)
R u by A rcido focu ses in on a photogra 
p h er focusing on her. (G . H a nsen )

YEARBOOK C

Ced ric M eekins a ccom pa n ies E bon y
Im pact on th e piano. (C . T h om a s)
Krystal Thom pkins sin gs a con tem p o
rary g o s p e l son g. (C . T h om a s)

EBONY IMPACT. R ow 1: Nathan Harris, Kenneth Lee, Kevin Johnson, Kevin
Wiggins, Robert Covington. R ow 2: Gloria Hairston, Karen Briggs, Charlitta
Shands, Tomaree Tupponce, Monica Dancy, Cassandra Barksdale, DeAngela
Coleman, Karen Shell, Bridget Morris, Tara Jones, Ramona Jones, Tiffnii Pulley.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA. R o w 1: Andrew Oland, Molly Simpson, Diane Smela.
R o w 2: Sean Lee, David Pritchett, Bruce Hall, Dana Burnett, Sureña Matin.

18 8
CARRIBEAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION.

tctÿtvi
"A great way to meet a lot of
people and adjust to being
away from home," described
Darnell Miller in reference to
his experience with Ebony Im
pact. Kevin Johnsonjoined be
cause, 'I sang in the church
choir at home and missed it.
Plus, Ebony Impact is a place
to find your friends for life."
This organization fluctuates
in size because anyone may
join at any time. This year's
choir size was at an all-time
high of 70 persons. Besides
singers, Ebony Impact has sev
eral instrumentalists, such as
drums, bass guitar and piano
players.
Ebony Impact sings contem
porary gospel music and its

purpose is to sing for the en
joyment of others. They have
performed on ODU's campus,
at Waterside, and even made
a tape for Channel 49's first
show of their new station. In
the twelve years the choir has
been on campus, each Spring
they go on tour performing for
high schools, colleges and
churches along the East
Coast. These tours are a great
way for choir members to be
come closer friends and also
serve as good recruitment for
ODU.
The director and faculty ad
visor is Mrs. Carolyn McCullon,
who also serves as ODU's
coordinator/counselor of aca
demic counseling.

EBONY IMPACT [

Souù,
This organization offers stu
dents a unique variety of
opportunities to meet people,
travel and perform for others.
This talented and enthusiastic
group will continue to grow
and go far.
Heidi Shiner

tuiCCtta Jesuitce
Alpha Phi Omega National
Service Fraternity began at
ODU when some members of
the fraternity at William and
Mary visited our campus and
suggested ODU establish such
an organization.
The group began with 21 ac
tive members and accumulat
ed over 500 service hours in
their probationary period of
membership. Vice-President
of Services Jason Parker ex
plained that the group needed
to complete at least 12 pro
jects in order to be considered
for recognition by their na
tional organization. Areas of

service include Service to the
Nation, Service to the Commu
nity, Service to the Campus
and Service to the Fraternity.
Alpha Phi Omegas were
heavily involved in the First
Annual Great Hampton Roads
Duck Race on April 1 for United
Cerebral Palsy. A great exam
ple of what APO members are
all about included distribution
and collection of duck
"adoption papers, ', serving
food and beverages at the con
cession stands on race day,
bar coding all the duckies into
the computer for race use, sell
ing souvenir ducks and help-

ing to gather major sponsors
of the event.
Alpha Phi Omegas also par
ticipated in Child Abuse Pre
vention Month activities by set
ting up a table in Webb Center
in order to benefit a special
handicapped boy and the
Child Abuse Prevention Office.
They distributed information
and blue ribbons to students,
hoping to heighten awareness
of the horrors associated with
child abuse.
Mindy Sopher
Pete LeFresne

M

Alpha Phi O m ega h elps
A d opt-A -D uck program .
A bunch o f A P O
th e Waterside.
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with
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"raisins" perform at

pill

Plllii

Service can be fun as the APO members
prove at the Kids Pair held at Scope.

B E T A A L P H A P S I. Row 1: L a w r e n c e G ille sp ie , L isa O 'M a lle y ,
K O w alski, B etty S h o v ia k , C a r o ly n K in g, L y n d o h R em ia s.

K a ron

P R O P E L L O R C L U B . Row 1: G r e g H u ntington , Ire n e K e e c h , T ra cy R o b a r d s ,
M a rc o D u lo g . Row 2: H en ry Behrm atnn, B a rry H o lla n d , Patricia B e ru b e ,
D errick D u n c a n .

A L P H A P H I O M E G A . Row 1: A n d re i Millits, D o n a ld A c k e rm a n , T o m
H o w a rd , J a s o n P arker, J a n ic e L iv in g o o d , E d w a rd H u b b a rt Jr., Rich
G o ld b e r g . R o w 2 : L a rry D a n ie ls , Erick R o z e lle , C h r is to p h e r D u n n , J a n in e
Low ery, M ike C la u s s , S o n ia K e ssle r, S to v e Lesk y, L e e C orrell, T im H o ra n ,
Nikki H o lm e s , D.R, T h ru sh , W e n d y G w altn ey , T o m M ullen . Row3: B o n n ie
A y co ck , C a r o ie R e a d , G w e n W a r d , J u ly e D av is, Vivian C o o k .

Carole Read and Wendy Gwaltney help
Susan Free raise money fo r the Child
Abuse Prevention Office and Robbie. |
(C. Parker)

ALPHA PHI OMEGA £

RUSH! It all started with that
one word — a word powerful
enough to bring nervous ex
citement to the hearts of pro
spective sorority girls and pan
icked preparation to the lives
of the welcoming sisters. Itwas
a week full of meeting new peo
ple, singing, smiling and,
above all, making choices.
And rush was certainly an
apt name for this phenome
non that occurred at the begin
ning of the fall semester. Rushees rushed from house to
house. Chapter members
rushed to put the finishing
touches on skits and decor.
And on the final night, bid
night, the new pledges, with a
rush of excitement, rushed
into the arms of their new sis
ters.
If numbers were any indica
tion, the Fall of 1988 was a
great time to "go Greek. ” With
the number of girls going
through formal rush at an alltime high, every chapter was

very near, or even above, the
set maximum of 55 members.
But the popularity of rush
did not make the decision of
which sorority to choose any
easier for the questioning
girls. The decision seemed
monumental, and it was not
uncommon for tears to be
shed and loyalties to be tested
during that week. But was this
decision traumatic for every
one? Apparently not for one
sophomore who said, lau
ghing at her naivete, "I re

ZETA TAU ALPHA. Row 1 : Julie Timms, Judy Rountree, Karen Bard, Josette
Dunn, Cheryl Snow, Ann Scott, Laura Swanchara. Row 2 : Keeley McDonald,
Chrissy Archer, Faith Ellison, Cathryn Graffeo, Monique Saunders, Kendall Oar-j
rison, Joanna Stewart. Row3 : Stephanie Messier, Haney Cole, Melanie Piersoh,
Donna Simson, Marybeth Billing, Jennifer Langan, Amy Lewis, Abby Smith, Lee
Hostephle. Row 4: Terri Triplett, Cathy Allis, Lauren Blake, Liqia Jones, Wendyi
Hope, Kimberly Thomas, Loti Shelton, Jodi Osterienk, Kathy Webster, Michele
Watson.
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member going back to one
chapter because I really liked
their colors!"
But in the end, whether the
girls chose to embrace white
carnations or pink roses, an
gels or teddy bears, their real
choice was a path to learning,
growing and giving.
Cathy Ireland

T h ese sm iling faces w ere ju s t extend
ed bids from Delta Zeta. (J. Lin g)

CHI OMEOA. Row 1 : Sue O'Dell, Kara Derocco, Heather Whyte, Amy Beamer,
Cathy Baer. R<w 2: Kith Capps, Linda Hoibert, Laura Peter, Barbara Herman,
Caroly FJynn, Shannon Preston, Sherri Gifford, Wanda Lassiter, Klnl, Stewart,
Mychelle Brady. Row 3; Jackie Vaisvil, Denise Weisberger, Roxanne Schwartz,
Shannon Belcher, Kim Sours, Tierney OColeman, Christy Horton, Jackie
McLaughlin, Stacey Fassett, Bridget Morris, Angie McCord. Row 4: Brenda
Jones, Cathy Ireland, Lori Krahk, Loma Turgis, Amber Gilpin, Stephanie EveretL Carolyn Haman, Dawn Mewman, Lisa Kitsch, Haney Mayo, Debbie Heisterhagen, Deb Sweeney.

Rushees clap along with the Chi Omegas during a form al rush party. (J. Ling)

ALPHA PHI. Row 1 : Dee Dee Hendren, Learme Bretzfelder, Jennifer
Beckman, Tarm ny% xey, Jamie Gordon. Row 2: Karen Horton, Erin Laythem, Jenifer Kimk, Tommy Sansone. Leslie Bums, Denisé Bolos, Cheryl
Fari$, Tammy Shaeffer, Grayien Clark, Daria Biumenauer, Cathi McGrath,
Beverly Burger, Melissa Gammino, Doris Vroustarous. Row 3 : Darlene
Knight, Michelle Durham, Kelly Walsh, Reagan Zaldo, Denise Apollo, Caro
line Fiamembaurh, Caroline Thomas, Tiffany Dangoia, Crfej^r Carduct,
Dina Flamembaum. Row 4: Cheree Simpson, Heather Scruggs, Paulette
Carlson, Kris Zeigfieid, Paige Moser, Lynne Carlton, Kim Vaughn, Vicky
Cordner, Kim Taìedi, Bacia Knoémschild, Gillian Robertson, Pegi Money,
Donelia Welnert.

D E L T A ZE T A . Row 1: C a r la C o n o v e r, H eidi S h in er, A m y D 'O liv e ria , G in a
J u stice, P la y e r Bu tler. Row2: Jaiya B a k sh i, K at W a ls h , Liz C ory , B a rb ra H o l
lar, Rita J a g e t, C a r o l Reis. Row 3: B a r b Y o u n g , S u s a n E liz ab e th B u rla g e ,
J o a n R ilm an , A n g ie S e rra n o , C h e le B en ste tler, Trish W o o d s , T in a A d a m s ,
D e b b ie W o rle y , S u s a n B a y lo r, S h a r o n Stryker. Row4: Elle n Schu ltz, Kathy
H o v d e , M ary La y m e n , Beth M o o re , L isa T im m o n s , L isa Rice, K ate Z u k o w sky, A im e e M ay n ard . Row 5: T in a A d a m s , A n n e H o u sto n , M an d y Grifin,

Cindy Turner, Jennifer Peterson, Kerri Shea, Bernadette O ’Connor, Laura
Sykes, Joan Garollo, Susan Hewell.

A im ee Maynard o f Delta Zeta steps
with the pink and green sororities dur
ing Alpha Kappa Alpha week.
(C . Thom a s)

SORORITY RUSH
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PI BETA PHI. R ow 1: Cheryl Pratt, Shawnie D'Arcy, Unda Roburto, Patti YOW,
Jennifer Fetner, SuzieGongei, Jennifer Boretsky. R ow 2 : Vicki Anderson, Stacy
Sueter, Marybeth Sutton, Maria Theil, Kris Reilly, Julie Short, Christie White,
Jennifer McKeon, Ann Trbovick, Stadia Spanolis, Jennifer Pratt. R o w 3 : Michelle
Zylka, Kim Knicely, Jill flarhai, Tracy Medvene> Ann Harvey, Aundy Caldwell,
Tama Anderson, Michelle Qhandour, Ingrid Seifert, Jennifer Marlowe, Debbie
McCuIlah. R ow 4: Lauren Roworth, Karen Gannon, Bairbra Bowden, Ann Qraff,
Joanna fiouragas. Shannon Cucdardo, Joy Zellers, Kelly Beauchrtih, Sandy
Robinson, Wendi Zimmerman.
KAPPA DELTA RHO. R o w ]; Dean Luken, Richard Barbour, Peter Braswell. Sem i
Sutton, Qlen Rose. R ow 2 : Surema Fazeli-Matin, Rajan Dua, Richard Reif, Don
Kroeller Jr., Qreg Phillips. R ow 3 : Richard Biele, Paul Striedi, Mark Sandlen Jc$T
Frith, Paul Thomas, Terry Copeland, Doug Henry. R ow 4; Edmond Cochard,
Kenneth Haskell, Jeffrey Brady, Jim Reilly, Mills March. R ow 5: Dave Shanks,
John Locke, Ken Lowerstein, Sandy Kable, Erich Brooks, Joel Meckley. R ow 6;
Michael Salyer, Cliff Parker, Ruben Rodriguez, David Cooper, Michael Schubert.
R ow 7: Lloyd McMurphy, Wayne Parker^ Chip Holman, David Anderson. R ow 8;
Oil Ostawaski, flick Colatrella, Steve O'Leary, Warren Solomon, Don Cash.

P roceed s from Tau Kappa E p silon 's
C a r Bash went to charity. (S . R u ssell)
The first G reat H am pton R oad s Duck
R a ce fo r U nited C erebra l Palsy was
a id ed b y 110 Greeks. (C . Parker)
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Pi Kappa Phi ' a d o p te d '' and cleaned
part o f Interstate 64. (S . R u ssell)
Pi Kappa Phi broth er rieal Williams re
m o ves trash along the interstate.
(S . R u ssell)

*teef^4 Sente
What do basketballs, blood, Beating the Odds" for the
Big Brothers and baby rubber American Heart Association.
ducks have in common? Ten Sigma Phi Epsilon
These and many other things brothers moved into the ODU
were central elements in social Field House after graduation.
service efforts performed by
Six fraternities and sorori
ODU fraternity and sorority ties sponsored blood drives
members this year.
helping collect over 700 pints
Over $39,000 and at least this year. Alpha Kappa Alphas
19,000 man hours were given sponsored leukemia and
to help others from August sickle cell testing, while over
1988 to May 1989. Pi Kaps 110 Greeks helped with the
adopted a portion of Tidewater first Great Hampton Roads
Drive to help keep America Duck Race on April Fool s Day
beautiful. Theta Chis walked to help raise equipment and
dogs, jumped rope and rode a program funds for United Cere
see-saw for two days. Kappa bral Palsy. Still more groups
Alpha Psi brothers tutored built wheelchair ramps, spon
school children, while Delta sored refugee children and
Zetas rocked the night away in parked cars at the Anheuser
rocking chairs. One hundred- Busch Golf Classic.
two hours of continuous bas
The President's Office and
ketball saw "Two Great Hearts other campus offices called

upon Greeks repeatedly to
host prospective students,
alumni and special guests.
Campus tours and help with
the Prevent Child Abuse Blue
Ribbon
Campaign
were
projects most Greeks under
took in full force.
Greek Week showed a
hearty $1,700 contribution to
The Clean Water Fund as
Greeks "... the Wave of the
Future" ... helped save the
bay.
Averaging over 40 cents and
21 hours per member, social
service and philanthropy are
surely a key to what makes
Greek life a skip in the right di
rection.
Mindy Sopher
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For the past seven years in
a row, the Dominion Review,
originally conceived by Bruce
Weigh has provided aesthetic
enjoyment to the university
community. It has achieved
this goal by compiling poems,
short stories and interviews of
a literary nature created by the
students of ODU. The maga
zine supplements the litera
ture with quality art work to
complement its contents.
In 1988, it published its first
national issue. This meant
that it accepted submissions

3 GROUPS

from writers around the coun
try. The Review maintained its
national status through the
efforts of Ronald Hughes and
Amy Whalen, co-editors, and
Carole Oles, faculty advisor for
this year's Review. The 1989
issue has increased in size by
30%, has been copyrighted
and has received a Library of
Congress ISSN#.
Next year's editors, Andy
Stone and Malaika Ring, along
with their advisor, Wayne Ude,
hope to make further improve
ments in the university's liter

ary magazine. As staff mem
bers of the Dominion Review,
they have had the opportuni
ties to gain knowledge of con
temporary writers and can es
tablish a working relationship
with their peers. Members of
the staff can also leam various
aspects of magazine composi
tion including typesetting, edi
ting and layout. It is also possi
ble to gain class credit being a
staff member of the Dominion
Review.
Janice-Jo Taylor

Janice Taylor takes tim e ou t o f h er
b u sy sch ed u le to en jo y a few p a ges o f
th e D om inion Review. (C . Parker)

ALPHA CHI. Row 1 : Ron Seville, Paula Harpster, Donna Lucy, Richard Shelly.
Row 2 : Dave Montgomery, Cindy Larison, Andria Maestrello, Jill Silverman,
Conni^ Jtidy, Pvan Stallings, Stuart Allison, Tuari Thai, Francis LOke, Karon
Kowalski.

AMERICA« SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. R ow 1: Daniel Rydzewski, Chris

Fewster, Bill McGowan, Darrell Janezic. R o w 2 : Sean Abemathie, Sally Kilada,
Steve Butler, John Barclay, Doug Stamper.
,
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A m nesty International m em bers write
foreign govern m en ts to plea d fo r the
hum ane treatm ent o f political prison 
ers.
The sym bolic d o ve o f p ea ce flies to
free the op p ressed o f th e world.

SOMEONE’S WAITING
TO HEAR PROM YOU.

m mI

AM NESTY
INTERNATIONAL
'

I

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRIES
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"Oh, that's terrible,” we
might exclaim nonchalantly
while breezing through the
newspaper. It occurs to us that
this is unfair, but that'sjust too
bad, we accept that such injus
tices occur. When one shrugs
feeling far removed, be aware
that you haven't chosen the
only available option.
Amnesty International is an
independent world-wide
movement working impartially
for the release of all prisoners
of conscience, for fair and
prompt trials, for political pri
soners and for an end to tor
ture and executions. Joining

this world-wide organization
adds your name to a group
who call on all governments to
respect and promote the
United Mations Universal Dec
laration of Human Rights.
On December 10,1948, the
General Assembly of the
United Mations adopted that
Declaration, and the docu
ment, in a Preamble followed
by 30 articles, states in clear
and simple terms the rights
which belong equally to every
person. Following this historic
act, the Assembly called upon
all member countries to publi
cize the text of the Declaration

and "to cause it to be dis
seminated, displayed, read
and expounded principally
in schools and other educa
tional institutions, without
distinction based on politi
cal status of countries or ter
ritories.”
The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights — Your
rights as a human being. Are
you familiar with them? Will
you help promote and de
fend them for yourself, as
well as for your fellow human
beings?
Heidi Shiner
M em bers sign up students for a
letter-writing campaign.

WÊÊÊÊÊm

BACKPACKING CLUB. Row I: Kim Chrisman, Carol Streeter, Thaddeus
Pesce, Heather Spooner, Melinda Shiflitt, Sue Papp. Row 2: Noah Nathan,
Mike Simon, Patrick Schuler. Mike Shelton, Bill Smith, David Ransom, Cody
Wood, pavid Hurst, Mike Copres, Phil Akers.

wmmm

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL C

Do not adjust your setting . .. We control the vicini
ty . . . We control your entertainment horizons. You
have entered ODU's Outer Limits where you're al
lowed to be Naro-minded, quench your thirst at the
Waterside, or draw your ticket stub at tli€ Wells, it s
strange when the Chrysler is not something you drive,
but something you drive to . . . when The Classroom
serves meals and Friar Tuck's bears no resemblance
to a monastic cell. Mere, The RiverView possesses hq
rive^ view but boasts aisle seats. We return control to
you, that is, until you return to us.
P h ilip R e a d
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Christian doso ranks a s the #.1
:: skateboarder in the world, ■■■^

A bod yboa rd er slid es through th e
surf.

Every year, thousands of
people congregate on the
beach, their eyes focused on
the water. Looking for dolphins? .Ships? Mo. It's the
East Coast Surfing Champi
onship. Each summer the
best surfers from around the
country migrate to Virginia
Beach to participate in the
world's second-oldest surf-

KRtB

ing contest.
Sponsored by the Virginia
Beach Jaycees, the champi
onship has spanned over a
quarter-century. Starting but
as small competition mainly
for surfers from the local
area, it has since grown to re
ceive an elite crowd of sur
fers nationwide.
George Desgaine, one of
the eldest surfers from the
area, made this observation.
"I've been at this contest
longer than anyone here.
The boards are;' getting
shorter, the surfing better
and the bikinis smaller.”
As the contest and crowds
have grown, so have the
events. This past competi
tion saw the addition of
skimboarding, ramp skating
and beach volleyball.
So count on the events
again this summer, the
ECSC is here to stay.

Chris Parker
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It takes a lot of special people
bring you your student newspaper
each week.
We are always looking for fresh ideas
and enthusiastic individuals!!
Come by and see us!
% \ )t

JHace S c Croton

Room 200 Webb Center
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8pm M G B 1Q2 $ 1withstydentip

UJednesdoy night movie MGS

7:30
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Comedy Night
Sèptembpr

5

lectureSeries
7:30pm Room T03 UJebb FRCC
SRC Meeting o p e n to All M
12:30- 4:3Q U Ie b b 2Q6
UJëdhesdâp nidht movié M GS 402

8:00pm MOB 102 $4 with student

ID
SRC Meeting -—: Open td flli -| 42*30-4¿30 UJebb 206
UJednesday night movie *7:30 MGSv
402;
I Bill andTed's &$etleat Adventure
Cohfceft pa UJebb iown 4:00- 7:00

7:30

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels'\

•mw

1964 qs the Beatles
Main Street
f RCCßlCS ot SfiC booth .
I tUednesdaynight movie Double
Feature
hZOBIqzingSdddles M OB 102
9i^ 0’:^)# Producers $Vwith ID
>Artist inUJebb idbby /
12:30- 1:30
ComedyNight
jB^-Mv-8--;TÖ2•'$T

November

7:30

flXy.

lecture Senes

SRC Meeting Open tö AH

\ 12:30- 1:30 Uiebb 206

UJednesday night movie M G S

Bfeich Lives, $ l,:iy4th 10

7:30

102

:.

Artist in UJebb lobby
, 42:30- 1:30
SRC Meeting Open to AH
12:30- 1:30 UJebb 206
UJednesday night movie MGB

Rrtisf ih UJebb bobby
: 12:30- 4:30
UJednesdoy night movie iHorFor £ :
Shows
TheShiding 7:30 MGB 102 I
Dial 'M' RorMurderV:30 $ 1/1D
*SÀC Meeting Open to AD J2 ;3Q1:30 UJebb206 .
UJednesdoy night mpvieM&B 102

Lean On Me

7:30pm Suffolk Room in UJebb FR€6

102

Tequila Sunrise

October

402

SRC Meeting --* Open to fill!
12:30- 4¿30 UJebb 206
UJednesdoünight movie 7:30 M GS

lecture Series
7:30pm Suffolk Room in UJebb FRCC
SRC Meeting Open to All
12: 30- 1;30 UJebb 206
Artist in UJebb lobby
12:30- 1:30

flirtist in UJebb lobby
12:30- 1:30
. SAC Meeting Open to FiH 12:30-¡5.•; '
>>30 UJebb 206
UJednesday night movie MGS 102

7:30

BeetlejOijte
Comedy Night
MGB 102 8pm $ 1with studéht4&v:
lectyre Series :
7:30pm Suffolk Room in UJebb
FR€€
SRC Meeting Open to AH 12:30- 1:30 UJebb 206
UJednesdoy night movie M G S 102

7:30

Beaches %1 with studentlD

J4rtist in ifobby oft UJebb
12:30- 1:30
SRC Meeting Open t o AH
42:30- 1:30UJebb 206
SRC Meeting
42: 30- 1:30 UJebb 206
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TH€ BIG PICTUR6
Our campus life is set
against a background of
community happenings. Lo
cal news, national happen
ings and world events all af
fect us.
Election years are always
a bit hyper. Politicians go
into overdrive to convince us
that they are the only ones
capable of leading our coun
try. This year was no different
in that respect. What was dif
ferent this year was that eveiyone seemed to go over
board. Some critics called
the campaigning in 1988 an
equivalent of Barnum and
Bailey's best shows. Sensa
tionalism, name calling and
mud slinging reached a new
all-time low in our democrat
ic process. In a year where
Qeraldo Rivera and Morton
Downy Jr. 's shows were high
in the ratings, perhaps it's no
wonder that America put up

with the sensationalism of
Election '88.
Some positive moves are
being made on the political
front. Officials from the So
viet; Union and the United
States are inching closer to
open dialogue and interna
tional reform. Gorbachev's
progressive policies are be
ing hotly debated; will he
bring a new openness to Rus
sia or will he get himself ous
ted from the Communist Par
ty? We can remember 1988
as the year it began.
Other beginnings are just
now developing across the
world. The student revolu
tion in China is becoming
more tense. The Chinese
government has declared a
news blackout and violence
seems more likely in what
began as a peaceful push to
wards a more democratic
government. Some high-ranking Chinese Communist :
Party leaders are missing :
and speculation about what •
is happening there can't be :
confirmed.
Some things never seem :

to change, Mews from Iran this
year concerns the Ayatollah's
"contract” for the life of writer
Salmon Rushdie for blasphe
my against the Islamic faith.
World news often is closer to
home than we think, as the oil
spill off the coast of Alaska has
proved. Miles of crude oil is
spreading over natural wildlife
breeding grounds, and the glo
bal impact is still unsure. Yet
we have seen an immediate re
sult at the gas pump. It's ironic
how an oil company can leech
oil from the delicate balance of
the Earth, dump it into the
ocean to kill, and then charge
us extra!
Tragedy struck the nation
and Hampton Roads when a
gun turret exploded on the
USS Iowa, killing several sail

ors. Investigation still hasn't
produced results concerning
the cause or possible future
prevention of a recurrence.
On a more upbeat note,
this could be called the Year
Of The Trump. Real Estate
Tycoon Donald Trump's
yacht The Trump Princess
docked for a rare tour at Wat
erside, and his extravagan
zas continue to be in the
news. He could be called the
epitome of the '80s yuppie.
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A resc'ttg -worker holds an oil-encrust
ed seabird . ( Time Magazine)
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A sagging gun is testim ony to the
naval tragedy aboard the VSS
Iowa. (C . Parker)
G orba ch ev visits m any world R
leaders to im plem ent his p rogres- X
siv e policies. (T im e M agazine)
$

Tim e M agazine celebrates th e b e 
ginning o f a "kinder, gen tler
Am erica. " (T im e M agazine)

A new era has opened up for
ODU, namely on 42nd Street in
the form of the Old Dominion
Inn. It opened on February 15 on
the "other" side of campus,
south of BAL, and promises to
open the gate to new social, edu
cational, and business oppor
tunities for the community as
well as ODU.
The Old Dominion Inn exists
as an extension of the university.
Jay Scherrill, manager, hopes
that the Inn will serve the univer
sity and grow with it. Mr. Sherrill
thinks parents and family will
use the Inn during events such
as Preview and graduation. The
May '89 graduation gave the Inn
a "full house." A number of uni
versity organizations already
use the Inn as a meeting place
because of the hospitality and
convenience the Inn provides.
The Inn also provides jobs si
for students and people in the ^]
community. The construction
and opening of the Inn will pro- iijl
duce an economic boost for the

previously stagnant area south £
of ODU and hopefully bring new £ i
retail shops closer to ODU.
One thing is clear, the lovely El
rooms comprising the Inn will be [•:
as busy as ODU in the upcoming c|:
years— minus the parking prob- :j
lems,
-; H
I
Michael Mahoney

Manager Jay Sherrill is proud o f Old
Dom inion Inn s facilities. (C. Parker)

::

OLD DOMINION INN
A Special Place to Stay
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HOCKEY TEA]
DID YOU KNOW THERE WAS ONE?
It's true. Ice Hockey exists
in Virginia! Iceland o f Virgin
ia Beach hosts the Virginia
Beach
Men's
Hockey
League. The league consists
o f teams formed throughout
Tidewater. ODU formed its
team several years ago, oth
er teams come from sur
rounding communities such
as Lynnhaven and the naval
stations. Iceland also spon
sors a "craft day" where
hopeful skaters can show off

their skills for teams looking
for new players.
Hockey games are super to
attend. The action is lighten
ing quick and it's a fun game
to watch, as well as play. This
year's club president was Mike
Dimon, a Theta Chi defenseman, who may have the best
shot in the league from the
point. Jay Kim has also been
a standout showing hustle,
guts and skill throughout his
stay at ODU. Last year's team

was coached by Jeff Hamil
ton, but this year's team
lacks a coach so far.
So come out to Iceland
next year and watch the skat
ing Monarchs. The team is
always looking for able
players, as is the league. Ice
land runs other hockey and
skating programs and Is
open all year.
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Michael Mahoney

SKATING SESSIONS HOCKEY LEAGUES®
14915 Broad St./Va. Bch. Va. 23462
11
1440-3999
v IS fllH ji

full
contact
AM64
TIDEWATER’S radio.

WOOD

ALTERNATIVE

Active

Involved

Supportive

683-3097

Growing
iVV

Now Hiring—

Men & Women
SUNHW Cn « ¿ r j .
E X C E LLE N T PM

c r u is e s h ip
\>

JOBS!

*12,000 to *50,000

Call now!

'1-206-736-7000
6Xt.

120C

(Call refundable)

HAWAII *BAHAMAS - CARIBBEAN

The team car is never a t a loss for
wheels, (C. Thom as)
The Campagnolo racers speed by
Town Point Park. (C. Thomas)

Bicycle racing teams from
West Point, Annapolis,
George Mason University,
William and Mary, Mary Bal
dwin College, Virginia Tech,
University of Virginia, Univer
sity of North Carolina and
James Madison University,
among others, converged at
Fort Stoiy in Virginia Beach
October is Noticeably ab
sent were race jerseys signi
fying a team representing
ODU. Not to be deterred,
with over 230 participants
the races began with enthu
siasm amid rumors that sev
eral ODU students had
donnedjerseys representing
other colleges so as not to
be left out of the first-ever lo
cal collegiate bike race sanc
tioned by both the United
States Cycling Federation

and The Eastern Collegiate Cy
cling Federation,
A mass start of over 80 riders
in the first race made the par
ticipants glad to see that the
organizers had taken numer
ous precautions to increase
their safety, including the
placement of over eight pickup
truck lo a d s o f h ay b a le s
around the course to protect
them from falling into any of
the several unforgiving ob
s t a c le s s u rro u n d in g the
course.
You could feel the tension as
the fans anticipated the worst
from this very dem anding
course. You could actually
hear the sighs of relief as the
pack came into sight and each
of the different checkpoints ra
dioed that they had passed
with no mishaps.

It became a real chess
game on wheels at speeds
sometimes in excess of forty
miles per hour. With bikers
exceeding speed that their
tires could maintain contact
with the pavement around
the comers, crashes were in
evitable. They call itroad piz
za, road rash or just a booboo.
Although individual tro
phies were awarded to the
first five finishers in each
race, the real competition
shaped up over the team tro
phies for each category of
races. In the end, West Point
and Annapolis took almost
all the marbles.
All in all, cyclists and spec
tators had an enjoyable time
and will be looking forward
to the 1989 Tour de Junque,

Altman, Philip 140
Ambrose, Deborah 147
Amos, Wayne 147
Andersten, Timothy 198
Anderson, Amy 148
Anderson, Brian 148
Anderson, Curran 41
Anderson, David 246
Anderson, Lori 198
Anderson, Rodney 148
Anderson, Tama 246
Anderson, Vicki 246
Apollo, Denise 245
Apollony, Kim 233
Archer, Chrissy 244
Arcido, Ruby 239
Arrasate, Glenn 198
Asad, Zacheria 131
Ashmead, Christa 233
Avant, Vicki 148
Awada, Ali 148
Azcarate, Eduardo 148
Aziz, Ahmad 140

Abdallah, Jalil 140
Aberpathie, Sean 190
Abrahamson, Daniel 198
Ackerman, Donald 229, 243
Adams, Amos 233
Adams, Danette 146
Adams, Tina 245
Adelman, Marla 146, 231, 237
Adenir, Marites 146
Adnani, Vasudev 140
Afeworki, Tekle 147
Aftel, Andrew 233
Aftel, Brian 233
Agner, Ingrid 140
Aiston, Anthony 147
Akers, Phil 250
Albers, Rebecca 147
Albertson, Kathy 238
Alexander, Cynthia 140
Alexander, Liz 198
Alexander, Mary 198
Alexander, Wilford 190
Alhamdi, Abdullah 147
Alister, Roy 198
Allebach, Lorraine 147
Allen, Catherine 147
Allis, Cathy 244
Allison, Stuart 249
Almeleh, David 147, 225
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Bacaoan, James 198
Bach, Pamela 148
Baer, Cathy 178, 244
Baggett, Anya 148

Bailey, Carolyn 198
Baker, Kristin 198
Bakshi, Jaiya 245
Baldwin, Meal 148
Baliles, Mark 110
Ballard III, James 198
Ballard, Carl 159
Ballen Jr., Harold 148
Ballowe, Lynda 148
Banks, Mark 198
Barbeito, Julia 190
Barbour, Richard 246
Bard, Karen 244
Barklage, Thomas 148
Barksdale, Cassandra 241
Barrett, Jacqueline 198
Barton, Chris 148
Barton, Heather 198
Bassett, Amy 198
Battle, Mason 148, 235
Bavosa, Christopher 148
Baylor, Susan 148, 245
Beamer, Amy 244
Beauchamp, Joseph 190
Beauchmin, Kelly 246
Beck, Kristine 198
Beckman, Jennifer 245
Bector, Gary 148
Behrmann, Henry 243
Belcher, Shannon 244
Bell, Dr. Charles 233
Bell, Michael 190, 225
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Bennett, Sandra 198
Benson, Julie 148
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Berglund, David 198
Bertini, Mark 148
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Bevacqua, Elana 194
Bevacqua, Elisa 194
Biele, Richard 246
Bierach, Jennifer 198 i'
Bigelow, James 235
Biggs, Donna 148
Billing, Marybeth 244
Billups, Mark 89
Bird, Susan 148
Bishop Jr., Robert 148
Bishop, James 190
Bishop, Kelly 148
Bittle, Michelle 140
Bjarnason, Christine 198
Black, Teddy 231
Blaine, Jeni 198
Blake, Lauren 244
Blanchard, Diana 120, 121, 150, 231
Blankenship, Marion 150
Bleier, John 140
Blumenauer, Daria 245
Bocklet III, Charles 140
Bogdan, Jim 238
Boggs, Timothy 140
Bolar, Christina 194
Bolefield, Tom 127
Bolen, Marcus 190
Bolon, Michelle 150
Bolos, Denise 245
Booker, Micha 198
Booth, Felicia 198
Bordeaux, Jacqueline 140
Borduas, Amy 223

Boretsky, Jennifer 246
Borkovich, March 105
Both, John 137
Bottoms, Greg 88
Bowden, Barbra 246
Bowen, Russell 150
Bowers, Sherry 194
Bowling, Edward 150
Boyd, Andrew 198
Boyd, Jerry 190
Boyd, Joseph 198
Bracken, Patricia 194
Bracken, Scott 140
Brady, Jeffrey 246
Brady, Mychelle 244
Brandt, Steve 198
Brasseur, Eric 198
Braswell, Peter 246
Bretzfelder, Leanne 245
Brewington, Raymond 150
Bridgeman, Frankie 150
Bridges, Valerie 150
Briggs, Karen 150, 241
Bright, Sherry 150
Brinn, Craig 227
Brittingham, Diane 151
Brockman, Bill 141
Brooks, Erich 246
Brooks, Sindy 140
Brown, Alicia 141
Brown, Barrington 198
Brown, Jean 198
Brown, Kim 279
Brownell, Vickie 151
Bruns, Stephen 151
Brynildsen, Krista 198
Bueno, Araceli 151
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Bueno, Byron 151
Bulle, Christina 198
Bumgarner, Kirk 151
Bumper, Stacy 190
Burch, Gregory 198
Burcher, Janie 223
Burger, Beverly 245
Burgess, Eric 151
Burkhalter, Tracey 233
Burlage, Susan 245
Burnett, Dana 241
Burns, Leslie 245
Burns, Sharonda 198
Burton, Brandalyn 198
Burton, John 151
Butler, Player 245
Butler, Prince 194
Buyrn, Margie 229
Byars, Ronald 151
Byrd, Randolph 151
Byrne, Murph 72
Byrum, James 198
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Cadiz, Mark 151, 157
Calderon, Roberto 186
Caldwell, Aundy 246
Call, Dorothy 198, 229,
237
Callow, Gary 152
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Campbell, Lelia 190
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Cann, Paul 149
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Cash, Don 246
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Cooper, David 190, 246
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Corillo, Nova 153
Cornish, Jarin 194
Correll, Lee 229, 243
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Cory, Liz 245
Cosgrove, Brian 227
Coulther, Chris 105
Covington, Robert 241
Cowan, Tina 231
Cowell, Jason 200
Coyman, Randie 154
Craig, Charles 200
Crawford, Brent 154
Crawford, Stacey 194

Creai, Kathy 144
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Crosley, Stefanie 231
Crosslin, Connie 154
Crowley, Doug 235
Crumbly, Andrew 154
Cucciardo, Shannon 246
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Cutchins, Michael 200
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Dado, Andrew 155
Dahl, Brian 200
Damon-Johnson, Patricia
116
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Dangoia, Tiffany 245
Daniels, Larry 229, 243
Daubert, David 155
Daugherty III, William
155
Davenport, Robert 155,
157
Davie, Lesli 151
Davis, Garrick 84
Davis, Mike 227
Deal, Kelly 200
Dean, Steven 194
Deans, Donna 190
Decker, Judith 155
Defazio, Robert 200
Del Vecchio, Kelly 155
Deleon, Herman 141
DeLeon, Xenia 238
Dellavecchia, Michelle 190
Demetriou, Phil 146
Dengler, William i57
Depta, Adalene 200
Derocco, Kara 244
Deveney, Kelly 194
Devir, Brian 190
Devjee, Vikas 200
Dileu, Richard 231
Diller, Scooter 227
Dills, Chiaki 155
Dinapoli, Suzanne 155
Dizon, W.C. 155
Dodson, Stephanie 155

Dominick, Randy 238
Dougherty, Dawn 238
Drinko, Christopher 155
Drinko, Tim 155
Drumgould, Lucia 103
Drumright, Laura 155, 231,
237
Dua, Rajan 246
Duduik, Terry 200
Dulay, Leonard 155
Dunbar, Amy 200
Duncan, Derrick 243
Dungan, Angela 200
Dunn, Christopher 200, 229,
243
Dunn, Josette 200, 244
Dunning, William 155
Durbin, Kevin 156, 225
Durham, Barry 156
Durham, Michelle 245
Durovich, Nicholas 156
Dyer, Chuck 225, 227

Fabila, Allan 156
Faison, Heather 200
Falkenstein, Ken 222
Falls, Shannon 190
Faris, Cheryl 245
Farley Jr., James 156
Farrant, Carol 156, 157
Farrow, Mona 142
Fassett, Stacey 244
Fazil-Matin, Surena 178, 246
Feinstein, Joseph 227
Ferer, Laura 244
Fertman, Laura 200
Fetner, Jennifer 246
Fewster, Chris 249
Figeac, Sandra 156
Firesheets, Scott 158
Fisher, Heather 194
Fisher, Julene 146, 157,190, 238
Fisher, Randy 200
Fisher, Robin 158
Fitzgibbon, Jennifer 157

Flamenbaum, Caroline 158, 245
Flamembaum, Dina 245
Fletcher, Tracy 158, 235
Flynn, Carolyn 244
Foody Jr., William 158
Forbes, Tim 200
Ford, Wendy 158
Ford, Wilma 194
Foretich Jr., Jerome 158
Forker, Douglas 158
Forness, Brook 200
Forrest, Krista 190
Foxworth, Uvonka 158
Frank, Dr. Willard 185
Franklin, Brenda 200
Frederick, Jennifer 223
Free, Susan 108, 158, 232, 238, 239
243
Freeland, Shirley 190
Freeman, Kandes 223
Freeman, Kedre 161
Freeman, Medre 158
Freus, Christopher 200
Frey, Christine 158
Friel, John 88
Frith, Jeff 190, 246
Frizzell, Harry 200
Fryer, Steven 200
Fuller, Erica 200
Fuller, Scott 200
Fulton, Ellen 158

East, Samuel 156
Eaton, Sonja 229
Eberhart, Jodi 141
Eddy, Sharon 194
Edmunds, Norman 156
Edwards, Anne 156
Edwards, Audra 156
Edwards, Deana 156
Edwards, Nicole 223
Edwards, Wayne 156
Eisenbelg, Aaron 156
Eisenberg, Colin 227
Eisman, Mimi 157
Ekka, Anthony 200
El Gouch, Moramad 156
Eliasek, Steve 75
Elizarraras, Ricardo 103, 200
Elliott, Eric 200
Ellison, Faith 244
Emerson, Stephanie 223
Emig, Taylor 238
Epps, Lillie 142
Epstein, Jean 156
Epstein, Sean 194
Ericson, Kimberly 156
Estepa-Maldonado, Linda 156
Etheridge, Ray 142
Evanosky, Catherine 156
Evans, Kelly 103, 200
Evans, Lora 200
Evans, Sheila 156
Everett, Stephanie 244
Eymangus, Stacey 235
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Fulton, Gina 142
Funkhouser, Elizabeth 158
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Gaffney, Felicia 200
Galang, Mae 200
Gambacorta, Laura 158
Gamboa, Freddy 158
Gammino, Melissa 245
Gannon, Karen 246
Garcia, Ronald 158
Gardner, Ralph 200
Garrison, Kendall 244
Gatling, Chris 84, 85
Gatling, Keith 55, 143
Gentry, Becky 190
Georgallas, Georgios 200
Ghandour, Michelle 200, 246
Ghent, Jeff 158
Gibson, Virginia 142
Gies, Robert 158
Gifford, Sherri 244
Gil, Ingrid 200
Gilbar, Ronald 158
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Gilford, Natalie 158
Gill, Darshanpal 158
Gillespie, Lawrence 243
Gillete, Debbie 194
Gilpin, Amber 244
Gladden, Chris 231
Glascoe, Katrina 200
Glockner, Gunther 140
Goff, Kirsten 190
Goin, Eugene 200
Goitom, Biniam 200
Goldberg, Rich 229, 243
Goldsmith, Pete 157
Golliher, Casey 142
Goodwin, Kim 137
Gordon, Jamie 245
Graff, Ann 160, 246
Graffeo, Cathryn 244
Grant III, Columbus 142
Grant, Linda 160
Grant, Stewart 142
Granzon, Ruben 200
Gray, Molly 160
Greenhalgh, Ty 238
Greenhalgh, William 160
Greenhill, Lamont 160
Gregory, Kathy 200
Griffey, Joan 160
Griffin, Carol 194
Griffin, Stephen 202
Grifin, Mandy 245

Gross, Alisa 195
Gross, Donnasue 160
Grubb, Gary 160
Guermoudi, Amal 160
Guice, John 160
Gustavson, Paul 161
Guyer, Sue 76
Gwaltney, Wendy 229, 243

Hairston, Gloria 241
Hairston, Roderick 195
Hairston, Tisa 202
Haj, Anwar 161
Hajasx, Stephen 233
Hale, Christopher 190
Hale, David 235
Hall, Bruce 157, 241
Halsey, Michelle 161
Haman, Carolyn 244
Hamilton, Gene 227
Hamilton, John 161
Hampton, Pamela 177
Handshaw, Cheryl 202
Hansen, Gary 121, 195, 238, 239
Harhai, Jill 246
Harpster, Paula 249
Harrah, Matthew 157, 161
Harrell, Julie 161
Harris, David 161
Harris, Laurel 161
Harris, Nathan 241
Harris, Tracy 161
Harris-Martin, Redell 161
Harrison, Laurie 150
Harrison, Marcus 202
Harvey, Ann 246
Harvey, Christopher 202
Harvey, Lynne 142
Haskell, Kenneth 246
Haskell, Trey 175
Hasselmann, John 142
Hatz, Sol 142
Hawk, Carey 161
Hawley, Paolo 202
Hayden, Stacie 163
Haywood, Felisa 163
Healey, John 157
Hearne, Poe 190
Heath, Robin 137
Hedgepeth, William 202
Hein, Damon 238
Heisey, Mark 163
Heisterhagen, Debbie 244
Henderson, Benjamin 191
Henderson, Julie 197, 202
Hendren, Dee Dee 245

Henry, Doug 246
Henry, Scott 213
Herbener, Debra 73,163
Herbert, Karen 202
Herman, Allison 202
Herman, Barbara 244
Herman, Jonathan 163
Hey, Katie 202
Hickman, Barbara 191
Hickman, Debbie 202, 203
Higginbotham, Sandra 163
Hightower, Yogi 68
Hill, Martessia 163
Hill, Rodney 163
Hinchee, Jeffrey 142
Hinebaugh, Randall 202
Hines, Glynis 163
Hines-Gooden, Kim 72,163
Hinkle, Carolyn 202
Hinton, Michele 191
Hirsch, Jonathan 202
Hirse, Ali 163
Hoag, Joseph 163
Hobeck, Steven 157
Hobson, Stephanie 163
Hofman, Marc 195
Holbert, Linda 244
Holbrook, Mary 162
Holcombe, Danette 231
Holik, Trank 163
Holland, Barry 243
Holland, Ronald 202
Hollar, Barbra 245
Holloway, Sonja 191
Holman, Chip 246
Holmes, Nikki 229, 243
Holsopple, Susanna 202
Holton, Mandy 143
Homayoun, Nima 195
Hood, Lauren 202, 238
Hope, Herbert 163
Hope, Wendy 244
Horan, Timothy 163, 229, 243
Horton, Michael 163
Hostephle, Lee 244
Houlihan, Pat 202
Houston, Anne 245
Hovde, Kathy 163, 245
Howard, Tom 229, 243
Hubbard, Mary 163
Hubbart Jr., Edward 191, 229, 243
Hudgins, Christopher 163
Hudnall, Chad 227
Hughes, Diane 195
Hughes, John 225
Hughes, William 163
Humphries, Thomas 163
Hungerford, Craig 164
Hunt, Telicidad 143
Hunt, Jeffery 191
Hunter, Cheryl 202
Hunter, Levi 151
Hunter, Melinda 195
Hurney, Jimmy 207

Hurst, David 250
Hurst, Jon 105
Hurt III, Albert 195
Hutchenee, Amy 175
Hutchins, Amy 127,191
Hyatt, Karen 230, 231
Hyler, Bill 164
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Ireland, Cathy 238, 244
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Jackson, Andrew 202
Jackson, Angela 151
Jackson, Nathaniel 164
Jacobs, Oliver 202
Jacobson, Fran 237
Jaget, Rita 178, 245
James, Michael 164
Jamison, Jill 164

Janezic, Darrell 227, 249
Jansen, Eilene 108,195
Jarrett, Jim 95
Jeffrey, Todd 164
Jencks, Christopher 202
Jenkins III, John 195
Jenkins, Renard 202
Jennings III, Hugh 164
Jennings, Cecilia 164
Joaquin, Angela 164
Johnson, Cazondra 202
Johnson, Chris 164
Johnson, Deborah 164
Johnson, Earl 202
Johnson, Janice 164
Johnson, Kevin 241
Johnson, Lori 164
Johnson, Nichelle 191
Johnson, Willie 180
Johnston, Michael 164
Jolies, Matthew 202
Jones, Brenda 157, 244
Jones, Cozetta 165
Jones, Deborah 143, 165
Jones, John-Michael 143
Jones, Lana 165
Jones, Leslie 165
Jones, Licia 244
Jones, Ramona 202, 241
Jones, Sharon 165
Jones, Stan 105
Jones, Tara 241
Jordan, Tanisha 202
Jordan, Valerie 165
Joynes, Christy 195
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Judy, Connie 249
Jurick, Patricia 143
Justice, Gina 245
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Kable, Sandy 178, 246
Kahler, Bob 177
Kammerer, Kris 165
Kane, William 225
Karavias, Denise 165
Kardish, Becky 223
Keefer, Tom 223
Keiser, Barbara 231, 237
Kelley, Nancy 143
Kenney, Michael 143
Kent, Daniel 166
Kerwin, Christopher 85,143,
202

Kessler, Sonia 229, 243
Keswani, Sonia 166, 233
Khaireddine, Salim 166
Kidd, Leigh 166
Kiely, Patricia 166
Kiernan, Don 178
Kilada, Ghada 166
Kilada, Sally 235
Kilroy, Adele 166
Kincaid, Keith 166
King, Carolyn 243
Kirsch, James 202
Kirsch, Lisa 244
Kirschman, Charles 166
Kirwan, Kevin 111, 201, 236
Kiser, Monique 166
Kissell, June 166
Kistler, John 235
Kitchen, Kellie 191
Klamerus, Amy 166, 212
Kloptenstein, Eric 225
Kmet, Christopher 202
Knicely, Kim 246
Knight, Darlene 245
Knight, Stefanie 167
Knight, Tracey 167
Knoernschild, Kecia 245
Knuth, Scott 109
Kothe, Eric 227
Kowalski, Karon 167, 243,
249
Krajc, Lawrence 167
Krai, Michael 223
Krank, Lori 244
Kroeller Jr., Don 246
Krotzer, Tom 202
Kube, Kimberly 202
Kuhns, Jill 195
Kulp, Brenda 167
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Lacy, Gwen 202
Lacy, Nancy 167
LaForgia, Sharon 223
Lakshmi, Bhathi 131
Lalonde, Jacqueline 167
Lamb, Margaret 195
Lambert, Kay 167
Land, Beverly 143
Lane, Charles 101
Lane, Susan 168
Langan, Jennifer 244
Lange, Armand 224, 225
Lankford, Joan 195
Larison, Cindy 249
Larry, Wendy 90
Lassiter, Denise 168
Lassiter, Wanda 244
Lathroum, Dan 202
Laughton, Linda 168
Laurance, Kim 178
Lawler, William 157
Laymen, Mary 245
Laythem, Erin 245
Le, Khoa 168
Leccese, Paul 168
Ledford, Lisa 195
Lee, David 169
Lee, Howard 169
Lee, Kenneth 241
Lee, Sean 241
Leecost, Treena 169
Leese, Ken 227
Lefresne, Pete 225
Leiter, Georgene 169
Lemmon, Cheryl 233
Lenzo, Elena 169
Leonard, Ricardo 84
Leonardo, Mark 202
Lesky, Steve 229, 243
Levister, James 202
Lewett, Stephen 169
Lewis Jr., Robert 202
Lewis, Amy 244
Lewis, Delvina 169
Lewis, Michael 202
Lewis, Robert 224, 225
Lewis, Troy 202
Lidert, Nancy 169
Lilley, Lincoln 169
Lilly, John 169
Linden, Robert 143
Lindow, Lyndle 169
Lindsay, Lisle 169, 235
Linyear, Beth 169
Livingood, Janice 169, 229, 243
Lloyd, Gareth 202

Locke, John 246
Loke, Francis 169, 249
Lowerstein, Ken 246
Lowery, Janine 229, 243
Lowery, Rob 182
Lowery, Tim 223
Lubertazzi, Matthew 170
Luckey, Michael 170
Lucy, Donna 249
Luevas, Dan 235
Luken, Dean 246
Lundquist, Jason 144, 231
Luttrell, Sarah 170
Lyle, Elizabeth 202

MacDonald, Brian 202
MacDonald, Virginia 144
Maclin, Chad 202
Madsen, Kevin 170
Maestrello, Andria 191, 249
Mahoney, Michael 41, 46, 121, 127,
171, 195, 217, 238
Mahoney, Pat 230, 231
Major, Clark 195
Makrieiorgos, Vasilios 204
Mallari, Roy 144
Manners, Gentry 223
Manning, Arlene 204
Marcello, Anthony 105
March, Mills 246
Margrave, Mark 161
Markham, Wade 170
Marlowe, Jennifer 246
Marshall, Todd 204
Martillotti, Frank 170
Martin, Elizabeth 170
Martin, Michael 94, 97, 170
Martin, Michelle 204
Martin, Thomas 195
Martin, Twanitta 170
Matin, Surena 241
Maxey, Ronnie 204
Maxey, Tammy 245
Mayer, Kenneth 170
Mayes, Subkina 204
Maynard, Aimee 170, 245
Mayo, Frank 191
Mayo, Nancy 244
Mayo, Wes 88
Mazzuca, Karen 204
McCloud, Russell 191
McCord, Angie 244
McCraw, Bonnie 204
McCrea, Cindy 204
McCullah, Debbie 246
McDaniel, Yvette 191

McDonald, Amy 170
McDonald, Darrin 84
McDonald, Keeley 244
McDonnell, Maureen 170
McDonough, Joanne 170
McEwen, Jennifer 170
McFadden, Jean 195
McFadden, Maia 192
McFadden, Sean 195
McGotty, Kelly 170
McGowan, William 170, 238, 249
McGowan, Virginia 170
McGrath, Cathi 245
McGrath, Jill 170
McGruder, Arlinda 170
Mclnturff, Karen 223
McKay, Patricia 144
McKeon, Jennifer 246
McLaughlin, Jackie 244
McLaughlin, Kevin 204
McLawhorn, Van 170
McLeod, Deborah 144
McLeod, Esther 172
McMurphy, Lloyd 246
McNamee, Christine 204
McNeal, Kevin 37
McNealy, Karen 172
McNeil, Patrick 144
McQuage, Patricia 144
McRae, Paul 204
McSpadden, Glenda 172
Mead, Dana 172
Means, Brenda 192
Meckley, Joel 246
Medley, Lisa 172
Medvene, Tracie 192, 246
Meekins, Cedric 240
Mekavibul, Paiboon 172
Melchers, John 172
Mele, Lawrence 73,172
Mellits, Andy 229
Melly, Michelle 204
Mercer, Jimmie 172
Merullo, Paul 196
Messier, Stephanie 244
Meyer, Bruce 172
Miceli, Lisa 192
Michel, Denise 172
Milby, Ted 204
Miles, Alfred 173
Miller , Tara 204
Miller, Darnell 241
Miller, Edward 196
Miller, Eric 173, 237
Miller, Gary 173
Miller, Mark 235
Miller, Michael 204
Miller, Scott 196
Millilan, Dan 173
Millits, Andrei 243
Ming, Danny 227
Minucci, Glenn 173
Mirabelli, Angela 192
Mitchell, Girard 227

Mitchell, Michael 144
Mitchell, Scott 173
Mitchell, Terri 173
Modi, Vimal 192
Moeller, Mary 144
Money, Pegi 245
Monheim, Barbara 173
Montague, Jennifer 173
Montalbano, Michelle 223
Montgomery, David 192, 249
Moore, Andrea 192
Moore, Beth 245
Moore, Cindy 174
Morgan, Edward 174
Morgan, Ted 227
Morris, Bridget 241, 244
Morris, Duane 174
Morris, Wendy 174
Morrisson, Douglas 157, 174,
237
Morton, Kenneth 174
Moseley, Tanya 196
Moser, Paige 245
Moses, Michael 204
Moss, Wendy 223
Motamed, Daniel 192
Mott, Blake 174
Mouak, Ihsane 174
Mulkeen, Robert 174
Mullen, Tom 229, 243
Mundy, Stacey 196
Murphy, Thomas 235
Murray, Kristal 192
Murray, Neal 174
Mustin, Tom 235
Myers, Jennifer 205
Myers, Littrell 192

Nagy, John 174
Nathan, Noah 250
Navarro, Glen 224
Navarro, Nelson 145
Neff, Dan 96
Nelson, Tracy 174
Nestor, Eric 225, 227
Nettles, Amy 175
Neville, Joy 137
Newell, Susan 245
Newman, Dawn 244
Newman, Mark 101
Nghiem, Xuan 205
Nguyen, Chris 205
Nguyen, Hiep 192
Nguyen, Nhan 175
Nicely, John 205
Nichols, Barry 235

Nichols, Todd 205
Nicholson, Robert 175
Niebling, Heather 205
Nielsen, Nancy 175
Nilsson, Scott 205
Nimmo, Jesse 224, 225
Nippell, Katherine 196
Nobles, Eric 196
Noel, Pamela 192
Nolan, Brian 175
Nolan, Mark 175
Noonan, Sean 104, 105
Norm 227
Norris, Gloria 175
Norton, Christy 244
Norton, Karen 245
Nouragas, Joanna 175, 246
Novido, Genalin 223
Nucup, Ernesto 175
Nugent, Mark 235
Nyman, Lori 176
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O'Dell, Sue 244
O'Keefe, Edward 196
O'Leary, Steve 246
O'Malley, Lisa 243
Oakley, Jeff 227
Ogletree, Charles 176
Oland, Andrew 241
Oliver, Kathy 176
Olson, Jeffrey 176
Omoda, Ramona 205
Onley, Sheila 192
Oooh, Jackie 205
Ortega, Joyce 176
Ostawaski, Gil 246
Osterlenk, Jodi 244
Ostrowski, Marcus 205
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Paloma, Debbie 61,176
Paltauf, Russell 196
Papadopoulos, Gregory 176
Papp, Sue 168, 178, 250
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Parson, Kimberly 196
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Parker will do anything to break up the ]
l m onotony o f day-to-day operations.

A Letter From The Editor
Weil", the, office is quiet. Most o f the staff
has gone for the sum m er and the book is
almost finished. Sitting here in the office, I
can't help but think o f the great times we
had this past year. Pm getting nostalgic a iready! Although l will return to O DU nextsemaster, there willnever be anotheryear like
this one, and I am proud to ha ve been apart
o f The Laureate ’88- '89.

,
j§ ,

it took a tot o f dedication and som e very
hard work from a ll the staff to produce the
book you now hold in your hands. It was

only the second year o f production, and we
h ad our troubles; we lost editors along the
way, we had equipment failures, and we
struggled with financial difficulties. Trying to
get a new venture running sm oothly is full
o f unexpected crisis. Iknow that there were
those who sometimes didn t think we would
make it.
But the important thing is how this
year’s staff pulled together to overcome
these challenges and exceed all lim its im
posed on them. They chipped in and helped
each other in a ll areas o f production. I never once heard "that’s not my
jo b . " / have to congratulate them for keeping their "happy faces” through
som e long hours!
In particular I would like to thank Susan Free, the Managing Editor.
Without h er special skills and guidance this book would n ot be as good
as it is. She has been my right hand through a ll the ups and downs, and
l want to wish her, and little Taylor, all the best.
It is im possible for m e to look back on this year without seeing — at
every turn — ou r Faculty Advisor, S cott Harrison. This book ju s t plain
would n ot be without him. fíe has encouraged us all, gon e to bat for us
with the Administration, and helped sm oothed out the rough spots. O ur
thanks go ou t to him.
We know we aren't the only ones who struggled this year,- college is
a tough jo b , as we students know! We have a ll agonized over papers and
sweated out exams, we’ve m et new friends and lo st s o m e . . . It's a re lief
to be done, but it's also sad to leave. ODU itselfis also struggling. In a few
years the campus and Hampton Blvd. will took very different. Changes are
com ing fast — and we have a ll been a part o f these new beginnings. Yet
eventually we leave it behind and g o on to other things.
What wifi you take with you o f your experience here? Knowledge,

friendships, maturity, heartaches and jo y, failure a s well as success — it’s
a ll what we’ve shared through our years here. Perhaps the pictures and
memories stored in this book will remind you o f ODU as it was a part of
you. We know those memories will always be with you.
We hope this book will help you remember.

.Th e office blackboard was a place to record
: memorable phrases overheard during long
; deadline sessions. (C. Parkerf
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Old Dominion University's

FIGHT SONG
Fight Old Dominion, Your courage roars!
Fight Old Dominion, Your valor soars!
Blue and silver worn with pride,
We've got the spirit, here on our side!
Hail Old Dominion, Your courage roars!
Hail Old Dominion, Your valor soars!
Old Dominion — GO BIG BLUE!
Our victory lives on in You!
Susan Marie Free

It

Friendships will last through the sum m er.

Rain o r shine, Kim Brown knows h er O D U experi
en ce will always b e with her. (S . C a rsen )

FIGHT SONG 279

A t times life travels too sw iftly.
Years so special, so intense ...
Years that remain tender in h e a rt .. .
move by, seeming to have no compassion
for what w ell miss,
for what we wish we could
hold onto longer.
The mysteries contained in life's lot
bring rapture as well as affliction,
welcome beginnings and tearful goodbyes
Yet we can always cherish
our quiet reflections
o f sentiment.
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